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Resolution Enhancement of Thermal Infrared Images
Via High Resolution Class-Map and Statistical Methods
by
David Schlingmeier
ABSTRACT
Remote sensing from long stand-off distances offers numerous advantages. As our
ability to extract information from data has increased, so has the need for high spatial
resolution. Such results are often not available due to technological or financial limitations
on the detectors which scan the scene and produce the imagery. Therefore, for many years
to come, spatial resolution enhancement using additional data from a variety of sources
shall remain popular and cost-effective.
Work has been on-going at the Rochester Institute of Technology's Center for
Imaging Science in the spatial resolution enhancement of thermal infrared imagery.
Background thermal imaging theory is presented and the most recent work by the Digital
Imaging and Remote Sensing group is reviewed. A literature search of materials published
on the topic since 1985 is included: numerous methods and techniques are presented.
Based upon these concepts several areas of study were carried out. All investigations
undertaken were confined to cases that ensure radiometric fidelity across image processing
operations, since derivation of accurate temperature or emissivity maps necessitate this
requirement. Given a low spatial resolution thermal band, these methods produced a high
resolution estimate thereof based on enhancement using: (1) a single panchromatic band,
(2) a high resolution class-map derived from multi-spectral bands and (3) a statistically
based combination of multi-spectral bands.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing from extreme range offers numerous advantages such as the ability
to obtain macroscopic views of events, discrete observation from a long stand-off distance
and assessment of large portions of the earth's surface in short periods of time. Often, the
areas being examined are inaccessible to other means of exploration due to financial,
political or physical resource limitations. Unfortunately in certain cases, the desired level of
detail required for such diverse tasks as ice-mapping, biomass/crop assessment or policing
roles cannot be obtained due to the limited, on-ground resolution returned in such data
collections. Due to operational or mission limitations, the airborne or spaceborne platform
performing the task is forced to maintain a certain flight profile. Resulting performance
therefore hinges upon the capabilities of the sensor package and the limitations imposed by
the environment (atmosphere or scene illumination effects) encountered during the data
collection. As we increase our ability to extract knowledge from gathered information,
there is a strong desire to increase the resolution within imagery. Preferably, we would like
to have data with an on-ground spatial resolution which is much less than 1 meter. Such
high performance systems shall hopefully come into common place operation in the future,
however at present, the technology required to achieve this is very costly. Using a metric
based on cost per resolution ($/m ), it would be evident that for a fixed resolution (eg. 1 m )
it is more expensive to obtain infrared than visible data. In some cases, technology may not
exist to provide data with resolution comparable to that obtainable in the visible portion of
the spectrum. Therefore, for many years to come, a cost-effective approach which relies
upon image enhancement shall continue to be popular. While the investigation to be
carried out shall deal directly with a follow-on to thermal infrared image resolution
enhancement techniques developed byWarnick et al. 1991, generic statements on the topic
may be made as follows.
When confronted with prohibitive cost or technical limitations, we may be forced to
rely on sensors which cannot provide the high spatial resolution information desired. The
sensors available may be constrained to a certain portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Under certain conditions, an object of interest, be it a vehicle or cluster of vegetation may
be rendered more discernable in imagery by widening the basis of the electromagnetic
spectrum used. For instance, with a given partially obscuring atmosphere, a military tank
may not be distinguishable from background clutter in a daylight, visible scene. However,
addition of edge detail data from thermal imagery (hot superstructure, barrel and engine)
may reveal it. Consider also the separation of diseased/healthy plants and rock through the
use of near-infrared data to enhance a scene gathered in the visible portion of the spectrum.
Such situations/needs dictate the use of an enhancement approach. At present, we often
have single-band panchromatic or multi-band data of high spatial resolution from the
visible portion of the spectrum. Our desire is to use this data to enhance single or multi-
band thermal data which is of lower spatial resolution. The primary focus shall be the
former single-band thermal case.
The use of a remote sensing system to gather thermal data can have several origins.
It may be the desire of the user to obtain:
a. thermal band edge information to enhance visible band data;
b. use thermal data to widen the basis of data to improve material
classification;
c. emissivity maps of the area; and/or
d. temperature maps of the area.
When the user is concerned with generating accurate representations of the data in
the scene (c or d, above), radiometric fidelity must be preserved. Image processing
approaches must be appropriately chosen. Applying such techniques as histogram
equalization/specification liberally, without concern for the radiometry, leads to output data
having little more value than being a "pretty picture". The goal becomes merger of the high
spatial resolution panchromatic data with the lower resolution information found within the
thermal bands. The output result must then retain the correct thermal infrared radiometry.
Problems associated with the enhancement task can be related to:
a. multi-date data acquisition (different scene content, or sun illumination
effects);
b. multi-sensor data mixing (different sensor spectral responses);
c. geometric correction of data (different view of scene);
d. registration of data sets to a common co-ordinate base; and
e. atmospheric correction (inter and intra data sets).
Greater background to the theory and procedure for enhancement of thermal
imagery is included in subsequent sections. Included therein is the basis for the work
carried out and those methods used by others, both past and present (1985 to 1997).
Warnick et al., 1991, reveals that it is possible to produce high resolution thermal
imagery through the combination of high resolution panchromatic data and lower
resolution thermal imagery. The limitation to success in the endeavour was found to be the
segmentation of the high resolution scene into thermal classes. As shall be presented on
the following pages, the work carried out deals with the methods proposed within the
conclusions ofWarnick et al., 1991. These methods were concerned with improving the
classification of scene content, which leads to better reconstruction of the high resolution
thermal images. Additionally, a statistical approach which does not rely so directly on class-
mapping to generate the high resolution thermal image was investigated. The results of
both methods are compared and contrasted.
2.0 OBJECTIVES
The primary focus of the work carried out was:
a. development of an improved high resolution segmentation method, given a
single panchromatic band, for better thermal class distinction;
b. application of an expanded and improved method for the assignment of
thermal radiance information to high resolution imagery (both pan & multi-
spectral derived class-map cases); and
c. implementation of a statistical enhancement method.
Within this entire undertaking it was the author's desire to produce more than just
results. A highly desirable goal was to have a final product which would allow the input of
corrected/registered image data sets and output the enhanced imagery. This approach was
pursued. This report and notes within the programs serve as documentation. In this
manner, future users have the necessary modules at their disposal such that they may be
lead through the steps required to replicate the effect on their data sets. As of this writing,
a widget-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) was desired, but could not be implemented
due to lack of time.
Since the primary data set used is all at the same spatial resolution, high resolution
truth data for the thermal band was available. This allowed Root-Mean-Square (RMS)
error verification. RMS error was noted byWarnick et al., 1991, to be a weak metric for
gauging success. In the interim time, no notable
"success"
metric has come into use.
Therefore development of a suitable new error metric was also regarded as highly desirable.
4
3.0 BACKGROUND
In order to frame the problem, a short summary of thermal infrared imaging has
been included in the following section. Next, and as the starting point for the main work, a
review ofWarnick et al., 1991, is given. Subsequently, significant findings from the
literature review of the period 1985 to June 1996 are presented.
3.1 Thermal infrared imaging
In addition to providing edge information or other aspects of the data tor image
enhancement, users rely on thermal infrared imaging to provide temperature or emissivity
maps. The following paragraphs give a general background and describe the process to
obtain such a result. Note that the work carried out did not go to this extent as it was
beyond the desired scope. Emphasis in the work was focussed on obtaining the best
possible high resolution apparent radiance image. The following information has been
included for the sake of completeness. Recognize also that discussion on raw image data
conversion (motion compensation/geometric corrections) has been omitted: it is assumed
the data set has had such operations carried out in advance of its use in this application.
From the complete electromagnetic spectrum, a subset most relevant to this
discussion may be partitioned into regions known as ultraviolet (UV), visible (Blue, Green,
Red), Near Infrared (NIR), Short Wave Infrared (SWIR), Mid-wave Infrared (MWIR) and
Long-wave Infrared (LWIR) as shown in Figure 1. The thermal bands correspond to the
LWIR region which spans the 8 - 14 /Am range.
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Figure 1: Electromagnetic Spectrum, region of interest.
As shown by Figure 2, tne predominant effect in the NIR & SWIR is due to solar action.
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Figure 2: Atmospheric transmission, solar irradiance and self-emission spectra (Schott,
1996).
The MWIR response is a competing process between solar influences and the temperature
of the item imaged. Hence, night-time imaging is often used when investigating this
portion of the spectrum. The thermal portion of the spectrum is governed by self-emitted
radiance due to reflection or internal heat. The spectral radiance (Schott, 1989) seen at
the sensor is given by:
L, = e,L x, + r.L..i. + L ,k k Tk y. X dk k uk d)
wnere: L,
LTA.
is observed spectral radiance
[Wm"
]
is emissivity (wavelength dependent)
is spectral radiance of a blackbody at temperature T, given by the Planck
equation
is atmospheric transmission (wavelength dependent)
L<u is spectral downwelled radiance onto the target due to self-emission from the
sky
r^ is reflectivity (wavelength dependent)
Lu^ is spectral upwelled radiance along the path between the target and the
sensor due to self-emission from the atmosphere
A is wavelength
A blackbody is a structure which perfectly absorbs and re-radiates all incident
electromagnetic flux. Such an object would therefore have a reflectivity of zero and an
absorptivity of one. As expressed by Planck, the spectral radiant exitance of a blackbody is
given as:
M
2nhc2 (2)
k V(ehc,U!T
- 1)
where: MA is spectral radiant exitance
[Wm"
pm ] - a derivation of units shall reveal a
scale factor of 10" in the numerator is missing.
h is Planck's constant (6.6256 X 10"34 [J s])
c is the speed of light (2.9979 X 108 [m s"1])
k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X 10" \]
K"
])
T is temperature [ K]
A is wavelength [m]
For non-ideal blackbodies, a ratio known as emissivity can be defined as the material's
spectral exitance divided by the spectral exitance of an ideal blackbody:
e
K<T> (3)
For a surface in thermodynamic equilibrium, emissivity and absorptivity are equal.
Substituting absorptivity for emissivity, the conservation of energy relationship is given as:
e + t + r = 1 (4)
where: is emissivity
T is transmittance
r is reflectance
Note that the above parameters correspond to the material with which the energy interacts.
The quantity T here is different from that in equation (1), where it denotes transmission
through the atmosphere.
A Lambertian surface is characterized as having radiant intensity steadily
decreasing, approaching zero at grazing angles, according to:
I9 - I0 cos0 ( 5 )
where: I0 is the intensity normal to the surface; and
0 is the angle from the normal, to the surface, in the direction of interest.
By simplifying the expression for radiance in any direction from a Lambertian surface (Lq),
we see that radiance is constant:
dl0 dl0cos@ dl0
9 dAcos dAcos dA
L = * =
*"I|WJV'
= ^1 = L ^ ^)
where: dA is an area element on the surface of interest; and
L0 is radiance normal to the surface.
Assuming the blackbody to behave as a Lambertian surface , the relationship between
spectral radiance and radiant exitance is given by:
Mk
TC
(7)
An imaging system views a scene and records Digital Counts (DC) . An 8-bit system would
have 0 - 255 DC values. The system has a known relationship between the Digital Count
(DC), recorded in the observation, and radiance. Often, a linear form exists:
DC = mL ? b ( 8 )
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where m is system gain (optical through-put and electronic amplification)
L is effective radiance observed by the sensor [Wm" ]
b is system bias (radiometric and electronic)
The relationship between effective radiance(L) and spectral radiance(LJ is as follows:
L - jR'(X)LxdX (9)
where: R'(A) is peak normalized spectral response
As given in Schott, 1996, the unit-less peak normalized spectral response function for the
sensor detector is:
Rn) gW dSld<b(k) (10)
R(X) R(k)v ymax v 'max
where: R(A) is detector spectral response [amps ] or [volts ]
S is signal out of the detector [amps] or [volts]
O is radiant flux or power [w] incident on the detector
Referring to equation (1), chapter 6 of Schott, 1996, shows that it is possible to find T, Lj^
and Lu^ via Ground-Truth, In-Scene Calibration or Atmospheric Propagation Model
methods. Using some apriori knowledge in a supervised classification approach or using an
unsupervised classifier, it is possible to assign classes to the areas in the image, obtained
from the collected data. Emissivity's may then also be assigned based on laboratory
knowledge regarding these material classes. With an opaque target, the transmittance in
equation (4) is zero. This allows the calculation of reflectance as 1 minus the emissivity.
At this point, given the digital count (DC), it is possible to solve equation (1) for LTi. This
value may be converted to exitance using the inverse of equation (7) . Through the use of
numerical methods, the exitance value is used with equation (2) to derive a corresponding
temperature.
3.2 Previous DIRS Work
The basis for this work was carried out byWarnick et al., 1991- In many
situations, the desire of the enhancement is to produce temperature or surface radiance data
at high resolution given only low resolution thermal data and high resolution data from a
single panchromatic band. While the work ofWarnick and this work does not proceed to
this extent, it would be possible to carry the process through to this point. The method
proceeds as follows.
Assume high and low resolution pixels of the same region span different area
measures. In order to achieve enhancement, the same ground-area must be operated upon.
The low resolution thermal area has a ground instantaneous field of view (GIFOV) which is
several times that of the high resolution panchromatic image. The low resolution GIFOV
shall be referred to as a superpixel, and frames several high resolution sub-pixels. The
resolution ratio refers to:
D , ^ t. superpixel GIFOV (11)Resolution ratio = sz. v j
subpixelGIFOV
and corresponds to the number of sub-pixels along a side of the superpixel. The superpixel
neighborhood refers to the eight super-pixels around a superpixel. A superpixel and two
neighborhoods are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Superpixel of interest (center) and its 2 local neighborhoods.
For clarity, only the sub-pixel area within the center superpixel has been shown. In this
instance, with a resolution ratio of five, 25 sub-pixels are needed to make up the GIFOV of
the superpixel.
In order to carry out the enhancement, low resolution super-pixels were replicated
such that the sub-pixel image and the new image matched, encompassing the same area.
Next, the two images were registered to ensure that exactly the same physical area of the
scene would be operated on. A high resolution set of feature vectors (mean, variance, grey
level co-occurrence, grey level run length, etc.) were generated for a 5 X 5 pixel window.
Monochromatic feature images were created by assigning the calculated value to the pixel
coordinate at the center of the window. Based on these features, an unsupervised K-means
classification algorithm was applied. This allowed the generation of a high resolution cl,
map. It should be noted that work carried out by Warnick et al., 1991, used only one
super-pixel local neighborhood. This would be a 3 X 3 super-pixel area.
ass
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Three methods, referred to as A, B and C, were explored. In all cases temperature
for a material class was assumed to be constant for a local region. All approaches attempted
to preserve radiometry on an average basis: the average of the hi res estimate thermal super-
pixel should be exactly the same as the lo res thermal value.
For method A, it is assumed that given a superpixel made up of several classes (a
mixed pixel), there exists within two superpixel neighborhoods, a pure superpixel for each
class. It is this pixel thermal radiance value which is assigned to the class which is being
operated on. Of course, given m classes within a superpixel, there must be m-1 classes
determined via this method. If this is not the case, the mixed superpixel is said to be
unresolvable. The remaining class is calculated such that the average radiometry of the new
high resolution thermal elements is the same as the original superpixel. However, if the
calculated value is less than zero or greater than the maximum grey-level value, then the
superpixel is also said to be unresolvable. In all cases, the search begins in the first
superpixel neighborhood and proceeds from the class with the most sub-pixels to that with
the least. The approach is detailed in the following equation and figure.
YNDC = N DC
'
'
L* i i subpixel superpixel
f-1
where: N; is number of sub-pixels of class i.
DC; is grey-level value of class i sub-pixels.
N 1 ^i is number of sub-pixels in a superpixel.
DQu ixel *s grey-level value of the superpixel.
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Figure 4: Example 3-class center superpixel.
In scenario A, two pure pixels in the immediate neighborhood are required to calculate the
value of the third sub-pixel class.
For method B, equation (12) is again imposed on the system. However, the first
superpixel neighborhood is searched for m- 1 super-pixels containing the same classes as the
superpixel being resolved. If all super-pixels contained the same classes, then 9 equations in
total could be generated, ie., the superpixel being resolved may not contain more than 9
classes if the system of equations is to be solved. Again, the approach ofWarnick et al.,
1991, used only a single superpixel neighborhood. Pixels at the perimeter of the image
cannot be treated in this fashion. This method also generates unresolvable pixels.
The third method, C, is similar to method B . However, the number of equations is
not limited to m- 1 . All super-pixels in the neighborhood containing the same classes as the
pixel being resolved were used to generate the system of equations. This approach can
It in the number of equations being greater than the number of m unknowns. Methodresu
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C acknowledges that the grey-level DC, corresponding to radiance, may not be constant for
a class in the superpixel neighborhood.
Two different scenes were used in the analysis. The first scene had a high resolution
GIFOV of 2 m, while the second scene had a 10 m GIFOV. Synthetic panchromatic
images, created from several visible bands of the data-set, were generated for the analysis.
The first scene was treated in two fashions: the resolution ratio of the thermal image was
degraded to a resolution ratio of 3 for one case and resolution ratio of 5 for another. The
second data set was processed with thermal data at a resolution ratio of 3 and using a
digitized, true-panchromatic air-photo which corresponded to a resolution ratio of 5. The
four data-sets were each segmented into 5, 10 and 20 classes in the class map. Each of the
three methods was applied resulting in an overall matrix of: 4 (data sets) X 3 (class sizes) X
3 (methods) = 36 epochs.
Since the low resolution thermal bands had all been generated by degrading the
resolution of the thermal hand of the data-set, comparison to "truth" was possible. Root-
mean-square (RMS) error analysis was used to characterize the performance of the three
methods. Another metric used in performance measurement was to generate Sobel edge
gradients of the truth and enhanced images and to compute the RMS error only in the
vicinity of the edges. In general terms, it was found that as the resolution ratio and
number of class-map elements increase, performance degrades. Method C performed best,
however in all cases the lowest error resulted when the original low resolution thermal image
was compared to the truth image. This latter fact lead to a comment that RMS error is not
the most rigorous metric for error assessment in this work. Although equation (12) sets up
a system of equations designed to preserve the radiometry, no mention within the report
was made as to its performance in this area. That is, there is no discussion which addresses
whether the high resolution thermal estimate found actually fulfils the constraint:
average(hi-res data)=lo res data values. It is most likely that the authors did not bother to
verify this performance due to the faith in the set-up of equation (12) and its solution
method.
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At conclusion, it was determined that generation of an accurate high resolution
class map was most critical to success. Three suggestions for achieving this goal were
offered:
(1) limit features generated from the high resolution image. Features that do
not artificially enlarge the spatial span of a class should be used. Accurate
generation of the training set is also essential. This suggestion was offered
since certain texture features were noted to result in spatial enlargement,
corrupting the understanding of the data;
(2) generate class maps from high resolution Multi-spectral images (if possible)
rather than a single panchromatic band. Again, selectively choose texture
metrics that do not result in spatial enlargement; and
(3) quantize the high resolution image to a fixed number of grey levels within
the superpixel neighborhood. This shall preserve the high resolution edges,
which will improve the class mapping operation.
3.3 Literature Review
The combined image enhancement problem is multi-faceted. It is possible to
operate on the image data with a focus to improving its visual appearance, breaking it into
classes or otherwise segmenting it and fusing multi-source/multi-spectral data such that
desired nuances may be made more readily apparent. Obviously, it may be argued that
these treatments are so linked that they cannot be addressed separately. However, it is felt
that the partitioning of visual/color concerns, fusion and segmentation as seen on
subsequent pages best frames the work to be carried out.
3.3.1 Visual enhancement for contrast or color
Aside from providing more aesthetically pleasing images, visual enhancement
techniques help to improve local or global contrast. Such approaches, while radiometrically
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incorrect, can also aid in the classification task since edges become more pronounced. In
this fashion, some of the techniques may be suitable to recommendations for improving the
class-map assignment.
3.3.1.1 Global/local histogram enhancement
Silverman, 1993, describes treatment methods for improving the appearance of IR
images. These methods include a global method which maintains general radiometric
trends and local methods which improve contrast only in the immediate area of operation.
The global techniques are Histogram Equalization (HE) and Histogram Projection (HP).
A hybrid approach known as Plateau Equalization (PE) is also presented. Local techniques
discussed include sub-image application of HP in an overlapped fashion, saw-tooth scaling
("modulo processing") and high frequency enhancement via convolution/equations.
For HE, the goal is to transform an irregular histogram of input data into a flat
output mapping. The ideal output histogram would be a rect function that spans the DC
space. A cumulative histogram of the input data is generated. The output data (8-bit case)
is then mapped in look-up-table (LUT) fashion using this cumulative distribution function
(CDF), F(i). Recall that a CDF spans from 0 to 1.
display value = 255F(i) ( 13 )
The HP technique looks at the input data histogram to see which levels are
occupied. All occupied levels are assigned a value of "1", otherwise they are "0". A binary
CDF, B(i) is generated. Each level represents the fraction of occupied levels at or below
level i. The LUT operation is given by:
display value = 256(5(0 - \IN) ( 14 )
where: N is the total number of occupied levels.
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In application, both HP and HE require either truncation or rounding such that
representable integer values result.
PE was found to work well for images with wide dynamic range or complex
histograms in noisy data sets. The technique is implemented by changing the counting
scheme in generating the histogram. Above a certain number, M, the additional counts to
a histogram bin are no longer added. Choosing a plateau ofM= 1 in effect results in the
implementation of the HP technique. Allocating a plateau ofM<(max bin count)
produces the HE effect. So as the plateau value is chosen arbitrarily greater, the output
image tends to the HE solution. As a result of the plateau choice, the CDF F(i) is
modified, changing the output when the LUT relationship of equation (14) is applied to the
input data.
For local enhancement operation, the input imagery was divided into sub-images of
approximately 1/10 width and 1/8 height (reference to original input), resulting in square
sub-images. HP was applied to a window that covered four of the sub-images. Another
local technique, modulo processing was applied in converting 12-bit data to 8-bit. The
input signal is reduced modulo 256. Rather than suffer from artifacts due to
discontinuities of this sawtooth-like mapping, a triangular mapping was used. The
transformation is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Modulo-processing transformation.
Aside from convolution with mask functions that favour high frequencies (HF), HF
enhancement may also be achieved using :
Pc'
= Pc + a(Pc - P ) (15)
where:
Pc' is the new center pixel value
Pc is the old center pixel value
a is a small positive integer
f\i x n *s ^ne average of n x n pixels centered on Pc
Silverman, 1993 indicates use of a = 4 and n = 9 and following this, HP in conjunction
with the aforementioned local overlap variation produces favourable results: luminance
artifacts are reduced, local contrast is enhanced and balanced. The HF pre-processing step,
unfortunately, does amplify temporal and spatial noise and does not perform as well as the
HP overlap technique/modulo processing applied alone when areas of low local contrast are
treated.
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In the pan-classification scheme to be used, the impact of any histogram-derived
operations would imply a possible change of a pixel's
"class" if the change in grey-level is
significant. This approach would tend to improve performance given all materials of the
same class receive the same treatment and are assigned to a grey-level, or range of grey-
levels, sufficiently separated from a different material-class. At this point, there does not
appear to be deterministic proof of such success, especially if the process is applied to local
windows of one or two neighborhood sizes (3 X 3 or 5 X 5 super-pixels, respectively).
Therefore, the results may be random using such an approach.
3.3.1.2 Pseudo coloring Schemes
Due to the limited contrast and grey scale format of thermal images, application of
color to the data may render information more discernable. Looking at the EM spectrum,
the range for color, visible-band imaging (0.4 - 0.7 /Am) spans only 0.3 /Am. The thermal
band (8 to 14 /im) spans a range 20 times greater. Li and Hou, 1996, discuss
conventional and more recent coloring schemes: a derivative of the Bezier/Bernstein
blending function and the HSI color model.
Defining the cooler regions of the imagery as blue and the warmer regions as red, a
green-dominant scheme for color and intensity has seen much conventional use:
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Figure 6: Thermal image grey scale to color transformation (conventional).
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This conventional representation is not optimal in that the variable brightness can tend to
confuse the interpretation of relative temperature differences. Brighter usually implies
higher temperatures and the same color at different brightness levels can resemble other
colors, which may have undesired connotations rather than the intended denotation. A
modified coloring scheme for thermal imagery is shown in the next figure.
o
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Figure 7: Thermal image grey scale to color transformation (modified conventional).
Another approach, the Bezier/Bernstein scheme, has found wide application in
computer graphics. With 0<t<l and the Bezier function:
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*,,=
.
r'(l-0""' (16)
WJhere:
n\ (17)
i) n\(n - /')!
the transform is obtained with n=2, and t = Grey, B20 = red, B21 = Green, B22 = Blue
and:
flee? - (Grey)2
Green = 2Grey (1 - Grey)
fl/we = (1 - Grey)2
(18)
a, b, c
The effect of this transform is evident in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Thermal Image grey scale to Bezier color transformation.
A color co-ordinate system much more attuned to the human visual system is the
HSI model, where H = hue, S = saturation and I = intensity. The configuration of the
lor space and the effect of the transform are shown in the next two figures.co
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Figure 9: HSI color space.
To maintain uniform brightness, the I component is fixed at "1". In the Li and Hou,
1996 case: S was also set to "1" and the low extrema temperature was associated with red,
while the high extrema was linked to blue, with green at the mid-range. As presented
within Salvaggio and Schott, 1988, original RGB data may be converted to IHS space,
operations carried out and then re-mapped to RGB space (as is required for display on
conventional monitors). Within Salvaggio and Schott, 1988, thermal image spatial
resolution enhancement was carried out using the panchromatic image as I, the processed
temperature image as H, with S fixed at a constant value (255) .
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Figure 10: Grey level to HSI transform.
Li and Hou, 1996, suggest that the Bezier/Berstein method provides the best
performance. They note that the modified conventional pseudo coloring technique and
HSI did not appear to have any major difference in the representations that ensued from
their use.
3.3.1.3 Visual enhancement techniques feasibility summary
The data used in the thesis work is available in multi-bands. Therefore color
representations of the data are possible. However, no operations or transformations are
required for the work at hand. Unless some inspiration occurs to show how color or a
transformation may be used to increase the class-mapping accuracy, most of the pseudo-
coloring work reviewed has little application. The information contained within this
previous section was relevant to a discussion on radiometrically accurate representation of
data in color and was retained to highlight such concerns to the reader.
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3.3.2 Fusion
Since 1985, several methods for enhancing thermal imagery have been originated.
It is hoped that the literature review conducted managed to uncover the majority of
techniques used.
3.3.2.1 Multi-band spatial sharpening of Thematic Mapper data
One of the first groups to attempt thermal image spatial resolution enhancement
with concern for radiometric fidelity was Tom et al., 1984 and 1985. The approach was
multi-band and based on an adaptive least-squares method with constraints to ensure the
resultant thermal image is consistent with the original data. It should be noted that the
reference deals with processing of Landsat-4, 120 m thermal data. As applied, the
technique improved resolution to the 30 m resolution available from visible wavelength
bands with a 19 dB improvement in signal to noise ratio (SNR).
Dependent upon the scene content and time of year during which the observation is
recorded, various spectral bands can exhibit high degrees of correlation. In most cases
though, the thermal band (number 6) was found to be independent of other bands.
Referring to Table 1, it was also noted that visible bands 1, 2 &3 were highly correlated.
Additionally, band 7 exhibited strong correlation with bands 1, 2, 3 & 5. Band 4 was
relatively independent of the visible bands.
Band number Wavelength (fim) Region
1 0.45 - 0.52 visible (~blue)
2 0.52 - 0.60 visible (green)
3 0.63 - 0.69 visible (~red)
4 0.76 - 0.90 NIR
5 1.55 - 1.75 SWIR
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Band number Wavelength (fXm) Region
7 2.08 - 2.35 SWIR
6 10.4 - 12.5 LWIR (thermal)
Table 1: Landsat-4 spectral bands.
Edge information, however was found to be highly correlated among all bands, suggesting
the bands are also locally correlated. While this may be easily shown for 1-D data, it is
difficult, however, to establish strong correlation for 2-D data regions where multiple
boundaries meet. Such a situation requires linear combination of several bands to bring
out a reference which is locally correlated among all the bands in the set used for the
procedure.
The approach used to enhance the band 6 data was to decimate bands 1-5 and 7 to
120 m resolution. Next, the adaptive least-squares (LS) method is used to generate
prediction coefficients for band 6. Use of the 120 m, degraded, data in this previous step
afforded a savings factor of 16. Then, an optimal estimate for band 6 is derived using the
prediction coefficients and the remaining bands at their 30 m resolution. Finally, a high
frequency (HF) filtered version of band 6 is combined with the original band 6 data.
eac
Greater detad for the approach is as follows. Using a window covering a portion of
h of the bands, it is possible to form an estimate for the center pixel of the window for
the thermal band. The data may be represented as:
y=Xb + e (19)
'
is a vector specifying the output data for the pixels of the window
is a matrix containing the reference vectors and a constant vector (1 st
column=l). The rows of X correspond to one location within the window
for all bands, whereas the columns of X are all locations of the window for a
single band.
where: y
X
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b is a vector of prediction coefficients
e is a vector specifying the error (to be minimized) .
Xb, a vector, is the optimal estimate for y. The goal for the least-squares method is to
minimize the error:
||e||2
- (y - Xb)T (y - Xb) ( 20 )
The minimum error is obtained when the pseudo inverse, multiplied by y, gives b :
b - (XTX)' ' (XTy) (21)
A verification step was implemented to deal with the case when X X became ill-
conditioned: the columns of X are permuted such that X = (XI, X2)w . The number of
bands is p and the number of data values within the mask, or window, is w (w > p). XI
has dimensionality w X pi and rank pi. For the calculation of prediction coefficients given
by equation (19), those elements of b corresponding to X2 are set to zero (Tom et al.,
1985).
Next, the procedure requires low-pass filtering the original 120 m thermal data,
high-pass filtering the 30 m estimate of the thermal band and adding the two results to
produce the final output image. The low pass filter cut-off frequency is chosen such that
the result of the filtering operation closely approximates the original input. The high pass
filter is defined as the complement of the low pass filter. They proposed a simpler
technique whereby another band with good edge definition is high pass filtered and used to
enhance the low pass filtered 120 m thermal data. This latter approach was found to have
greater error than that using exclusively thermal band data.
As a metric for success, the authors degraded band 7 (30 m IR data) to 120 m,
reconstructed it to 30 m and compared the result using RMS error. The results were
categorized as "good". No mention was made of any actions to verify radiometric integrity
over the 30 m thermal data. ie. the average radiance of four, 30 m pixels should be the
same as the radiance of the original 120 m data for regions that overlay. Within the results
it is noted that as the number of reference bands decreases or window size increases,
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performance decreases. While this method implements a rigorous least-squares based
solution, the methodology of combining the LPF 120 m data and HPF 30 m estimate is
not radiometrically accurate. Any current implementation of this method should attempt
to place more accuracy on the radiometric fidelity. Portions of the method were put to use
in the statistical approach, described in the following section. Degradation of the high
resolution bands and the use of variance-covariance information, from which correlation of
each band is derived, played a significant role in the statistical method.
3.3.2.2 Statistically based Multi-band spatial enhancement of Thematic Mapper
data
Nishii et al., 1995, have developed an approach which uses conditional expectation
to arrive at a high resolution prediction for the low resolution thermal channel, band 6, of
Landsat TM.
The approach uses a 4 X 4 window (16 pixels) covering a 120 m X 120 m area.
Four by four sub-pixels from higher resolution bands therefore span the same GIFOV as
the 120 m thermal band 6:
t
120 m
1
8 30 m
io n : 12
13 14 15 16
Figure 1 1 : Window of operation.
Bi is a random observation of band b at window pixel i. It is then possible to define a
Dl
vector and variable for the high resolution and low resolution observation:
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Xt = (fiu, B2I,...., B5I, Btf with Yt - Ba ( 22 )
where all X; sets are composed of high resolution observations denoted as x;. High
resolution observations Y; are not available, however the average value, of low resolution is:
(23)-
16 YtY = V : is defined as y
i., 16 avg
With this information, the objective is to predict the values of all pixels Y; based on the 16
observations x and one observation y A.i / avg
It is assumed that, within the local window of 16 pixels, for i = 1, ...., 16 the
random vectors (X; , Y;) are independently distributed as a multivariate normal
distribution of rank = 7, (N7) :
\x
~N,
Vi
t
2jxx Oxy
Uyx Oyy
(24)
where /X;: 6 X 1 and V;: 1X1 are mean vectors and S^: 6X6, O : 1X1 and O : 6X1
are variance and covariance matrices or vector, for the window. As discussed within Duda
and Hart, 1973, the notation \variable(s)]~N(meanl(co)variance) is an abbreviated form
which implies that the multivariate normal density is completely specified by the given
mean and (co)variance parameters. The joint distribution of all bands in the local window
is given by:
X!
Yi
~Nll2
Vl
y
Xl6
Yw
JJ.16
Vl6
2jXX Oxy
Oyx Oyy
0 0
0 0
0
0
2ixx Oxy
Oyx Oyy
(25)
It may then be shown that band 6 values may be predicted at high resolution using :
Y,-y * a S "'(x. - x) ( 26 )/ s ovg yx xx K t ' \ ^-w /
where: yavg 1 X 1, is the low spatial resolution thermal band value
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0"yx 1 X 6 , is the variance of each high spatial resolution band with the thermal
band
^xx 6 X 6, is the covariance matrix for the high spatial resolution bands
x; 6 X 1, is the value at window pixel i for each of the high spatial resolution
bands
and for each high resolution band there is an average value over all 16 pixels:
;.eA (2y)
/ i 16
The most interesting aspect of this approach is that no assumptions are made with
respect to classification of each pixel or its emissivity. Additionally, the method ensures
that the average of the 16 predicted high resolution values is equal to the low resolution
value.
As an underlying assumption, the method relies on the multivariate data to have
Gaussian characteristics. Consider that photon arrival at the sensor may be characterized
as a Poisson process. Furthermore, scene content and sensor performance (noise etc.) also
influences the recorded DC values. No mention was made within the article as to test
results which show the Gaussian assumption to hold. It would be possible to conduct a
simple test whereby all combinations of bands are examined: the current DC band A and
DC band B are plotted on a Cartesian grid, along with projections of their normalized
histograms (corresponding to their conditional probability) . Recognizing that the
assumption applies to each 4X4 window rather than a single test, it is obvious that
thousands of these checks would be required over a single image. Since such an
intervention by the user would not be possible, a visual inspection of several random
samples or more rigorous tests of skewness and curve-fitting to probability distributions can
gauge the
"soundness"
of the Gaussian assumption. It appears somewhat doubtful that the
Gaussian assumption would be accurate for every window found within the image, however,
the
"good"
output imagery within the article would indicate that on average, the approach is
acceptable. No efforts were made within the article to characterize the error as compared to
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truth data, however, the method seemed promising enough to warrant implementation.
This effort was pursued so as to have a contrast to the two high resolution class map
methods also investigated. Comparison of the results for all three methods, it was felt,
would broaden the understanding of the problem.
Amplifying details regarding the estimation of O and S^ were obtained from
Kusanobu, 1997. She writes that the added information originates from "Enhancement of
Low Spatial Resolution Image Based on High Resolution Bands", IEEE Transactions on
Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol. 34, No. 5. Given the low resolution Landsat
thermal band data which has a resolution ratio of 4, the raw data includes geometric skew
due to satellite motion effects. When motion correction and re-sampling of the data is
applied, corrected thermal values are obtained: she refers to these values as "bulk
corrected"
data. This thermal data also occupies a 4 X 4 local window and represents a "smoothed"
high resolution thermal window:
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Figure 12: yi values of Band 6.
The above yi values are high resolution sub-pixels, with the border of the diagram defining a
low resolution super-pixel. In this case, the necessary statistics can be found by either the
"local or "global approach as follows. The truth (population) variance-
covariance matrix is given by capital sigma, whereas the estimate thereof is defined by
capital sigma-hat.
(28)S =
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For a bit of background, consider that the elements of a standard form covariance
matrix are numbered Or,c (r=row and c= column), with variances along the diagonal.
Correlation matrix elements are designated by pr,c. Both correlation and covariance
matrices are symmetric, ie. the element at location r,c and c,r are the same. Recall also the
relationship between elements of the covariance and correlation matrices:
p - % (29)
Jo o
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Kusanobu describes four methods which may be used to find the variance-covariance
matrix. The first, called the local estimate, is calculated using data from only the local
window. Again, Xj,....,x16 are the high resolution band vectors and yi,....,vi6 are tne bulk
corrected thermal bands.
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As a second algorithm, the global estimate is found by taking only one of the 16, seven
variable vectors, in each super-pixel window, over the entire image. The same sub-pixel
location is used in all the windows. The following figure shows an image having n X n
super-pixels or 4n X 4n sub-pixels.
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Figure 13: Sample locations for global estimate method.
Neither of these two methods may be used for our purposes since the y data available is of
low resolution. Therefore Kusanobu suggests using either of the following two approaches,
which they have also tried.
The block estimate is obtained using a 7 X 7 super-pixel area so, there are 49 low
resolution observations. The high resolution Landsat bands would include 7x4=28, so an
area of 28 X 28 sub-pixels. This algorithm spatially degrades the high resolution local
windows to the same low resolution as the thermal data. Then the 7X7 super-pixel area is
analyzed to obtain an estimate for the variance-covariance matrix:
i (XJ . x>
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where: j is the index for the 7X7 super-pixels
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x-bar to the j is the degraded high resolution data comprising a low resolution
super-pixel
y-bar to the j is the degraded, bulk-corrected, high resolution thermal data
comprising a low resolution super-pixel. In our case it is the
available low resolution data.
The following show how x-double-bar to the j and y-double-bar to the j are obtained:
= i
xJ = T x>
49 jt,
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The global block estimate was also suggested as another method which could be
calculated given the data available in our situation. Again, the high resolution bands are
degraded to the same spatial scale as the low resolution data. The degraded image will then
be of the same size as the low resolution thermal image: in the Landsat case the 4n X 4n
sub-pixel image will be reduced to a size of n X n. Then, using the entire degraded image,
the variance-covariance matrix is estimated as:
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Both the block estimate and global block estimates can be attempted with the data set
liable to us. Variations on these methods were attempted.ava
3.3.2.3 Contrast pyramid technique
Toet et al., 1989, present a hierarchical method based on multi-resolution contrast
decomposition, referred to as a low-pass pyramid ratio. The approach maintains those
details from input imagery which are most relevant to visual perception. A thermal
representation of the scene having higher spatial detad results.
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In order to provide greater information to persons viewing scenes from airborne
vehicles, work was undertaken to merge CCD and forward-looking infrared (FLIR)
imagery. The problem was defined in the context of "pattern conservation". Previous work
by other investigators of such problems had produced a solution based on LaPlacian
pyramid decomposition. This result emphasized local luminance differences, while the
human visual system is only sensitive to local luminance contrast. Therefore, the choice
was made to pursue an approach based on a so-called contrast or ratio of low pass (ROLP)
pyramid that fits models of the human visual system. For this scheme of enhancement,
pattern segments are judged in terms of their local luminance contrast. Initial
decomposition separates image elements into two categories: light or dark. Next, the
absolute contrast of the same object in the CCD and FLIR imagery is compared. Fusion is
achieved through the selection of those representations having the maximum absolute
luminance contrast. In this manner the perceptually important details are retained.
Construction of a Gaussian low-pass pyramid begins by assigning an image
composed of original data at level G0. N levels exist at the end of the process, with the level
of operation being designated as /(0</<N). Each level of the pyramid is derived from the
previous using a Gaussian-like weighting function applied through convolution with a 5 X
5 window. This procedure is analogous to low-pass filtering. The process is described by:
G,(fj) = X i w0nsi)G,_J2i ? m,2j ? ) ( 34 }
m - -In - -2
where: w(m,n) is the weighting function, separable into w'(m)w'(n). w'(0)= a,
w'(l)=0.5, w'(2)= a/2 and a=0.4 is a typical value.
In order to discern the maximum local luminance contrast, the ratio of the low-pass images
at successive levels of the pyramid must be found. Since there are fewer samples as the
levels increase toward N, interpolation is necessary. The interpolation operation is defined
as the inverse of the previous convolution, and must be applied k times to the image Gj to
obtain matching dimensionality:
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Only integer coordinates contribute to the sum. The sequence of ratio images R; is defined
by:
G,
R, = - ,for OzUN -1
G, ,
(36)
where: G; has been interpolated to simuar dimensionality.
RN = GN
Having constructed ROLP pyramids for each input image, a search is carried out over each
(i,j) coordinate, for all levels 1, selecting the maximum of | R(i,j) - 1 1 . At the point of
selection, it is assumed (no details were specified) that a new ROLP pyramid is created with
the corresponding R(i,j) and Gj(i,j) values. The final output image may be re-covered from
the composite ROLP pyramid using:
<W-ME I m*)G{LL,l2JL) (37)
m - -In . -2
X I 2. I
where: GN = RN.
Toet et al., 1995, claim to achieve increased contrast for scene elements using this
method. Whde objects may be more readuy discerned, this method does not ensure
radiometric fidelity. This approach may lend itself well to intelligence information
gathering, however it is not acceptable for our use.
3.3.2.4 Decorrelation Contrast Stretching
Gillespie, 1992, examined a technique for increasing the contrast in thermal
infrared imagery. The interest for the work centered on improved display of multi-spectral
thermal scenes. Principle component (PC) transformation produces the de-correlation,
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which is followed by contrast stretching. A reverse transform to the approximate original
axes produces the visually enhanced result. Colors of the same scene components are
similar in enhanced images of similar scenes or the same scene at different times - so, the
transformation is robust in this sense.
Although Plancks equation for blackbody radiance varies with T, the limited range
of temperatures in a scene without man-made or heat generating elements can result in
low-contrast imagery. The radiance of such a scene lies close to a straight line when two
thermal bands are plotted:
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Figure 14: Radiance relationship for two thermal bands.
Emissivity contrast variability from 8 to 14 /xm is typically low, less than 15% for natural
surfaces. Scene radiance due to these small emissivity variations is only about 1 % of the
variation due to temperature difference. Multi-spectral images within this region of the
spectrum therefore tend to be virtually colorless. Three methods have been applied most
commonly to arrive at color imagery.
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In the first, temperature and compositional information are enhanced together.
Three thermal bands are used as the R, G and B channels of the output display. Some
contrast enhancement may be attempted. These attempts generate images that have weak
color variation, and show mainly terrain features.
The second method addresses temperature and scene composition elements
separately. Losing assumptions or algorithms, emissivity and temperature are separately
determined. Ratioing of spectral bands suppresses the correlated temperature information
and emphasizes the less-correlated compositional component. So, ratioing could allow 6
input bands to be used for the formation of the output image (two for each of RGB). The
color display which results cannot be easuy interpreted with respect to the underlying
temperature or emissivity information. This method and many of its variations lose the
context of the data, making it difficult to relate the displayed images to field or laboratory
data.
The third set of techniques are hybrid methods. One such approach is HSI, which
can extend color saturation, while preserving the same hue obtained in the simple radiance
false-color method. Another manner for hybrid enhancement is the PC-based
decorrelation stretching. The less correlated information is exaggerated selectively, which
extends color saturation independent of lightness. The result is that the distribution of
hues for most thermal images is substantially unmodified. Only three bands at a time can
be used for generation of the output image. This approach may also be highly useful in an
intelligence/information role since the visual appearance of imagery may be greatly
improved. The method does not address combining data sets of different spatial resolution,
nor is radiometric fidelity taken into account. Therefore, the approach is not acceptable for
our purpose.
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3.3.2.5 Simultaneous registration and restoration
Work authored by Tom et al., 1994, describes a technique whereby slightly different
views of the same scene are combined to produce a higher resolution image. The example
uses one panchromatic image of the prototype F-16 Fighting Falcon in flight over a
mountain range. Four sub-images were developed by choosing every fourth pixel, making
each sub-image a different data sub-set of the original. The problem can be partitioned
into three problems: registration, restoration and interpolation. The unique aspect of the
approach taken is that the first two steps are addressed simultaneously, since it is felt that
registration and restoration are highly inter-dependent. As compared to the three-step
approach, the combined method offered a mean improvement of 1.54 dB in SNR. Such a
procedure may become implementable to increase the spatial resolution of thermal IR
imagery if data sets have several bands which are in close proximity or overlapped (reference
to the EM spectrum spanned). Contiguous or overlapping bands are not always avauable:
consider the Landsat case. In view of this, the approach was not pursued here.
3.3.2.6 The Multi-resolution Multi-Sensor Technique
Zhukov, et al., 1995 and 1996, have developed a method known as the Multi-
resolution, Multi-sensor Technique (MMT), which is a general approach for merging data.
The technique uses the higher resolution data to map and differentiate homogeneous
classes: constant grey levels of high resolution panchromatic data are extracted from within
the pixel size of the Multi-spectral data. The class signatures for these grey levels are
retrieved from the lower resolution data set, generating a new synthetic merged image. The
technique may be outlined as:
a. classification of the high resolution image, from multi-spectral scanner
(MSS);
b. definition of the class contributions in each pixel, from imaging
spectrometer (IS);
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c. retrieval of the mean class hyper-spectral signatures; and
d. generation of the merged image.
Sub-pixel spectral variation, associated with grey-level variation in the pan band, can
be detected. This result is significant in that structures and patterns within the imagery are
rendered more distinguishable, as compared to the lower resolution multi-spectral data.
Further, the added information regarding spectral variation can also be an indicator as to
how well the class assignment was carried out - if a certain pixel is determined to have a
variation which has not been observed in laboratory measurement of that class, there is
indication that more investigation is required. It should be noted, however, that standard
techniques such as principle component analysis provides a more
"crisp"
image result, which
may lend itself to better visual interpretation - albeit without the sub-pixel spectral variation
obtainable from MMT. The imagery produced by the MMT method can be likened to an
"impressionist"
painting - hence the previous comment indicating the images to not be very
"crisp"
in detail. The imaging spectrometer used within the work Zhukov et al., 1996,
included 56 bands, while the multi-spectral scanner had 11 bands. The bands for each
instrument spanned the visible to LWIR range. Imaging spectrometer data was not
available for the Southern Rainbow data set used in this thesis work. Lack of this data and
limited additional scene knowledge restricted the abuity to generate the necessary hyper-
spectral signatures from which the merged image is derived. Hence, this technique could
not be applied here.
3.3.2.7 Fusion techniques feasibuity summary
Due to the lack of concern for radiometric fidelity, most approaches reviewed in the
preceding section would be unsuitable for this thesis work. Several algorithms examined
here have requirements for extended data sets, or focus on methods outside the scope of
interest. Never-the-less, they do stand as highly relevant approaches for those in the
intelligence community. The exception in all the reviewed work is the approach by Nishii
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et al. Since the data set available to us can lend itself to the algorithm proposed by Nishii
et al., work on this topic was undertaken.
3.3.3 Segmentation
A critical step to success in many enhancement/fusion approaches is the accurate
assignment of emissivity class regions to the high spatial resolution imagery. Such work is
carried out by a combination of unsupervised or supervised classification techniques, applied
as pre- or post-processing steps. Since the work carried out under this thesis study hinges
on accurate class map generation, a review of some methods is provided in subsequent
paragraphs.
3.3.3.1 Classification of homogeneous regions
Recent work by de Menses, et. al., 1995, has resulted in the capability to produce
classification images with sharp interclass boundaries and homogeneous regions. Many
techniques (probabilistic, neural network, syntactical) have been applied to the problem of
generating class maps, however they suffer from two main difficulties:
a. intra-class noise, manifested as isolated pixels belonging to different classes
than neighboring pixels; and
b. interclass noise: inaccurate boundaries between classes, resulting from mixed
probability density functions.
To avoid these problems, a new post-processing algorithm was developed. The
algorithm includes three main parts: edge detection, edge linking and cost assignment. The
information derived is then combined.
Sharp changes in grey levels are considered to be the outline of an edge, separating
two homogeneous regions. Edges are found using the Canny-Deriche (Deriche, 1987) edge
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detection algorithm. To obtain a closed and connected image, contour processing following
an edge linking approach is required.
Edge linking is achieved by choosing a pixel known to belong to a contour. Next,
hypotheses are developed regarding whether the neighboring pixel should also be included in
the contour. The most probable hypothesis is followed and the process repeats untd the
contour is closed. The authors chose two algorithms,
A*
and Best First* (Pearl, 1984) to
implement the procedure.
With the classification image and the contour image it should be possible to obtain
the final result. However, the class image is too noisy to be used directly, so a filtering
process is required. A Nagao filter (Nagao and Matsuyama, 1979) is used to eliminate
isolated pixels (intraclass noise) and boundary inaccuracies (interclass noise), whue
preserving edges separating two homogeneous regions.
The method, as applied to an agricultural Landsat scene, was found to be highly
successful, closing edge contours and finding regions not detected using classification
(supervised, unsupervised) alone. Clearly, the type of output images used emphasize larger
homogeneous regions common to agricultural data. Smaller islands of other classes are
evident within a crop-field, however individual pixels have been eliminated. This would
suggest that isolated target pixels, comprised of only a few pixels, would also be eliminated
using the approach. This fact makes the algorithm less desirable to this thesis work since
isolated target pixels are an item of interest. Finally, looking at the output results, no
comparisons were made to
"truth" images or using error metrics, hence the author-indicated
"success" is subjective.
3.3.3.2 Probability Density Function based method
Cetin et. al., 1993, provide an approach which relies on the Probabuity Density
Functions inherent to the n-bands of data being operated on. Hence the use of the term
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"nPDF". The analysis shows that the approach may be used to improve data classification,
visualization and enhancement.
Conventional approaches to classification have significant computational resource
requirements. Such methods classify pixels or regions relative to the classes identified
within the training data. However, sometimes the sample set does not span the entire
statistics of the class-data. Often, an assumption of normally distributed data for each class
is required, although this may not be accurate. Furthermore, relationships between classes
can only be shown two bands at a time in this approach.
The nPDF technique implies projection of multi-dimensional data onto selected
two-dimensional planes. For a three band data set, we have a cube. Conventional image
processing packages would generate three bi-spectral plots - which effectively correspond to
the three views of the faces of the cube (the opposite faces are mirror images) . For four
dimensions and more, the previous representation is limited. So, it is proposed that the
data be viewed from the corner which corresponds to the origin, for the band of interest.
Data visualization is facilitated since as the number of bands increase, there is not a
significant increase in processing times, as for Principle Component (PC) Analysis (Schott,
1996). PC is also scene dependent and very much affected by noisy data. The dispersion
of data that occurs by selecting the appropriate viewing corner allows for generation of false-
color composites showing a great deal of variation.
Data enhancement may be achieved by selectively manipulating equation
parameters, based on the spectra of the class of interest. One example describes how, with
three classes of interest and four input bands, it is possible to calculate three output bands
that may be assigned to RGB display channels. Pure pixels will be displayed as R, G or B
and mixed pixels as combinations thereof.
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Classification using supervised or unsupervised methods may also benefit from
nPDF. While Mahalanobis and Maximum Likelihood can result in significant increases in
run time as the number of bands and classes increase, the nPDF technique does not grow
dramatically. A general example was given, comparing the performance ofMaximum
Likelihood, Mahalanobis, Minimum Distance and nPDF. Overall accuracy, in percent, for
the eight classes considered was 67.3 (Maximum Likelihood), 67.8 (Mahalanobis), 52.7
(Minimum Distance) and 71.0 (nPDF).
While this new method seems very versatile, it would have been quite formidable to
implement in the time available. Additionally, the nPDF images, whether displayed in
monochrome or in false color, are not easuy related to emissivity or temperature
characteristics of the classes. Since the ultimate focus would be having a product which can
be used to derive temperature or emissivity maps, producing a product based on this design
would be of little utility to the DIRS section at CIS/RIT.
3.3.3.3 Edge detection
Standard methods of edge detection have been implemented by convolving filtering
masks, a.k.a kernels, with local windows of the input image. Holyer and Peckinpaugh,
1989, have developed a method based on the grey level co-occurrence (GLC) matrix (see
also GLC technique at Gonzalez and Woods, 1993) commonly used in image texture
analysis.
The standard derivative based edge operators, as in Figure 15, can be too sensitive
to fine structure or weak gradients. The GLC method can often discriminate better,
rejecting fine structures while retaining edge sharpness. The gradient magnitude is given
as:
g - ^ + gy)V2 ( 38 )
where: g and g denote the gradient components along the x and y directions.
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Figure 15: Common edge operators.
Other types of filters do not rely on convolution. The GLC approach and sigma filter edge
detector are examples. The sigma filter is said to have excellent noise smoothing
characteristics and is "on the right track" but requires refinement to perform as desired.
The cluster shade edge detection (CSED) algorithm developed by Holyer and
Peckinpaugh, 1989, is based on the cluster shade texture measure, which in-turn is derived
from the GLC matrix. The element at coordinates (i,j) of the GLC matrix, P(i,j | Ax,Ay),
gives the relative frequency with which two image elements occur in the image. (Ax,Ay) is
the separation distance, with i being the intensity of one element and j the intensity of the
other.
The CSED approach appears to have merit and with additional work, may aid in the
generation of high resolution classification images. The problem with this method and all
edge detection approaches, is that once edges are detected, some other algorithm must be
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applied to form closed contours that define the total area encompassed by a class. No work
in the GLC based approach is intended since such a method was used in the investigations
carried out by Warnick et al., 1991.
3.3.3.4 Local Histogram/Grey-level thresholding
As concluded from Warnick et al., 1991, generation of an accurate high resolution
class map is most critical to success. One of the suggestions for improving the class map
was to employ local histogram based grey-level thresholding (GLT) . In this approach, the
data within a local window is reduced from its possible 8 bit, 256 DC levels to some
reduced set. A histogram over this local window, having a limited number of DC bins,
would serve to separate the data, as illustrated in Figure 16. This figure shows the
histogram prior to thresholding since the x-axis has many DC bins. As illustrated, there
are actually only 5 classes, all of which would have to be captured via the GLT approach.
I
eg
threshold, corresponding to 5 classes
DC bin
Figure 16: Grey level thresholding of local window data.
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Under the assumption that within a local area, illumination effects have limited
impact, pixels belonging to a certain class should have simdar DC values. The number of
classes would be highly correlated to the number of grey levels used in the thresholding.
Some experimentation shall be required to arrive at an optimal number of grey levels and
the local window size to be used. Using this method, edges are preserved and classes may be
rendered more discernable.
The pan-classification scheme with possible application of GLT was a final
recommendation fromWarnick et al., 1991. As an algorithm, the method offers an
appealing technique for rendering greater separation between grey-levels, which correspond
to thermal classes in well correlated thermal-visible band data. The approach offers the
potential of improved performance due to the improved distinction between classes.
Therefore, the technique was investigated.
3.3.3.5 Segmentation techniques feasibuity summary
The work by de Menses, et al., provides insight into the difficulty with generation of
closed contour high resolution class maps. Simuar concerns arise from the work of Holyer
and Peckinpaugh. As such, no edge detection based methods are suitable for the
improvement of the class-mapping operation unless additional work is undertaken, whereby
the complete class areas are defined. The nPDF technique of Cetin, et al., requires user
intervention for training, choice of data representation, etc. Such a limitation is not
desired. The nPDF implementation also appears to be a significant computer application.
Purchase of this program would make more sense, than an attempt at duplicating its
features. Given these circumstances, the grey-level based high resolution class mapping
approach was the only area investigated for the segmentation problem.
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4.0 APPROACH
Based on the literature review and the final conclusions ofWarnick et al. 1991, the
work carried out was partitioned into two sections:
(1) follow-on to Warnick et al, 1991, high resolution class mapping with
improved techniques; and
(2) investigation of statistical methods.
Both yield a high resolution thermal map which can be compared to "truth", as well as to
each other. The "truth" image for this work was the original thermal image of high
resolution. Working in a fashion simuar to numerous cases discussed within the literature,
the given high resolution thermal image was degraded to a lower resolution and then,
restored to its original resolution. The restored image could then be compared to the
original.
The first sub-section, 4.1, presents the data sets used in the investigation. The
following two sub-sections discuss the pan and multi-spectral high resolution class map
methods. Then, the statistical method is presented. Following this, the common error
analysis module is examined.
4.1 Data sets
The data set to be used for the work shall be the Southern Rainbow II collection,
obtained via the Environmental Research Institute ofMichigan's (ERIM) M7 mapper.
The scene investigated included a variety of natural and man-made elements including
several structures encircled by a forested region and also a number of military vehicles.
Registration of the data contained on the CD ROM is reported to be accurate to within 1
pixel. No atmospheric correction operations were performed on the data since the accuracy
of the fusion approaches, our primary objective, may be evaluated within the DC space. It
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would, however, be possible to get to the scene temperature maps using the process
described within preceding sections. Details of the Southern Rainbow data are contained in
Appendix A.
For the pan and MS case investigations a portion of the scene from flight 6, run 12
was used (file: rsrf6rl2.bip, x=325:625, y=925:1225, 301 X 301). The pan band was
manufactured from bands Rl, R4 and R7 as a simple addition and division by 3. The
thermal band used was T6. As previously mentioned all bands were at the same spatial
resolution. Synthetic, lo res thermal images were produced with resolution ratios (resrats)
of 3, 5 and 7. This was achieved by extracting areas of size resrat X resrat from the truth,
finding the average and substituting this value as a synthetic lo res thermal pixel. Sample
calculations were checked by hand or calculator to ensure proper math operations were
carried out. For the MS case, bands Rl to R15 were used for the classification. The class
mapping operation for this work was generated using ENVI's unsupervised, ISODATA
(iterative self organizing data) classifier. 5 classified images were produced with 25, 15, 9,
6 and 3 classes per image. Another scene, slightly over-lapping the first, was also selected
(file: rsrf6rl2.bip, x=400:655, y= 1050: 1305, 256 X 256). The pan band was
manufactured using the same bands and in the same fashion. The same process was used
for generating the synthetic thermal images.
A third scene was obtained from the Western Rainbow data set, acquired with the
Daedalus sensor. The image is of a desert region and includes trees, test-targets and
military vehicles. Malapai_10_21 was chosen since it had the largest GIFOV (ie. lowest
spatial resolution) . Other scenes in the data set were acquired from a much lower altitude
and had very small GIFOV (ie. high spatial resolution). This large GIFOV data set was
used since the other scenes with very high spatial resolution have excellent separation
between classes and would produce very good results. This artificial
"excellent"
performance
would serve no purpose other than to frustrate a user who entered
"real-world" data. Even
the scene chosen may be "too
good"
since resolution is several times better than the
Southern Rainbow II data. Specifically, the scene used was file: r6ll021.bsq,
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x= 100:611, y= 1200:1711, 512 X 512, bands 2 (435-535 nm), 3 (500-625 nm) and 5
(595-720 nm) with 12 (7.6-14 /cim) as the thermal band. Simdar pan construction and
degradation operations were carried out. Detads of the Western Rainbow data are
contained in Appendix B .
A representative "real-world" case, using a Landsat TM scene was also examined.
The image shows a portion of Rochester, New York and includes a variety of urban features
as well as a portion of Lake Ontario and Irondequoit Bay. The lack of truth data in this
situation limits this example to demonstrating what kind of output the user may expect.
The data set used was a 512 X 512 section (6139:6650,2200:2711) of 11 May 92.
Details of the Landsat data are contained in Appendix C.
All cases were run using IDL 4.0.1 for Windows in a Windows '95 (version
4.00.950) environment. The hardware was a personal computer, with an Intel Pentium
133 MHz processor and 48 MB of RAM.
4.2 Pan-Derived High Resolution Class Map
The desire for the capabuity to produce a high resolution class map from a single
band drove the need for this approach. Given a panchromatic image, either a digitized
photograph or digital image, and a low resolution thermal image, it should be possible to
obtain a high resolution thermal estimate image if:
a. data in both images are suitably correlated by thermal class; and
b. both images are spatially and temporally coincident.
Item (a) is the basis upon which all fusion is budt. Data in the bands being operated upon
are assumed to be correlated: applying the correlation operator, it is important that the
absolute value of correlation be high. Perfect correlation would be indicated by a value of 1,
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whereas zero would indicate no correlation. Looking at the relationship between two bands,
the digital counts of each thermal class may be defined in terms of the other, in (for
instance) a linear fashion. Using the super-pixel neighborhood approach, we rely on such a
consistent relationship within the neighborhood in order to develop the system of equations
which are used to derive a hi res thermal estimate. Item (b) goes further to say that
operations have been performed to register/correct both images so that they are comparable.
It states still further, that both images must be acquired within a reasonable elapsed time
period such that scene content has not changed appreciably. The success of the method
depends greatly on Item (a) . Even if the panchromatic scene data displays an overall
correlation with the thermal band, there may be local areas that fad this requirement. Low
contrast between material classes then result in erroneous class map representations which
compromise the local high resolution thermal estimate. This problem is evident within the
imagery produced - to no fault of the algorithm, rather it is a limitation of the method due
to the given, single hi-res data band.
The working of the method can be shown by Figure 17.
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Hi Res Pan Lo Res Thermal
Loop Over Image
*~ Extract One/Two Super-pixel
NeighborhoodWindow from pan/thermal
* Segment Hi Res Pan
Generate system of equations
Solve system of equations
Check success/re-classify on failure
Get next neighborhood
Display radiometric error & classes per super-pixel
Calculate RMS, RMS-edge, Contrast error and image statistics
Output Hi Res Thermal estimate image
Figure 17: HR thermal window estimation from HR pan/LR thermal data.
4.2.1 Main Program
The program, called vtfuse (visual-thermal fuse) reads in both image data sets.
Images are expected 8-bits, having a maximum of 2 =256 grey levels. Processing
operations proceed based on 10 user-defined parameters. Some of these parameters have a
few select settings, whde others could be set to a variety of values that span a certain range.
Since the same program is also used for the multi-spectrally generated high resolution class
map case, some settings pertain uniquely to the mode of operation. Specific discussion on
the settings avadable to the user are presented in section 4.2.6. First, descriptions of the
various modules and their function are presented.
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4.2.2 Sharpen grey-level-threshold image
The first function called by vtfuse is shpglt (sharpen grey-level-thresholded image).
Herein, the appropriate super-pixel neighborhood area is extracted from the hi res pan
image. The corresponding data from the low-resolution thermal data is also copied. The hi
res local window is sent to one of four classification modules.
4.2.2.1 Classify super-pixel area
At this point it would be useful to review some classification theory. As shown in
Schott, 1996, chapter 7.2, there are a variety of approaches avadable. Consider grey
counts plotted in a histogram. In our case, we attempt to use the grey-level to provide
discernability between thermal classes. In an ideal situation, there would be a wide margin
between class distributions, and each would have features which clearly distinguish it from
another. Figure 18 demonstrates such a situation, showing four classes with different
mean (denoting peak values), and variances:
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Figure 18: Ideal histogram for class data representation.
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Such a situation would allow peak detection via a simple derivative kernel, convolving [1,-
1], with the histogram array H(i), where i ranges from 0 to 255 for these 8-bit images.
Then, checking for the change in sign (positive to negative slope transition), the grey count
location for the peak of the distribution would be revealed. The amplitude of the histogram
at the peak grey count of each distribution would be valuable if the histogram had many
classes, and we set a criteria such as "choose the 7 biggest classes only". The peak value
could be a first order approximation to the number of pixels in the class. As an exact class-
size measure, the area under these well defined curves could be calculated based on their
upper and lower extrema. Any pixel having a grey level within the range of a distribution,
easuy discernable since all distribution go to zero at their upper and lower extrema, is
assigned membership to that class. Unfortunately, the data representation is often more
complex. When the class distributions overlap, each
class'
contribution of grey-counts in a
particular frequency bin add-up. The result is that the histogram no longer reveals where
one class ends and another begins. Irregular class distributions (tending to bimodal or away
from gaussian) can also cause the true peak location of a class to shift when distributions
overlap. At this point, selection of the trough between two peaks is not necessaruy the best
decision point as the boundary between two classes. Furthermore, with no apriori
knowledge of the variance or mean of the classes being analyzed, techniques such as
Maximum Likelihood, which rely on measures of statistical distance (Mahalanobis distance)
are unavailable to us. In this situation, minimum distance to the mean (Schott, 1996), is
the only option for assigning pixels to classes:
abs(D) = [(X -
M)2}1 ( 39 )
where: Di is the distance, in grey counts from the mean grey count for class i
X is the grey level for the pixel
Mi is the mean grey count for class i.
The draw back to the method, of course, is that it ignores statistical variability, as stated
above. Each class mean is compared to the pixel (X). Class assignment is awarded to the
class at the minimum absolute distance.
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Taking a step back, we are stul left with a problem in trying to use this method: we
do not know the mean for each class, or how many classes there are. The pan, hi-res class
mapping approach does not use the entire image to develop a class map. Rather, only the
super-pixel area (one or two neighborhoods) currently being operated upon is used. This
approach attempts to minimize class over-lapping by looking at only a portion of the scene.
So, within the pan scene, the dark pixels of a water body and a camouflaged truck are not
both in the same local super-pixel area. It is then possible to classify these pixels without
interaction, since the super-pixel area does not contain any overlapping grey-count.
Limited numbers of pixels (samples) in a super-pixel area brings on another
problem: discontinuities in the distribution of a single class produce several "classes". If
our only criterion for defining a class is that the boundary of a class is defined wherever the
count-frequency is zero, this problem will occur. Stand-alone, single spikes also register as
classes. In attempting to choose only the most predominant classes in a super-pixel area we
are forced to use the first order "tallest method. Discrete data could be called
particularly
"noisy"
since a single, continuous distribution can have a spiky, rather than
smooth, curve:
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Figure 19: Discrete data representation, single distribution.
Using the derivative kernel, [1,-1] convolved with the histogram of the super-pixel area,
h spike is detected as a peak. Now imagine a single distribution such as this, with someeac
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of these "false-peaks" and several other monotonically increasing/decreasing distributions,
ie. "smooth" or"non-spiky". The "non-spiky" distributions of other classes each has only its
true peak detected, if the user limits the number of classes which are to be used and
of the "false-peaks" have a higher frequency count (amplitiude) than the true peaks,
misclassification occurs. This situation is show in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Discrete data representation, multi distribution example
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True peaks are ignored in favour of false peaks in the preceding example. Two methods
peak detection to avoid this error were developed. One filters the choice of peaks based
the span between peaks. The other looks at the number of pixels contained under the local
distribution curve. Many interim attempts were made at a pre-filtering step that would
suppress
"false-peaks" by transforming the histogram into a monotonically
increasing/decreasing data set that contained only true peaks. Very little success in this
effort was achieved since the criteria for deciding the difference between true and false peaks
was difficult to implement. The criteria depends on the "width" or "variance" of the
distribution. But with no apriori data knowledge, the random choice of values usually
caused many true peaks to be suppressed also. Final estimate image results generated using
this classifier were often very poor. As such the method was discarded.
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For the "span" method, all peaks are rank ordered from biggest to smallest.
Beginning with the largest, all lessor peaks within the user defined "span" are suppressed.
This approach is reasonable since we are operating on a local super-pixel area. As
mentioned before, it is our intention to segregate classes with simdar grey-counts by
looking only at the small area in a super-pixel neighborhood. It is therefore possible to say:
"This peak is the biggest - get rid of all others within 10 grey-counts, everything in this
range is really the same
class."It would not, however, be prudent to choose the "span"
criterion as 100 grey-counts!
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Figure 21: SPAN peak selection.
With span set to "10" and peak (1) as the biggest in the super-pixel area, peak (2) just falls
within the range of peaks to be suppressed. The next biggest peak is (3), where no
suppression occurs. Peak (4) is selected as the next biggest peak if there were no larger
peaks - this is unknown since the entire 0-255 range is beyond our view. Inadvertently, the
user may defeat their own intentions when setting span. If span=20 is used, regions of 40
wide will be examined and only the highest peak therein will be retained. So, even if the
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user specifies that there should be 9 classes per super-pixel neighborhood and then selects
span=20, the system will at most allow: 255/40=6 classes. This could be averted if the
code were modified to select the minimum of the user entered value for span or
int[255/(classes*2)] .
The second method is called "scla", which stands for short-curve-leg-area. The
"length"
of the leg is defined by the height from the peak to the first trough. Either the left
or right slope of the curve will have a shorter "leg". Then, the approach looks at the number
of pixels contained under the short leg of the distribution, but cuts off the "height"
underneath. Grouping the short-curve-leg-areas (pixel counts) from largest to smallest we
have: scla curve 1, scla curve 4, scla curve 3 and scla curve 2. This is also evident from
visual inspection of Figure 22. If no other peaks existed in the super-pixel area and the
user had decided to select only the three biggest as true classes, the peaks for curves (1), (3)
and (4) would be retained. It is evident from the algorithm that scla fads when isolated
"spikes"
exist. The entire "spike" is used to calculate the area. Given spikes of sufficient
amplitude, this implies that true classes are omitted whde the spike is accepted as a class.
SHORT LEG OF CURVE
LONG LEG OF CURVE
scla curve 3
130 140 150 160 170 180 190
grey-count
Figure 22: SCLA peak selection.
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Once the winning peaks have been established, the decision boundary between
classes must be found. If the user chooses mdm, then the aforementioned calculation sets
the boundary as the midpoint between peaks. Another option for the decision point would
be to put the boundary at the trough between classes. The "trof" method assigns the lowest
trough between the two winning peaks as the true trough. For the case in Figure 22, the
trough between peaks (2) and (3) is chosen. This occurs since peak (2) has been associated
with the class given by peak (1). The lowest amplitude common trough between peaks (1)
and (3) is therefore this one. As previously mentioned, use of troughs as the decision
points is not the most prudent choice when over lapping class distributions are present.
However, with the small super-pixel area it is hoped that any negative effects will be
minimal.
4.2.2.2 Grey-level-thresholding and edge enhancement
Originally, work in this area was to include the effect of grey level thresholding
(GLT) within the super-pixel area as an attempt to reduce these deviant "spikes" which have
raised such havoc. The question for this approach became: how many levels should one
threshold to in the local window? Beginning with 256 grey levels, would 128, 64, 32, 16,
8 or some number in between be best? In order to better approach this problem, it was
decided to try and estimate the number and location of the major classes in the super-pixel
area, so that a good decision for the number of grey-levels and boundaries for thresholding
could be known. This led to the work discussed on the previous pages. In effect, a circular
logic path had been pursued: if you know the number of classes in a super-pixel area - why
threshold? Just use those classes! Discarding this knowledge, grey-level thresholding was
applied as originally intended. Early analysis showed that it made no difference in the
results if the whole panchromatic image was first thresholded and then super-pixels were
extracted/classified, or if thresholding was carried out on each of the extracted super-pixel
areas just prior to classification. The only notable difference was that thresholding the
entire image first allowed for shorter run times. The GLT approach was used in favour of
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edge enhancement for improved classification, also proposed originally. The application of
edge treatments using these techniques would serve only to create a MATERIAL-X-
EDGE-CLASS in addition to having our MATERIAL-X. The problems associated with
creating closed contours and assigning everything therein to be a member of that class were
previously discussed in the Segmentation section literature review. These methods do no
lend themselves to our one-or two- super-pixel neighborhood method.
In summary then, with two methods of peak selection and two approaches for
choosing a decision point, the user can opt to generate a high resolution pan class map with
either of: spanmdm, spantrof, sclamdm or sclatrof. When the user specifies that
"m"
classes are to be used in solving the system of equations, the super-pixel area returned from
the classification routine has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of (m-1). Each
data entry now specifies the class to which that pixel belongs.
4.2.3 Estimate hi-res thermal super-pixel
At this point, a classified super-pixel area exists. The next function, esthrt
(estimate high res thermal) is then called. The super-pixel area and the corresponding low
resolution thermal information for each super-pixel is sent to a routine which sets up the
system of equations. This is done by taking the histogram of each super-pixel: this will
produce how many "class 0", "class
1", ...., "class
(m-1)"
pixels there are in each super-pixel. The lo res thermal information
provides the right hand side of the equation:
N DCn + N- DC, + + N DC , = N . . DC . , r 40 10 0 11 m-1 m-1 subpccels superpixel \ tU )
This is merely the main equation from the Warnick report, which was previously expressed
using the summation character, . Using a slightly modified example from Warnick et. al,
1991, the equation for the center super-pixel, shown in Figure 23, becomes:
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Figure 23: Example 3-class center superpixel.
2 DC0 + 20 DC, + 3 DC2 = 25-20 (41)
Once all equations for the super-pixels have been determined, the solution depends upon a
selection made by the user. Four possible choices are avadable.
For option "A" (all) all the equations in the super-pixel area are used. For option
"C" (center), only those equations which have the same classes as those found in the center
super-pixel are used - in this case, the lower 6 super-pixels of Figure 23. This approach is
offered since one may argue the case that in an attempt to solve using "A", compromises in
the results for our center super-pixel classes must be accepted, to find a solution that
accommodates the other classes not found in the center super-pixel. Method C has the
following drawback, if there are insufficient equations to solve the system, a fadure is
generated. The entire super-pixel area is reclassified using one less class. So, had the user
set a limit of "m" classes, reclassification would use m-1. Subsequent fadures continue this
reduction in the number of classes untd only 2 classes are left. Another fadure causes the
entire center super-pixel to be assigned the lo-res thermal value.
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Reclassification using a lower number of classes would be comparable to reducing
the resolution of the solution. This is undesirable. Therefore, the user is given the option
to use
"B" (before "A" try "C"). If the system of equations is exactly or over determined for
center-class equations, the solution proceeds. If this is not so, rather than re-classify,
"A"
(all) equations are used. Consider the case where the user has selected "B", there are
enough equations to solve for only center classes, but the matrix inversion fails because the
data is ill-conditioned. A fadure would be declared and reclassification would occur. Had
"A" been used instead of "B", the system might have been solved. In an attempt to
maintain the highest possible resolution of the final estimate, the user may select
"I"
(iterate) as the method for solving the system of equations. "I" tries "B" first and if the
matrix inversion fads, then "A" is used. Another fadure causes the super-pixel area to be
reclassified with one less class, as previously described. To re-cap, the four methods for
solving the system of equations are "A", "B", "C" and "I".
Having established the method for solving the system of equations, esthrt proceeds
as follows (IDL, on-line help: "linear systems"). Given the standard representation of the
system as:
y - Ax ( 42 )
where: y is the vector of NllApi]1j*DCiupeiphH1|i
A is the matrix of class counts N0, Nj^.-.jN,,,.!, with N0 as column 1, N1 as
column
2 etc.
x is the vector of unknown grey-count estimates for each class DC0,
DC^.-.DC^
In the situation where the user chooses a method that requires use of only the
center class equations, those rows ofA and y which have other classes are multiplied by 0.
Next, A and y are passed on to the routine which gives the solution for x.
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Solving for the class grey-counts is carried out using singular value decomposition
(SVD) for both over-determined and exactly determined cases. IDL Online Help for
SVDC states: "The SVD of an (m by n) non-square array A is computed as the product of
an (m by n) column orthogonal array U, an (n by n) diagonal array SV, composed of the
singular values, and the transpose of an (n by n) orthogonal array V: A = U SV V ^ T
SVDC is based on the routine svdcmp described in section 2.6 of Numerical Recipes in C:
The Art of Scientific Computing (Second Edition), published by Cambridge University
Press". SV is a diagonal array created from the output vectorW as follows. SV has the
same dimensionality as A and is populated with zeroes, except for its diagonal given by:
sv(K,K) = W(K). To note: wherever possible, the IDL keyword
"DOUBLE"
was used to
increase the precision of the calculation. The command for the over-determined situation
is:
SVDC,A,W,U,V
which computes the SVD ofA, an m X n array. U is an n-column, m-row orthogonal
array used in the decomposition of A. V is an n-column, n-row orthogonal array used in
the decomposition of A. Next a diagonal array, WP, of reciprocal singular values is created
from the output vectorW. To avoid overflow errors when the reciprocals are calculated, an
element must have an absolute value greater than or equal to 1.0 X
10"
. The code is:
N=N_ELEMENTS(W)
WP=FLTARR(N,N)
FOR K= 0, N-l DO IF ABS(W(K)) GE 1.0E-5 THEN WP(K,K)= 1.0/W(K)
Then, the solution for x may be calculated as:
x==V##WP##TRANSPOSE(U)##y
where: ## indicates conventional matrix multiplication.
For the exactly determined case, the solution is carried out using:
SVDC,A,W,U,V
x=SVSOL(U,W,V,y)
where: SVSOL carries out
"back-substitution"
to arrive at the solution.
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As an alternative to the IDL method, the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inversion
approach was also tested. This code was developed by Daisei Konno, based on the
MATLAB routine PINV. The version of the code used also had some modifications which
had been carried out by Gary Robinson. The comparison of the IDL and PINV algorithms
is contained within the results section.
For a general comment, IDL offers several other methods for inversion of matrices
besides the SVDC-SVSOL combination used. These are:
a. LUDC-LUSOL or LUDC-LUMPROVE: based on the LU decomposition
ofA. LUSOL or LUMPROVE solves the system.
b. CHOLDC-CHOLSOL: based on the Cholesky decomposition of a matrix.
In this case A=LL , where L is a lower triangular array is formed.
CHLSOL solves the system.
c. GS_ITER: solution obtained using a Gauss-Seidel iteration with over- and
under- relaxation to enhance convergence. The input matrix must be
ordered such that the diagonal element in each row is greater than the sum
of the absolute values of non-diagonal elements in the row. Without this
condition, convergence may not be possible; and
d. INVERT: solution found using Gaussian elimination.
An implementation of Cramer's rule also exists, however this method requires no zeros
along the matrix diagonal - something which cannot be guaranteed even if
"A" (all)
equations are used. The methods at (a), (b), (c) and (d) require the matrix A to be square.
SVDC does not have this requirement. No tests were performed using methods (a.)-(c).
A lower success rate was obtained with INVERT, so it was discarded early on.
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At this point the estimate for each of the hi-res thermal classes exists, if any of the
class estimates are beyond a hard-wired system bound (less than -50 or greater than 305 in
value), a failure is declared and reclassification occurs. Simdar actions is taken if a user set
bound limit is exceeded. Since we are interested only in the center super-pixel, only this
estimate window is calculated. Using the classified super-pixel and the class estimates, a
LUT operation produces the hi-res thermal estimate center-super-pixel. This super-pixel is
returned to shpglt.
4.2.4 Return to Sharpen grey-level-threshold image
Back in shpglt, values less than 0 are set to 0 and values greater than 255 are set to
255. Next, the radiometry is checked. The average of the hi-res estimate must be within
the user determined tolerance for radiometric error. If not, a fadure is declared and
reclassification occurs. For a successful process, the number of classes in the super-pixel
and the super-pixel radiometric error are recorded. Upon completion of the entire image,
results for classes per super-pixel and radiometric error are printed to the screen and disk as
plots and text.
The entire process begins again for the next super-pixel. Super-pixel areas used in
the calculation overlap, since only the hi-res thermal estimate for center super-pixel is
returned each time. Therefore the center of the super-pixel area only moves over one super-
pixel for each pass through shpglt and esthrt.
Originally, a post-processing step which would attempt to maintain constant grey-
counts for each class, across super-pixel boundaries, had been proposed. This desire is in
conflict with the phdosophy undertaken using the super-pixel area approach. Local super-
pixel neighborhood operations can be likened to
"relative"
classification, whereas an image
wide approach would be an
"absolute"
classification. The set-up of the system of equations
implicitly requires that each class in each super-pixel have only one grey level value:
assuming constant illumination and simdar observation conditions, the
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radiance/temperature from contiguous sub-pixels of the same class should be the same.
This in itself is an approximation whose logic may not hold for all situations. Looking at
the code implementation, there is a conflict with the idea of "class constant grey-level".
Due to the manner in which peaks are picked and classes assigned, the grey level for the
same class can vary slightly from super-pixel to super-pixel. This occurs since the class
composition of each center super-pixel in the neighborhood varies. For one super-pixel
neighborhood, the sub-pixel at (x,y)= (N,M) is defined as "class 4", whatever that may be [N
and M represent the sub-pixel coordinate, somewhere in the pan image] . Now assume the
system moves over one super-pixel and extracts its neighborhood, which also contains the
same sub-pixel at (x,y)= (N,M). This time, this sub-pixel is defined as "class 19". Hence,
the point that we are using
"relative"
classification. A sub-pixel not located on the
perimeter of the image could be assigned 8 different "interim" classes, from the 8 overlaps
that occur in super-pixel processing of its surrounding neighbors, as well as the class it
maintains when it was part of a center super-pixel. In order to achieve constant grey-levels
for each class across super-pixels, some rather intricate processing would be required
whereby all interim classes are resolved to the final classes. Then the appropriate grey level
would have to be picked for that class from some combination of interim and final grey
levels. This investigation was not feasible given the time constraints.
4.2.5 Return to Main Program
Return to the main program from shpglt invokes other routines which calculate
RMS, RMS-Edge and Relative Contrast error. Additionally, standard statistics (average,
standard deviation, etc.) are calculated for the hi-res estimate, pixel-replicated low-
resolution and truth thermal images. Discussion regarding these functions is contained in
section 4.5, since they are common to both high resolution class mapping approaches and
the statistical method.
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4.2.6 User variable settings
At this point, the background has been sufficiently treated. It is now possible to
discuss user settings. The information is largely a duplication, but was included here so
that it could be copied and used with the program itself. For the pan case, the variable
settings determined by the user are as follows:
a. super_pixels: 3 or 5 select either a one or two local neighborhood region.
These are the only two allowable values.
b. max_num_classes: 9 or 25 are suggested as the maximum values
corresponding to super_pixels=3 or 5, respectively. 9 and 25 are the
theoretical limits for the number of independent equations that may
generated from the 3 X 3 or 5 X 5 super-pixel area. In some cases, poor
data quality causes the equations generated to be dependent, meaning we
have an under-determined system and cannot solve for the theoretical,
upper-limit, number of classes. In other situations, there are fewer classes
than equations, meaning we have an over-determined system. Selecting a
lower value for max_num_classes is effective in reducing pepper noise of the
estimate image. So, values of 5-7 for a 3 X 3 super-pixel area, or 16-20 for
a 5 X 5 area can improve results. The user should also consider the GIFOV
size spanned by the super-pixel area and their mission. If GIFOVsu],_ kfj X
resrat X super_pixels= 15m, then there will be less classes in that area.
However, if this total GIFOV span = 150m, there will be more classes in
that area. Regarding mission: is the user trying to separate trees, from
vehicles, from buddings or separate mineral and plant matter whose size is
on the order of the sub-pixel? The first situation clearly has a potential for
less classes in a super-pixel area than the second.
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c. between_peak: two of the four classifiers in the pan case rely on the
"span"
function which eliminates conflicting "class
peaks"by looking at the
distance, in grey counts, between peak locations. For instance, if 10 is
chosen, the system will start with the tallest peak and look 10 to the left and
then 10 to the right, suppressing all peaks in that range. The system then
proceeds to the next tallest surviving peak and carries on in simdar fashion
untd none are left. Choosing values too low admits all peaks, whde choosing
too high eliminates peaks which are classes of interest. For instance,
suppose the user wishes to search for 25 classes within the 0-255 span of the
histogram, but sets between_peak=26. If there is a peak detected at 0, then
the next allowable peak can only be at 26 or more, and the next at 26 units
beyond that. Supposing also that a peak was located exactly every 26 units,
the user would end up with only 9 peaks, although they had wished to use
25. Conversely, if the user set this variable= 1 and (with noisy data) the
system recorded 25 peaks within the first 25 DC counts, the system would
use only these false "classes". Inadvertently then, the user may defeat their
own intentions when setting between_peak. If between_peak=20 is used,
regions of 40 wide will be examined and only the highest peak therein will be
retained. So, even if the user specifies that there should be 9 classes per
super-pixel neighborhood and then selects between_peak=20, the system
will at most allow: 255/40=6 classes. This could be averted if the code were
modified to select the minimum of the user entered value for between_peak
or int[255/(max_num_classes*2)]. Recommended starting values are in the
range of 8-12.
d. pan_classifier: 0,1,2 or 3 are allowable values. These correspond to
spanmdm, spantrof, sclatrof and sclamdm, respectively. Recall classifiers
using span select peaks using the betweenjpeak variable, suppressing those
in this range. Surviving peaks are rank ordered from tallest to smallest with
the first max num_classes being retained. Scla ranks all areas under the
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short leg of the curve from largest to smallest and retains the first
max_num_classes. The boundary between classes is defined as the trough
between winning peaks if
"trof"
is used, if the user selects a mdm method,
the boundary is the midpoint between the final set of peaks. Use of setting
0, spanmdm or 1 spantrof is recommended.
glt_pan_to: this variable controls the number of grey-levels the 256 grey-
level input will be thresholded to. 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8 are reasonable
values with 256 as the default. The user may choose any integer less than
256 and greater than 1. Using a classifier that depends on "span" and
selecting between_peak carefully can be a better choice than using this
feature. Glt_pan_to blindly segments the 0-255 range into equal segments
and can therefore actually split a continuous class into several separate
classes, and/or meld portions of distinct classes together. The user may be
better served retaining all 256 grey-levels and using a
"span"
classifier to
achieve the effect which was intended by grey-level thresholding.
Glt_pan_to=8 or =4 will blend classes the most (most precarious) whde
setting =128 or =64 will have a greater chance of preserving classes. Not a
deterministic approach, be warned!
max_rad_err: with this setting, the user sets the error tolerance in super-
pixel radiometry. Recall that ideally, 0.00 (0%) error is desired. However,
such a setting does not take into account the noise in the data, round-off
error and the limitations of the single-band/classifier combinations, such as
aforementioned fadures in areas of limited contrast. Values suggested are
0.15 (15%), 0.10 (10%) and 0.05 (5%). Stricter limits here force
increasing numbers of fauures and substitution of low-resolution thermal
data as the solution.
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g. solvjbound: the initial estimate for the high resolution thermal estimate can
return values beyond the range 0-255. This variable sets the limit of
acceptable values according to: minimum=0-solv_bound and
maximum=255+ solv_bound. Prior to checking the radiometric fidelity the
super-pixel solution is adjusted: all values less than 0 are set to 0 and greater
than 255 are set to 255. Out-of-bounds radiometry or values beyond the
user determined minimum/maximum are assigned as fadures. Fadure
causes the system to re-classify the neighborhood being operated on to a
lesser number of classes. Each fadure reduces the number of classes by one,
untd there are only 2 classes left. Another fadure means the low resolution
thermal value is substituted for the super-pixel being operated on. Allowable
values span the range 10<solv_bound<-10. Choice of a negative value, -5
for instance, means the allowed solutions can span only 5 to 250. This
counter-intuitive approach can be necessary due to solutions found using the
simple linear systems methods coded here. Significantly different answers
can result if solv_bound = 0 or = -1 is used. This should not occur, but
implies that the linear systems solution relies too heavily on choosing 0 as a
solution for classes. This hypothesis is further supported by significant
"pepper which can arise in the high resolution thermal estimate.
Pepper noise is an indication that the hi-res estimate super-pixel contains
extreme values. The radiometric fidelity is. being preserved, albeit with a
poor estimate. The user should examine the lo res thermal histogram and
choose appropriate limits based on the location of the max and min grey-
counts. Beware of outliers in choosing values: it is recommended that the
user examine a plot of the histogram data and not merely query the min or
max values. Suggested values for the Southern Rainbow data set scenes
examined are -1 or -10, other data sets will vary.
h. solv inversion: four methods exist for solving the system of equations
generated. Super-pixels in the one or two local neighborhood may contain
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different classes than those in the center super-pixel. The user may want to
use only those super-pixels which have the same classes as the center super-
pixel in the system of equations, and would select
"C" (center) . For those
cases where the system is under-determined, reclassification would result,
reducing the solution from "high to a "lower (ie. fewer
classes in the super-pixel area) . If this is considered too undesirable the user
may select
"A" (all) - use all equations generated from the super-pixel
neighborhood to solve the system. But, in an attempt to satisfy the
solution for other classes, the accuracy of the solution of the center super-
pixel classes may be reduced. The user may then opt for
"B" (before A use
C) - before using all equations try to use only those with center class
members. This third method can use only the center class equations if the
system is sufficiently over-determined. Fading this, all equations are used.
The final option is to use "I" (iterative B then A): consider the case where B
is selected as the method for solving the system. There are enough
equations to solve the system using only those equations with center super-
pixel classes. If the matrix inversion fans or the solutions found are out or
range (much less than 0 or much greater than 255), then a tauure is
declared and the system is reclassified which leads to a lower spatial
resolution (fewer classes) . But, there were enough equations using A in this
case! Therefore "I" first tries B and if a fadure results, A is used. Allowable
values for this variable are 'A, 'B', 'C and 'I'. The values are set using single
quotes, as shown in the previous sentence.
With 8 variables having the indicated number of discrete settings, plus several
options for finding the inverse of the system matrix (IDL, PINV etc.) and considering
fusion of low resolution thermal images at resolution ratios of 3, 5 and 7, the number of
permutations are: 57600 for each scene. Considering also that each complete output
sequence produces a total of 18 files (1 estimate image, 14 error images, 2 plots and header
file), the data interpretation problem is nightmarish. As a result only some 66 cases
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(representing more than 30 hours of computer run-time and almost 400 Mbytes of data)
were carried out. Results are presented in Section 5.0.
Variables related to data input/output are:
a. hrdatafile= 'directory\tilename': where "directory" and "filename" are user-
specified locations of the high resolution panchromatic data.
b. lrtherrntile= 'directory\filenanie': where "directory" and "filename" are user-
specified locations of the low resolution thermal data.
c. truthfile='directory\filename': where
"directory"
and
"filename"
are user-
specified locations of the high resolution truth data. If no truthfile exists,
then this variable should be set = 'none'.
d. out_put_file=0: this will generate an automatic output file series based on a
root name taken from the system time. Any user entered filename must be
limited to 8 characters with no dot extensions. Note the inherent limitation
of the automatic file in that it has two characters each for month, day, 24-
hour-form hour and minute. If multiple computers run the program or
more than a year passes, data files could be given the same name and over
written.
e. output_directory='directory\: where
"directory"
the user specified location
for all output data.'
f. out_put_file_type: np', 'ps', 'cgm' and 'pel' are allowable settings for this
variable. A histogram of classes per super-pixel and the number of super-
pixels at each level of radiometric error are written out to disk. The user
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may then choose to import these figures into other software applications to
generate reports, presentations, etc.
g. current_device_type: 'WIN', X' and 'MAC are the settings for this variable.
These are required for the successful return to the computing environment
after the histogram plots have been written to disk.
4.3 Multi-Spectral-Derived High Resolution Class Map
Both the MS and pan methods rely upon the generation of accurate high resolution
class maps. For this to occur, requirements such as data correlation, and proper treatment
of the observation/illumination effects, etc. remain in effect. Poor performance will result,
even for this algorithm, if the aforementioned stipulations are not fulfilled. The working of
the method can be shown by Figure 24.
4.3.1 Main Program
The program, called vtfuse (visual-thermal fuse) reads in both image data sets.
Images are 8-bit, having 2 =256 grey levels. The low resolution thermal data can be the
same as that used for the pan method. The high resolution data, however, is already
expected to be in its class map form. The class mapping operation for this work was
generated using ENVI's unsupervised, ISODATA (iterative self organizing data) classifier.
Processing operations proceed based on user-defined parameters, many of which are
common to the pan-method. Several are unique to the MS mode of operation. Some of
the parameters have a few select settings, whde others could be set to a variety of values that
span a certain range. Specific discussion on the settings available to the user are presented
in section 4.3.6. First, descriptions of the various modules and their function are
presented.
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HiResMSMap Lo Res Thermal
Loop Over Image
Extract One/Two Super-pixel Neighborhood
Windowfrom ms map/thermal
^Iterate throughHiRes ms map
Generate system ofequations
Solve system ofequations
Check success/re-classify onfailure
Get next neighborhood
Display radiometric error & classesper super-pixel
CalculateRMS, RMS-edge, Contrast error and image statistics
OutputHiRes Thermal estimate image
Figure 24: HR thermal window estimation from HRMS map/LR thermal data.
4.3.2 Sharpen multi-spectral classified image
The first function called by vtfuse is shpmsc (sharpen multi-spectral classified
image). The user supplies a band-sequential form classified image, which may have 1 or
more bands. For instance, given that the user shall select a 5 X 5 super-pixel region, with
the opportunity for 25 classes within the two-neighborhood region, the user could supply a
.bsq
form classified image with up to 25 classes for the super-pixel and two surrounding
ighborhoods. Unfortunately, unsupervised classifiers such as ISODATA, within ENVI,
only accept the definition of the number of classes in the image, not super-pixel
ighborhoods. The work investigated used a class image with 5 bands (band 0=25, band
1 = 15, band 2=9, band 3=6 and band 4=3 classes in the entire image). The approach
gives a greater chance of solving for a high resolution estimate: if a
"failure"
is declared the
ne
can
ne
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program extracts the next band, with fewer classes, and attempts to solve the system again.
The process is as follows: the appropriate super-pixel neighborhood area is extracted from
the hi res data image. Since this neighborhood is already in class map form, there is some
minimum class and some maximum class. The routine which sets up the system of
equations expects this class map to range from 0 to m-1, where m is the number of classes
in the super-pixel area. A temporary copy of the neighborhood is made and re-scaled to this
range. The corresponding data from the low-resolution thermal data is also copied. Both
items are passed to the next function.
4.3.3 Estimate hi-res thermal super-pixel
At this point, esthrt (estimate hi-res thermal) is called. This routine is the same as
that used in the pan case. The system of equations is set up and solved, however, only
setting
"I" (iterate) is avadable. This built in setting tries to first solve the system with
"B"
and then with
"A" if a failure (inversion or estimate out of bounds) occurs. The hi res
estimate center super-pixel is returned to shpmsc.
4.3.4 Return to Sharpen multi-spectral classified image
Back in shpmsc, values less than 0 are set to 0 and values greater than 255 are set
to 255. Next, the radiometry is checked. The average of the hi-res estimate must be
within the user determined tolerance for radiometric error. If not, a fadure is declared.
The work ofWarnick et al., 1991, was carried out using only the single pan band. It was
felt that a better class map could be derived from MS data and this would allow improved
estimation of the hi res thermal band. However, with a single high resolution class map
derived from the MS data, initial work in this area revealed a high number of declared
failures. These translated into many unresolvable pixels. Each unresolvable pixel set the
entire center super-pixel being operated on to the lo res thermal value. As an outgrowth of
experience gained using the pan approach, it was decided that better success could be
obtained if multiple class maps were used. This would allow "reclassification" of the super-
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pixel area. Consider the multiple class maps to be in band-sequential data format: this may
he likened to a stack of photographs. The top-most band may be classified to the
theoretical limit for the number of equations that a super-pixel area can generate and solve
(9 for a 3 X 3 area, 25 for a 5 X 5 area) . The bottom-most band is classified to some value
greater than 1 (since the low resolution thermal solution is effectively "one class ) .
Beginning with the top-most class-map, if a fadure is declared for any of the
aforementioned reasons (matrix inversion faults, solutions or radiometry out of bound), the
system then goes to the next band. This approach, coupled with the use of the setting
' I
offers the best chance at resolving the super-pixel. The only impediment to the user in this
pursuit is the extended time to generate ISODATA class maps. For this work, a five band
MS derived, hi res class map (25, 15, 9, 6 and 3 classes) was used. As discussed in the
section dealing with variable max_num_classes (pan derived hi res class map user variables),
the user should consider the potential maximum number of classes in the super-pixel area
and their mission. Selecting too many classes serves only to generate more pepper noise.
For a successful process, the number of classes in the super-pixel neighborhood and
the super-pixel radiometric error are recorded. Upon completion of the entire image,
results for classes per super-pixel and radiometric error are printed to the screen and disk as
plots and text.
The entire process begins again for the next super-pixel. As in the pan case, super-
pixel areas used in subsequent calculation overlap: only the hi-res thermal estimate for the
center super-pixel is returned each time. Therefore the center of the super-pixel area only
moves over one super-pixel for each pass through shpmsc and esthrt.
In the situation where the user opts to enter a multiple class maps we face the same
post-processing conundrum as presented at this section for the pan case: we have
"relative"
rather than
"absolute"
classification. If the user were to be content with more unresolvable
super-pixels and submit only one class map band, then "absolute" classification would be
available to us and constant grey-levels per class across super-pixels could be assigned.
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4.3.5 Return to Main Program
Return to the main program from shpmsc invokes other routines which calculate
RMS, RMS-Edge and Relative Contrast error. Additionally, standard statistics (average,
standard deviation, etc.) are calculated for the hi-res estimate, pixel-replicated low-
resolution and truth thermal images. Discussion regarding these functions is contained in
section 4.5, since they are common to both high resolution class mapping approaches and
the statistical method.
4.3.6 User variable settings
At this point, sufficient background has been treated. It is now possible to discuss
user settings. There is a large amount of overlap between the variables used in the pan case
and the MS case. I do not wish to "pad" - but to save the program user and reader from
referring back many pages, the full descriptions of applicable variables is given here.
Variable settings determined by the user for the MS case are as follows:
a. super pixels: 3 or 5 select either a one or two local neighborhood region.
These are the only two allowable values.
b. max_rad_err: with this setting, the user sets the error tolerance in super-
pixel radiometry. Recall that ideally, 0.00 (0%) error is desired. However,
such a setting does not take into account the noise in the data, round-off
error and the limitations of the single-band/classifier combinations, such as
aforementioned fauures in areas of limited contrast. Values suggested are
0.15 (15%), 0.10 (10%) and 0.05 (5%). Stricter limits here force
increasing numbers fadures and substitution of low-resolution thermal data
as the solution.
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c. solv_bound: the initial estimate for the high resolution thermal estimate can
return values beyond the range 0-255. This variable sets the limit of
acceptable values according to: minimum=0-solv_bound and
maximum=255+ solv_bound. Prior to checking the radiometric fidelity the
super-pixel solution is adjusted: all values less than 0 are set to 0 and greater
than 255 are set to 255. Out-of-bounds radiometry or values beyond the
user determined minimum/maximum are assigned as fadures. Fadure
causes the system to re-classify the neighborhood being operated on to a
lesser number of classes. Each fadure reduces the number of classes by one,
until there are only 2 classes left. Another failure means the low resolution
thermal value is substituted for the super-pixel being operated on. Allowable
values span the range 10<solv_bound<-10. Choice of a negative value, -5
for instance, means the allowed solutions can span only 5 to -250. This
counter-intuitive approach can be necessary due to solutions found using the
simple linear systems methods coded here. Significantly different answers
can result if solv_bound = 0 or = -1 is used. This should not occur, but
implies that the linear systems solution relies too heavily on choosing 0 as a
solution for classes. This hypothesis is further supported by significant
"pepper which can arise in the high resolution thermal estimate.
Pepper noise is an indication that the hi-res estimate super-pixel contains
extreme values. The radiometric fidelity is. being preserved, albeit with a
poor estimate. The user should examine the lo res thermal histogram and
choose appropriate limits based on the location of the max and min grey-
counts. Beware of outliers in choosing values: it is recommended that the
user examine a plot of the histogram data and not merely query the min or
max values. Suggested values for the Southern Rainbow data set scenes
examined are -1 or -10, other data sets wdl vary.
With 3 variables having the indicated number of discrete settings and considering
fusion of low resolution thermal images at resolution ratios of 3, 5 and 7, the number of
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permutations are: 90. Note that this only considers use of the IDL routine for matrix
inversion, the equation solving routine is hard-wired as "I" (try "B" first and then "A") and a
5 band block sequential format hi res class map is used. The desire here is to obtain the
most hi res result with as few fadures (substitutions of the lo res thermal solution) as
possible. Considering that each complete output sequence produces a total of 18 files (1
estimate image, 14 error images, 2 plots and header file), the data interpretation problem is
significant. As a result only some 20 cases (representing 10 hours of computer run-time
and almost 95 Mbytes of data) were examined. Results are presented in Section 5.0.
Note that in the following list, items (b.) to (d.) are unique to the MS case.
Variables related to data input/output are:
a. hrdatafile= 'directory\filename': where "directory" and "filename" are user-
specified locations of the high resolution panchromatic data.
b. hrdatabands=bands: where bands is the correct number for the band-
sequential high resolution class map array generated by the user. This
variable is only required for the MS case.
c. row=r: where r is the number of rows. In conventional format this would
correspond to the y-size. This value is only required if hrdatabands is greater
than one. This variable is only required for the MS case.
d. col=c: where c is the number of columns. In conventional format this
would correspond to the x-size. This value is only required hrdatabands is
greater than one. This variable is only required for the MS case.
e. lrthermfile= 'directory\filename': where "directory" and "filename" are user-
specified locations of the low resolution thermal data.
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f. truthfde= 'directory\filename': where "directory" and "filename" are user-
specified locations of the high resolution truth data. If no truthfile exists,
then this variable should be set = 'none'.
g. out_put_file=0: this will generate an automatic output tile series based on a
root name taken from the system time. Any user entered filename must be
limited to 8 characters with no dot extensions. Note the inherent limitation
of the automatic fde in that it has two characters each for month, day, 24-
hour-form hour and minute. If multiple computers run the program or
more than a year passes, data files could be given the same name and over
written.
h. output_directory='directory\: where "directory" the user specified location
for all output data.'
i. outjut_file_type: np', 'ps', 'cgm' and 'pel' are allowable settings for this
variable. A histogram of classes per super-pixel and the number of super-
pixels at each level of radiometric error are written out to disk. The user
may then choose to import these figures into other software applications to
generate reports, presentations, etc.
j. current_device_type: 'WIN', 'X and 'MAC are the settings for this variable.
These are required for the successful return to the computing environment
after the histogram plots have been written to disk.
4.4 Statistical Method
The most interesting aspect in the work of Nishii et al. is that use of the conditional
expectation means no apriori class map is required to obtain a hi res thermal estimate
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image. Again, suitable correlation and the coincidence of data in a spatial, temporal and
atmospheric sense, is required or poor performance will result.
The working of the method can be shown by Figure 25.
MS or singleHiRes band(s)
Loop Over Image
Lo Res Thermal
* Extract Super-pixel Area "*~
from hi res data/thermal
Generate system ofequations
Solve system ofequations
Check success/orfailure:
'
IncreaseArea
Scale bandfractions
V .
Get next neighborhood
Display radiometric error & super-pixel areafor stats estimate
Calculate RMS, RMS-edge, Contrast error and image statistics
OutputHiRes Thermal estimate image T
Figure 25: HR thermal window estimation using statistical method.
4.4.1 Main Program
The program, called fustats (fuse using stats) reads in both image data sets. Images
are assumed to be 8-bit, having a maximum 2 =256 grey levels. The low resolution
thermal data can be the same as that used for the pan or MS method. Processing
operations proceed based on user-defined parameters, several of which are common to the
pan and MS methods. Some of the parameters have a few select settings, whde others
could be set to a variety of values that span a certain range. Specific discussion on the
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settings avadable to the user are presented in section 4.4.6. First, descriptions of the
various modules and their function are presented.
4.4.2 Sharpen multi-spectral classified image
The first function called by fustats is shpmss (sharpen multi-spectral statistics). It
should be noted that there are two versions of this function. The one selected depends on
user preference.
Each shpmss also has its own version of esmshrt (estimate statistical multi spectral hi res
thermal window) . The reasons for the two design phdosophies is argued beginning near the
middle of section 4.4.3.
As presented in the review of Kusanobu, 1997, (near mid-point of section 3.3.2.2)
only lo res thermal data is avadable. This implies that any investigation of the variance-
covariance relationship between bands of data must also be carried out at this super-pixel
(as opposed to sub-pixel) scale. The first step in this process is to spatially degrade the hi
res bands to the same resolution. The previously described (Section 4.1) routine used to
generate the synthetic lo res thermal images is used to achieve this resolution reduction.
Corresponding areas in the degraded hi res band data and the lo res thermal band are
extracted and forwarded to the next function, esmshrt. The size of the extracted area is
determined by the super-pixel region (3 X 3, 5 X 5, etc.)
4.4.3 Estimate statistical multi-spectral hi res thermal
The first operation carried out within esmshrt (estimate statistical multi-spectral hi
res thermal window) is the calculation of the covariance matrix for the degraded hi res data
and covariance between the thermal and degraded hi res bands. Before this can be shown,
some background to the situation must be reviewed.
Looking at equation (26), repeated here for convenience:
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Y . . y + o 2 \x, - x)i J avg yx xx v / ' (26)
the product O
(SJ"
gives the band weights which are to be added to the low resolution
thermal value. Both 0 and 2^ are estimated for the local windows being operated on,
since the true values are not known. Estimation theory (Walpole and Myers, 1985)
suggests that either a maximum likelihood or unbiased approach may be chosen. If the
sampling distribution for the estimator of some unknown population parameter has a mean
equal to the parameter we are interested in, the estimator is said to be unbiased. Maximum
likelihood estimation chooses a reasonable estimator of a parameter based on the sample
such that the value of the estimate produces the largest probabdity of obtaining the sample.
Another way of saying this, is that the maximum likelihood estimator is one that results in
a maximum value for the joint probabdity function - it maximizes the likelihood of the
sample. The following, (44) to (45), illustrates an unbiased form of the estimator for
variance (Walpole and Myers, 1985). Recall that expectation, or average, is written as E( ):
1S2
= E[(X - X)]
(n-\)
E(S2) - E
1
1 (X, - Xf
i {x, - xf
1
(n-1)
1
(n-1)
iE(X, - u)2 -nE(X-p)2
(44)
WJ
y o2 - n Oj
(n-\) \,r, x>
here: S2 is the sample variance (with respect to the sample mean)
X; is a sample data value
X-bar is the sample average
IM is the population average
n is the number of sample points
2 is the variance of the samples (with respect to the population mean) and
x is *he variance of the sample mean (with respect to population mean)
2
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However, (J^ = G fori = 1,2,. ..,n and:
2
o2
x -
(45)
E(S2) (ho2 - n) - o2
(n - 1) \ nl
where: O is the population variance
Clearly then, in this form the sample variance S is an unbiased estimator of the population
variance O since the expectation of S is O . The maximum likelihood form of the
variance uses 1/n as the dividing term [instead of l/(n-l)]. Simdar forms exist for the
sample covariance, sxy, and sample covariance matrix, Sxx. In the work of Nishii et al., x
is a 6 X 1 vector. Using the unbiased estimator representations we have:
1 v, ~\, -\ (46)s = S (x. -x)(yl -y) v '* (n - 1) /.i ' '
id also:
ST '
xx - nxx
i - 1
(47)
" in - 1)
Maximum likelihood estimation cannot be used without knowledge or assumptions
regarding the distribution of the data. However, in the limit (as n - ) any bias of the
maximum likelihood approach tends toward zero. Initially, the decision to use the unbiased
estimator was due to this concern. However, the use of (n-1) versus n has limited effect as
soon as the super-pixel area increases, as seen in Table 2.
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super-pixels (n) n n-1 % dirrerence
3 9 8 12.500000
5 25 24 4.166667
7 49 48 2.083333
9 81 80 1.250000
11 121 120 0.833333
13 169 168 0.595238
15 225 224 0.446429
Table 2: Effect of estimator dependent divisor n or (n-1).
Further, simplification of the band fraction equation shows that the divisor terms cancel.
Therefore, the maximum likelihood/unbiased estimator question is inconsequential:
band fraction = s S "'J yx xx
1
where: n
(n - 1)..
1
2 (x, - x)(y, - y)
1 I v T T21 xx - nxx
(n - 1)L,.,
(n - \y (n - 1)
2 (x, - x)(yt - y)
2 (xt - x)(yt - y)
/ - 1
2 xx T - nxx'
t i
vi t :2 xx - nxx
Lt - 1
(48)
is the number of data points and corresponds to the size of the super-pixel
area: either 3X3 (n=9), 5X5 (n=25), ... etc.
The non-impact of the choice in estimator was also verified by using all three
representations and obtaining the same results to the 6th decimal. The final version of the
code uses the simplified form in the last line of the above derivation.
Having removed the 1/n or l/(n-l) from the expression for covariance and since the
term is cancelled, only the remainder is inverted. These items are all shown in equation
(48). The inversion method used is the IDL INVERT( ) routine, with the "/double"
keyword set, so as to increase computational accuracy. Next, given a successful inversion,
the solution for the main equation (equation 26) is implemented. At this point, the hi res
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thermal estimate is examined to ensure that all values are within the range 0-255. If this
verification is successful, the system returns to shpmss. Any failures declared due to data
out of range are dealt with as follows.
Two routes are avadable to the user for dealing with hi res thermal estimates having
data values out of range. Ultimately, in either case, if no solution can be found, the low
resolution thermal value (given) is inserted. Using method I (iterate), if for an N X N
super-pixel area no high resolution thermal window with all data values within the limits 0-
255 can be found, then an (N+2) X (N+2) super-pixel area is used. The program actually
first returns to shpmss from esmshrt to extract a new region that has been degraded and
then returns to repeat all operations in esmshrt. This iteration on super-pixel area
continues until either a solution is found or the area becomes so large that a point outside
the image boundary is needed for the estimation of the statistics. This fadure results in the
use of the given low resolution value. Using method S (scale), the most extreme data point
less than 0 or greater than 255 is determined. An appropriate scale factor is determined to
reduce this data value to either 0 or 255. If both the upper and lower range of byte data are
exceeded, the scale factor required for both is calculated. Then, the smallest scale factor,
which in turn compresses the estimate data range the most, is retained. This scale factor is
applied to the band fractions previously determined and a new high resolution thermal
window estimate is calculated. An example is shown following this paragraph. In this
example, 96 is the lo res thermal value, -58 is the most negative value and 275 is the most
positive value. Note that within round-off error, both the out of range and final hi res
thermal estimates have perfect radiometric fidelity.
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Y = y + o 2 '(x, - x)' * ovg yx xx K t J
-58 122 275
95 110 22
85 117 90 J
minscale
maxscale =
96
96
96 ? 58
255 - 96
-154 26 179
-1 14 -74
-11 21 -6 J
0.623376623377
= 0.888268156425
275 - 96
SCALE => minscale (since it is the lessor amount)
NEWY, - y * SCALE o 2 '(x, - x)/ J avg yx xx x i J
NEWY, = 96 + 0.623376623377
NEWY, -
154 26 179
-1 14 -74
-11 21 -6
0 112 207
95 104 49
L 89 109 92
(49)
Scaling preserves the relative variabdity between band fractions used in forming the
estimate and allows a solution to be found for the exact super-pixel area size specified by the
user. Method S only increases the super-pixel area if inversion of the covariance matrix
fads. Therefore, this method hardly ever substitutes the low resolution thermal value.
Both method I and S include flawed logic. Consider a given scene composed of
trees, grass, dirt, roads and a variety of man-made objects.
Suppose method I is being used. What can we conclude if the current super-pixel is
within the roof of a budding, estimation of the statistics from the surrounding roof super-
pixels faded and the only viable solution is obtained using 90% of the complete scene area?
Method I in its extreme limit corresponds to the "global block referred to by
Kusanobu, 1997. However, the variation encoded here is that the area used in calculation
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of the variance-covariance matrix is grown from the center of the current super-pixel (local
window) being estimated. This approach therefore uses the "most local" statistics avadable.
Of course, the drawback here is that super-pixels not located at exactly center-image will
not have as many chances to be successfully determined: as soon as the iteration causes the
area to grow beyond the boundary of the image, a fadure is declared and the low resolution
data is substituted for the entire high resolution thermal super-pixel. So, using the
implementation coded here, only a super-pixel located exactly at center image could possibly
ever iterate to the point where an area corresponding to the global block estimate method
was used. A more sophisticated version of code could possibly stop area growth where a
boundary had been reached, whde allowing growth to continue in other directions, untd
collision with all boundaries induced the failure. Such work was not undertaken herein
since, as mentioned in the second sentence of this paragraph, use of global statistics to
predict local values in a scene composed of many classes is questionable. This entire
discussion is of course bounded by the spatial scale of the imagery being processed: if each
super-pixel measures centimeters by centimeters on ground, such that huge areas of the
image are the same material, it would make sense to use very large regions for the
estimation. However, the flight 6, run 12 Southern Rainbow II scenes used as the data to
this study contain a variety of materials within a few super-pixels of another . This is due
to the super-pixels size, which is on the order of meters.
Suppose method S is being used. In the situation where the band weights obtained
from the analysis of the data generate high resolution thermal values are within 10 (or so)
grey-counts of 0 and 255, scaling the results could be justified. The error could be
attributed to the data characteristics, the number of data points used or the inversion of an
ill-conditioned matrix. However, if the values are much less than 0 or much greater than
255 then the method is
"manufacturing"
a solution, which is as unacceptable as the
extreme
"I"
case described in the preceding paragraph.
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4.4.4 Return to Sharpen multi-spectral classified image
Upon return to shpmss, the status of the operations in esmshrt is verified. If a
failure due to matrix inversion occurred or if "I" (iterate) was chosen and a fadure occurred,
the super-pixel area is increased by two and the process tries again. If everything is in
order, the radiometric fidelity of the hi res thermal estimate is verified. Fidelity which is
beyond the user specified limit causes a fadure to be declared. The super-pixel area is
increased by two and the process tries again.
After the center super-pixel has been assigned a solution, the program moves over
one super-pixel and begins the process again. So, super-pixel areas used in subsequent
calculation overlap. The method retains only the hi-res thermal estimate for center super-
pixel each time. After each hi res thermal estimate super-pixel for a row in the image has
been determined, the program prints out the maximum radiometric error that occurred and
the maximum super-pixel area used to produce a hi res thermal window estimate.
4.4.5 Return to main program
Return to the main program from shpmss invokes other routines which calculate
RMS, RMS-Edge and Relative Contrast error. Additionally, standard statistics (average,
standard deviation, etc.) are calculated for the hi-res estimate, pixel-replicated low-
resolution and truth thermal images. Discussion regarding these functions is contained in
section 4.5, since they are common to both high resolution class mapping approaches and
the statistical method.
4.4.6 User variable settings
At this point, with the background sufficiently treated, it is now possible to discuss
variable settings, as determined by the user:
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a. superjpixels: any odd integer 3 or greater may be used. Smaller settings use
the "most local" statistics. Sharper output images result for smaller local
areas, however, as the number of bands increases, pepper noise increases.
Kusanobu suggests using 7 for 7 Landsat bands, so there may be a link to
super-pixel size and number of bands. Possibly this has to do with obtaining
sufficient samples to obtain accurate estimates for the statistics.
b. max_rad_err: with this setting, the user sets the error tolerance in super-
pixel radiometry. Recall that ideally, 0.00 (0%) error is desired. However,
such a setting does not take into account the noise in the data, round-off
error and the limitations of the single-band/classifier combinations, such as
aforementioned fadures in areas of limited contrast. Values suggested are
0.15 (15%), 0.10 (10%) and 0.05 (5%). Generally speaking the statistical
method has little difficulty in maintaining 5% radiometric error. Setting
limits stricter than 5% force increasing numbers fadures and substitution of
low-resolution thermal data as the solution.
c. method:
'S' (scale) or 'I' (iterate) are the possible settings. Given hi res
thermal estimates with values beyond the range 0-255, 'S' will compress the
data whde maintaining radiometric fidelity.
'I'
will increase the super-pixel
size of N X N to (N+2) X (N+2).
With 3 variables having the indicated number of discrete settings and considering
fusion of low resolution thermal images at resolution ratios of 3, 5 and 7, the number of
permutations is actually determined by the combination of hi res bands used in the
prediction. Since radiometric performance for the test cases was "very good", only the 5%
radiometric error case was examined. The variable-space examined was therefore only
defined by resolution ratio, initial super-pixel size, method and band-combinations used in
prediction. 52 cases were examined.
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Each complete output sequence produces a total of 16 hies (1 estimate image, 14
error images and header file), the data interpretation problem is significant. The cases
examined represent more than 14 hours of computer run-time and almost 250 Mbytes of
data. Results are presented in Section 5.0.
Variables related to data input/output are:
a. hrdatafile= 'directory\filename': where "directory" and "filename" are user-
specified locations of the high resolution panchromatic data. Data is
expected in band sequential (.bsq) format. Only one band of data may be
used in the prediction of the hi res thermal estimate. Either use a one-band
hrdatafile or read-in a multi-band hrdatafile and set start_band and
end_band (below) appropriately.
b. hrdatabands=bands: the correct number of bands in hrdatafile.
c. bands_to_use: either 'subset' or 'all' may be selected.
d. start_band: if 'subset' is selected, then the user must provide this value as the
first band to be used. There can be some confusion here: given 15 band
data, if the user wishes to use bands 6 through 9, start_band=5 is the
correct setting. This occurs since band 1 of 15 is stored at the 0th location
in the computer array. To use only one band, set start_band=X and
end_band=X, where X is the band number.
e. end_band: if
'subset'
is selected, then the user must provide this value as the
last band to be used. There can be some confusion here: given 15 band
data, if the user wishes to use bands 6 through 9, end_band=8 is the correct
setting. This occurs since band 1 of 15 is stored at the 0th location in the
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computer array. To use only one band, set startjbandX and
end_band=X, where X is the band number.
f. row=r: where r is the number of rows. In conventional format this would
correspond to the y-size.
g. col= c: where c is the number of columns. In conventional format this
would correspond to the x-size.
h. lrthermfile= 'directory\fdename': where "directory" and
"filename"
are user-
specified locations of the low resolution thermal data.
i. truthfile= 'directory\filename': where "directory" and "filename" are user-
specified locations of the high resolution truth data. If no truthfile exists,
then this variable should be set = 'none'.
j. out_put_file=0: this will generate an automatic output file series based on a
root name taken from the system time. Ajny user entered filename must be
limited to 8 characters with no dot extensions. Note the inherent limitation
of the automatic file in that it has two characters each for month, day, 24-
hour-form hour and minute. If multiple computers run the program or
more than a year passes, data files could be given the same name and over
written.
k. output_directory='directory\: where "directory" the user specified location
for all output data.
Suggestions from Kusanobu, 1997, were crucial to the successful implementation
of the Nishii et al. algorithm. Sincere gratitude is extended to the team at Hiroshima City
University.
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4.5 Error & Performance Analysis
There are several measures of accuracy avadable to the user when truth data is.
avadable. These are:
a. Root-Mean-Square(RMS);
b. RMS within the vicinity of truth edges; and
c. Relative Contrast, 100 grey-level thresholded (RCGLT) error.
Portions of the image along its perimeter are not examined for the RMS, RMS-
edge and RCGLT performance metrics. This is required since using a one super-pixel
neighborhood in estimating the high resolution image means a one super-pixel width along
the perimeter of the image cannot be processed. Two neighborhoods increase this area
around the perimeter to two super-pixel widths and so on. Next consider also that the low
resolution image, if pixel replicated, shall not be of the same size as the high resolution
image. For instance given a 256X256 hi-res image and a low-res image with a resolution
ratio of 7, its size will be 36X36. A pixel replicated version would be 252 X 252. If 3 X 3
super-pixel areas were used, the last pixel processed in each row would be given by: 256-7 =
259- But, because the pixel replicated version does not extend that far, error calculations
may only be made up to pixel 252 (which would be at coordinate 25 1 in the array, which
starts from 0) . This must be taken into account or many artificial error contributions will
occur, fictitiously driving up error where there is none.
Two additional metrics can be generated for the class-mapping fusion cases
(panchromatic or multi-spectral). The first looks at radiometric error. In practical
operation, no truth data is avadable. In this situation, and also for the case with truth data,
a radiometric error metric exists. The second metric, more subjective in performance, is
the number of classes per super-pixel: the user wishes to find some N classes in each super-
pixel. However, solving that system of equations is not always possible. Therefore the
lues for this metric have "input-dataquality"or "algorithmperformance"implications.va.
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Since radiometric error is constrained to be near zero in the statistical approach and no
"classes"
exist, these two metrics do not play a role for the statistical method.
4.5.1 RMS error
RMS error is calculated between truth and the estimated hi-res image using pixels
at corresponding x,y coordinates. The first calculation is: (truth-estimate) . This value is
stored into an image so that the user could, such as in ENVI, interrogate a pixel in the
estimate image and in the error image, with a crosshair slaved to the same x,y coordinate,
see the squared difference for any pixel. For the second calculation, these values are
summed over the entire image. Each summation increments a counter by one. The final
sum is divided by the counter to produce the mean. The square root of the mean gives the
RMS error amount over the entire image.
4.5.2 RMS error within the vicinity of truth edges
To determine this error metric, edges within the truth image must first be found.
The user may choose to use a slow, exact method (coded from scratch) where the gradient is
defined as (gx +gy ) or a fast, IDL implementation defined as ABS(gx +gy ). The
increase in run-time for the exact method is slight on modern computers. Edges are found
as an equally weighted sum of the outputs of the Sobel, Frei-Chen, Roberts, Prewitt and
LaPlacian edge operators. This summed edge-image has a histogram of some maximum
and minimum grey level value. The range is given by: (max-min). A threshold is defined
as: range*30/255. In an 8-bit image with a full-span histogram (0-255), my experiments
and simdar work at Kodak, have determined that "30" is a good threshold for defining the
"dark" threshold in an image. So, the logic here is: if you only have a histogram that spans
some range instead of 0-255, you would still want to maintain this relative value for the
cut-off. Next, all pixels above the cut-off are set to 255, the others are set to 0. Finally,
each edge-pixel is grown into a 3 X 3 cube. The edge detection and growing operations are
performed via convolution. This truth edge image, having values of only 0 and 255, is used
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as a mask to form cut-outs of the truth image and estimate image. The cut-outs are sent to
the RMS error routine. The output measures are the same type as those from the RMS
routine.
4.5.3 Relative Contrast 100 grey-level thresholded error
Relative Contrast, 100 grey-level thresholded (RCGLT) error is determined by first
thresholding the truth and estimate images to 100 grey-levels from 256. The logic in this
approach is that the human eye can only discern some 100 grey levels. The relative
contrast between a pixel and each of its eight surrounding pixels is then calculated within
the truth image and also for the estimate image. At this point the operations break into
two streams. Consider the difference found for the center pixel and the neighbor to its
right. One stream calculates the difference in contrast for truth and estimate, squared:
center to right contrast=[(truth_center-truth_right)-(estimate_center-estimate_right)]
The seven other relative values are calculated similarly. All are summed, mean found and
square root taken to produce a single number - an RMS form RCGLT. The second stream
calculates:
center to right contrast=ABS[(truth_center-truth_right)-(estimate_center-estimate_right)]
to form the RCGLT as per definition: relative contrast, albeit in an absolute sense. The
seven other relative values are calculated simdarly. Each of the eight RCGLT values is
stored in an image form. The user may then look at the eight images and see how the
system does at maintaining relative contrast in the eight directions. Since the RCGLT
images are stored as float values, it would also have been possible to omit the "ABS"
function, to obtain error images which represent negative and positive contrast. If displayed
as a scaled error image, with "pure
black"
used to represent the most negative number and
"pure as the most positive number, the user could then easily see where the estimate
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image would contain more contrast than the truth (dark regions) or less contrast than the
truth (bright regions). Perfect contrast would be "middle grey".
The following is a warning to all using several types of computer variables. My
definition of truth and estimate image variables as BYTE arrays and subsequent RMS or
RCGLT error calculations in this domain yielded a multitude of complications. For any
calculations, only the mod(256) amount of the squared difference was returned. For
example, if a difference of 22 grey levels existed between truth and estimate, the error
contribution should be 22 =484. However, only 484-256=228 was added to the error,
artificially reducing the overall error result. Changing to the FLOAT domain did little to
help matters. If the differences between a truth and estimate pixel were too large (greater
than 181) the square of this number would be greater than (2 )/2 and produce a negative
number. Note that this could occur when comparing a pixel with
"pepper" (estimate) and a
"bright" (truth) pixel. RMS, RMS-edge and RCGLT numbers were in the range of 7 - 13
since addition of negative error contributions reduced the error. Finally, correct error
results were obtained by declaring the truth and estimate images as DOUBLE variables as
they were passed into the routine. However, using the final correct method, errors have
been recorded in the range of 19-35 grey levels for RMS/RMS-edge and 7-15 for RCGLT.
Discussions indicate that the Warnick, et al. approach produced RMS/RMS-edge errors
around 8 grey levels. It is assumed that the Warnick work used data with a low dynamic
range, which therefore did not result in errors on the magnitude of the cases investigated
here.
4.5.4 Radiometric error
The average of the hi-res estimate solution is compared to the lo-res thermal value.
For perfect radiometric fidelity, these values should be the same. Percentage error is
recorded for each super-pixel and stored as an image. Again, the user could employ ENVI
to query the same pixel coordinate in the hi-res estimate and radiometric error images to
discern how good results are at that location. The radiometric error image allows
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generation of a histogram and/or tabular results which show occurrences at each error level.
A cumulative performance measure is also printed from 0% error to the maximum percent
error: ie. 82% of pixels have less than 9% error. With the knowledge of the radiometric
error for each super-pixel an average super-pixel radiometric error may be calculated. The
user is prompted at the beginning of the program to set a tolerance level for the maximum
radiometric error allowed. Fadure to meet this limit causes the system to reclassify the
super-pixel to fewer number of classes, to try another attempt at finding a viable solution.
4.5.5 Classes per super-pixel
The classes per super-pixel metric has simdar features to radiometric error. Users
can see, for instance, that their strict tolerance on radiometric error has driven the number
of classes per super-pixel down and caused a high number of super-pixels to default to using
the lo-res thermal value as the solution to the hi-res super-pixel. Comparisons and
histogram/tabular outputs are the same as for radiometric error.
4.5.6 Combined value of radiometric error and classes per super-pixel metric
Radiometric error and classes per super-pixel are a strong performance metric when
considered jointly. They can tell the user a great deal if both are showing "good
performance", ie. if radiometric error is low and classes per super-pixel is high, the user can
be confident in the identification they make within the super-pixel being interrogated.
4.5.7 Conventional statistical metrics
Finally, in both the class-map and statistically based approach, "standard" statistics
over the entire image are computed. The estimate image, pixel replicated low resolution
thermal image and truth (if available) are examined. Again, areas around the perimeter are
excluded from calculations since these regions of the estimate image are undefined. The
statistics are calculated via an IDL function: mean, standard deviation, mean absolute
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deviation, skewness and kurtosis are found using MOMENT(O), the MOMENT Sdev flag,
the MOMENT Mdev flag, MOMENT(2) and MOMENT(3), respectively. For sake of
terminology and clarity, recall that the mean is the first moment about the origin.
Standard deviation is the square root of variance, which is the second central moment.
Mean absolute deviation is the absolute value of the first central moment. Skewness is the
third central moment divided by the cube of standard deviation (variance to the power 1.5).
Kurtosis is the fourth central moment divided by the standard deviation to the fourth power
(variance squared). General and specific formulas are as follows (REA Handbook, 1986).
The kth moment about the origin is given by:
1 v * (5)
The kth central moment is defined as:
1 w "v* (51)^ - I (* - *) v '
N j.\
where: x-bar is the first moment about the origin for the sample data. For the
population, /JL would be used instead of x-bar.
Skewness is therefore given by:
Kurtosis becomes:
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(52)
(53)
These five statistics are provided to give the user a sense of "how the algorithm did". For
radiometry to be preserved, the mean of the low resolution data and hi-res estimate should
be comparable. All truth and estimate image statistics should also be comparable.
Unfortunately I am unable to comment on the significance of any discrepancies in
skewness or kurtosis - other than to say, the more they differ from truth, the less the
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estimate image resembles truth. Overall, it is possible to make the general statement that
the "better" estimate image will have statistics most comparable to the truth.
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5.0 RESULTS
Due to the large number of variables which may be selectively changed, significant
output cases could result. A select subset of these was actually examined. The desire was to
fix certain variables so that the degrees of freedom could be reduced, making interpretation
of the results more manageable. Investigation of system performance with varied settings
was deemed necessary so that future users of the system could refer to these results and plan
a course of action which best suits their needs.
The main body of work was carried out with the M7 Southern Rainbow (SR) scene
1, shown in the following figures. The pan and truth representations of the data and pixel
replicated versions of the thermal band at resolution ratios of 3, 5 and 7 are presented.
Figure 26: Pan image used for class mapping.
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Figure 27: Synthetic lo res thermal
(resrat=3).
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Figure 28: Synthetic lo res thermal
(resrat=5).
Figure 29: Synthetic lo res thermal
(resrat= 7).
Figure 30: Truth thermal data
(resrat=1).
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5.1 High Resolution Class Map derived from Panchromatic Band
Each case investigated for the pan method generates a variety of output data. One
complete sequence is shown below. The sequence begins with a header file which
summarizes all results. The output images include the squared difference image used in the
RMS-Edge calculation, the squared difference image used in the RMS calculation, the 8
images from the RCGLT process, the classes per super-pixel image and its plot, the
radiometric error per super-pixel image and its plot, the hi res estimate image and the
RMS-Edge/RMS images of the pixel replicated lo res thermal data. The (0,0) coordinate
in IDL is set as the bottom left corner of the image (customary fashion is top left). All
IDL image calculations therefore occur bottom to top and left to right as opposed to the
usual top to bottom, left to right. Note that the data types and any post-processing
operations necessary to produce the images are shown in parenthesis. The resolution
ratio=3 thermal hand was used in this example. Note that the following and all pan/MS
.hdr files contain an error. Pixel average radiometric error for all thesis test cases is
calculated as the super-pixel radiometric error divided by the number of pixels in the super-
pixel (resolution ratio squared). This is incorrect: knowing the super-pixel average
radiometric error tells us nothing about the pixel radiometric error. The final version of
computer code, submitted with the final thesis report, does not report any pixel radiometric
error for this reason.
5.1.1 Pan sample output
Output file name root=opimgs\mr071921
Number of super-pixels= 3
Maximum number of classes for system of equations= 9
Pan(= 1 ) or ms(=0) classification= 1
For spanmdm or spantrof, MIN distance allowed between
peaks= 10
Pan classifier (0:spanmdm, 1 :spantrof,2:sclatrof,3 :sclamdm) used= 0
Pan or ms, 0-bound and 255+bound limits, bound= 0
Maximum allowed radiometric error= 0. 150000
Name ofhr data file=ipimgs\f6rl2pan.dat
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Pan case grey level thresholding (from 256)= 8
x-size of hr data file= 30 1
y-size ofhr data file= 301
Name of lrtherm data file=ipimgs\lrsres3.dat
x-size of lr data file= 1 00
y-size of lr data file= 100
Resolution ratio ofhr to lrdata= 3
Name ofhrtherm (truth) data file=ipimgs\f6rl2thr.dat
Type of output file for copies of screen plots=hp
Current device type=WTN
Method used to solve system of equations=I
You specified ALL super-pixels to be solved with 9
classes. This was not always possible. The following shows the outcome:
classes= 1, super-pixels= 764. This is 7.95502% of the total super-pixels operated on.
classes= 2, super-pixels= 162. This is 1.68680% of the total super-pixels operated on.
classes= 3, super-pixels= 171. This is 1.78051% of the total super-pixels operated on.
classes= 4, super-pixels= 219. This is 2.28030% of the total super-pixels operated on.
classes= 5, super-pixels= 208. This is 2.16576% of the total super-pixels operated on.
classes= 6, super-pixels= 95. This is 0.989171% of the total super-pixels operated on.
classes= 7, super-pixels= 0. This is 0.000000% of the total super-pixels operated on.
classes= 8, super-pixels= 0. This is 0.000000% of the total super-pixels operated on.
classes= 9, super-pixels= 7985. This is 83.1424% of the total super-pixels operated on.
Copy of classes per super-pixel screen plot=opimgs\mr071921.cla
BYTE-ARRAY data file of classes per super-pixel=opimgs\mr071921.cli
You can hereby query the same image coordinate in the output
image and this image and see how many classes were really
used in solving that pixel!
Total pixels in the input image= 9060 1 .0
Total super-pixels operated on= 9604
Total pixels operated on= 86436.000
Total pixels with perfect radiometric fidelity= 32463 .000
Total pixels with perfect radiometric fidelity in %= 37.5573
Super-pixel maximum radiometric error (%)= 1 5 .0000
Super-pixel minimum radiometric error (%= 0.000000
Pixel average radiometric error (%)= 0.396644
super-pixel average radiometric error
(%)= 3 .56979
0% error for 3607 superpixels, equivalent to 32463 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 37.557268
1% error for 1 156 superpixels, equivalent to 10404 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 49.593919
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2% error for 871 superpixels, equivalent to 7839 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 58.663057
3% error for 654 superpixels, equivalent to 5886 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 65.472720
4% error for 535 superpixels, equivalent to 4815 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 71.043315
5% error for 483 superpixels, equivalent to 4347 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 76.072470
6% error for 398 superpixels, equivalent to 3582 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 80.216576
7% error for 355 superpixels, equivalent to 3 195 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 83.912953
8% error for 318 superpixels, equivalent to 2862 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 87.224073
9% error for 262 superpixels, equivalent to 2358 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 89.952103
10% error for 240 superpixels, equivalent to 2160 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 92.451062
1 1% error for 209 superpixels, equivalent to 1881 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 94.627239
12% error for 198 superpixels, equivalent to 1782 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 96.688880
13% error for 149 superpixels, equivalent to 1341 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 98.240317
14% error for 164 superpixels, equivalent to 1476 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 99.947938
15% error for 5 superpixels, equivalent to 45 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 100.00000
Copy of super-pixel % radiometric error screen plot=opimgs\mr071921.dlt
FLOAT ARRAY data file for super-pixel % radiometric error=opimgs\mr071921dli
You can hereby query the same image coordinate in the output image and
this image and see how many classes were really used in solving that pixel!
Comparing the output image and truth image:
rms error near edges of truth image= 25.787451
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error near edges=opimgs\mr071921.rme
rms error across entire output image= 27.330881
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error=opimgs\mr071921.rms
relative contrast, 100-grey-level thresholded
(regit), rms error= 10.238969
EIGHT FLOAT ARRAY images, numbered 0-7, of regit error=opimgs\mr071921.rd#
Estimate image statistics over entire image as follows:
Average= 119.00480
Standard Deviation= 42.537055
Mean Absolute Deviation= 32.652175
Skewness= 0.85467128
Kurtosis= 0.33419168
Truth image statistics over entire image are as follows:
Average= 119.960
Standard Deviation= 43 .76 1 1
Mean Absolute Deviation= 31.3717
Skewness= 1.29170
Kurtosis= 1.18381
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Comparing the low resolution image(pixel replicated to full size) and truth image:
rms error near edges of truth image= 20.209457
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error near edges=opimgs\mr071921.1rl
rms error across entire output image= 20.454587
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error=opimgs\mr071921.1r2
relative contrast, 100-grey-level thresholded
(regit), rms error= 7.5576393
regit images were not saved to disk
Pixel replciated low res image statistics over entire image as follows:
Average= 119.51635
Standard Deviation= 38.691594
Mean Absolute Deviation= 29.374088
Skewness= 0.98988156
Kurtosis= 0.47914087
Time program started=mr071921
Time image completed=mr071933
Time error calculations completed=mr071936
Figure 31: Estimate image (byte) Figure 32: RMS-Edge image (float)
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Figure 33: RMS image (float) Figure 34: RCGLT 0: below-left (float)
Figure 35: RCGLT 1: left (float) Figure 36: RCGLT 2: above-left (float)
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Figure 37: RCGLT 3: below (float) Figure 38: RCGLT 4: above (float)
Figure 39: RCGLT 5: below-right (float) Figure 40: RCGLT 6: right (float)
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Figure 41: RCGLT 7: above-right (float) Figure 42:Classes per super-pixel
(scaled, byte) dark=0,
bright=max_classes
Classes per super-pixei
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Figure 43: Classes per super-pixel
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Figure 44: Radiometric error (scaled, float) dark=0, bright=max_raderr
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Figure 45: Radiometric error per super-pixel
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Figure 46: lrl(lo res rms-edge error) Figure 47: lr2 (lo res rms error)
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5.1.2 Pan cases examined
Table 3 shows the various permutations investigated for the pan hi res class map
method. Shaded areas in the table show those variables which differ from the base case.
Double horizontal lines indicate sub-cases, which investigate the effect a particular variable
has on the output quality. The ranked performance of each sub-case for each error metric
(RMS-Edge, RMS and RCGLT) is given at the far right. 1 indicates the best
performance. Discontinuities in the numbering, such as 1,2,4,5 indicate that the Base
case was #3. Note for your inspection of the table that when the Base case is ranked last,
this discontinuity is not so obvious.
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Table 3 demonstrates the effects of the various variables on the hi res thermal estimate
image. Overall, the results may be characterized as "good" however, some cases are
significantly better than others. For instance, it is possible to state that grey-level
thresholding (GLT) produces inconsistent results. Also, cases with hi pepper noise have
extreme error indications: a preliminary inspection reveals that pepper noise is most evident
in situations with greater classes per super-pixel, a wider DC range (bound=0 to 10) and
for a single super-pixel neighborhood. More detads on pepper noise are provided in section
5.1.5.
5.1.3 Pan performance ranking
Whde Table 3 shows the relative performance of each item within a case, Table 4 shows the
absolute ranking (from best to worst) for each of the error metrics. The numbers under the
metric name are the case number, so for instance, all metrics rank case number 41 as best.
The far right column is shown as a reference, to indicate the magnitude of the error (in
digital counts) for the RMS metric.
Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT RMS (in digital counts)
1 41 41 41 25.25223
2 8 8 8 25.56148
3 42 45 45 25.95471
4 55 39 39 26.19187
5 59 55 55 26.43802
6 45 59 59 26.43802
7 56 34 34 26.60657
8 60 56 56 26.81283
9 39 60 60 26.81283
10 35 66 42 26.99774
11 34 28 51 27.33088
12 66 42 28 27.34915
13 43 51 5 27.58644
14 51 5 52 27.61912
15 28 52 66 28.01319
16 5 35 35 28.13517
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Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT RMS (in digital counts)
17 52 43 43 28.26473
18 36 63 44 28.67965
19 63 65 32 28.68925
20 44 44 47 28.73278
21 65 17 17 28.79476
22 17 47 65 28.91365
23 47 32 15 29.01073
24 40 15 63 29.24028
25 15 38 30 29.39959
26 61 14 38 29.40202
27 32 30 14 29.55943
28 38 48 31 29.76597
29 14 31 36 29.82799
30 30 36 48 29.87673
31 48 12 29 29.90952
32 58 26 64 29.94862
33 12 40 9 29.98362
34 37 29 21 29.99356
35 31 64 40 29.99356
36 62 9 61 29.99706
37 16 21 12 29.99706
38 29 61 53 30.03855
39 64 53 26 30.10642
40 9 62 10 30.24789
41 21 16 11 30.28629
42 26 10 16 30.482
43 53 11 50 30.482
44 2 2 33 30.53297
45 18 33 58 30.63889
46 33 50 2 30.67768
47 10 58 62 30.68668
48 11 37 37 30.71949
49 13 18 18 30.72851
50 24 13 13 30.79836
51 50 24 24 30.84717
52 3 Base Base 31.16455
53 57 25 6 31.19594
54 25 6 7 31.21956
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Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT RMS (in digital counts)
55 Base 7 25 31.21956
56 6 49 49 31.27209
57 7 27 27 31.99691
58 49 46 46 32.2193
59 27 3 3 32.39719
60 4 57 57 32.53931
61 54 54 54 33.54521
62 46 4 4 33.85228
63 19 22 22 37.88244
64 22 19 19 38.73928
65 20 20 20 48.30851
66 23 23 23 49.33971
Table 4: Absolute ranked performance by error metric.
Note that in both tables 3 and 4 the error metric ranking is very comparable. In Table 4,
the
"best"
results (ranked near 1) and the "worst" results (ranked near 66) also agree. In
between these extremes however, there is some discrepancy. Further, visual inspection of
the images would reveal that not all metrics are equal in the information they convey.
Comparing two resultant images, obtained as an output from vtfuse, the RMS-Edge and
RMS metrics can sometimes differ very little. Yet, the visual impression of the different
image
"quality"
is drastic. In this sense, the RCGLT metric performs better. Given a small
change in RCGLT, the user has achieved comparable results. A large change should
indicate to the user that the corresponding quality of the image is significantly different.
This factor is a highly desirable quality of the RCGLT metric, since if multiple cases are
run using the SAME scene-data, the need to examine each image is reduced.
General trends derived from the ranking in Table 4 indicate that:
a. as expected, the estimates derived from higher resolution ratio thermal data
are of lessor quality;
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reduced classes per super-pixel, larger super-pixel areas, less grey-levels (more
thresholding) and more negative solv_bound will reduce the amount of error
reported by the metrics; and
c. also as expected, stricter radiometric error tolerances (5% being the most
stringent) produce lower errors.
These trends do not hold between different classifiers: the same settings provide
performance which is much better/worse dependent on the classifier chosen. In order to
allow better interpretation of the results, tables 5 and 6 rank performance by classifier.
Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT
1 8 8 8
2 34 34 34
3 66 66 51
4 51 28 28
5 28 51 5
6 5 5 52
7 52 52 66
8 63 63 32
9 65 65 47
10 17 17 17
11 47 47 65
12 15 32 15
13 32 15 63
14 14 14 30
15 30 30 14
16 48 48 31
17 12 31 48
18 31 12 29
19 62 26 64
20 16 29 9
21 29 64 21
22 64 9 12
23 9 21 53
24 21 53 26
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Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT
25 26 62 10
26 53 16 11
27 18 10 16
28 33 11 50
29 10 33 33
30 11 50 62
31 13 18 18
32 24 13 13
33 50 24 24
34 25 Base Base
35 Base 25 6
36 6 6 7
37 7 7 25
38 49 49 49
39 27 27 27
40 46 46 46
41 19 22 22
42 22 19 19
43 20 20 20
44 23 23 23
Table 5: Pan case, absolute ranked performance by error metric for classifier 0 (spanmdm).
Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT
1 41 41 41
2 42 45 45
3 55 39 39
4 59 55 55
5 45 59 59
6 56 56 56
7 60 60 60
8 39 42 42
9 35 35 35
10 43 43 43
11 36 44 44
12 44 38 38
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Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT
13 40 36 36
14 61 40 40
15 38 61 61
16 58 58 58
17 37 37 37
18 3 3 3
19 57 57 57
20 54 54 54
Table 6: Pan case, absolute ranked performance by error metric for classifier 2 (sclatrof).
Several of the "best" ranked results are shown on the following pages.
Figure 48: Case 8, spanmdm, rank=l Figure 49: Case 34, spanmdm, rank=2
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Figure 50: Case 51, spanmdm, rank=3 Figure 51: Case 28, spanmdm, rank=4
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Figure 52: Case 5, spanmdm, rank=5 Figure 53: Case 52, spanmdm, rank=6
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The following two images are included since max_classes=25 was used for both. Most
other cases used max_classes=9- Notably, case 7 used only a 3 X 3 super-pixel area.
Figure 54: Case 11, spanmdm, rank=26 Figure 55: Case 7, spanmdm, rank=36
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Most cases investigated used an input thermal image having a resolution ratio of 3. Two of
the most challenging processing cases used a thermal band with resolution ratios of 5 and
7. These results are shown in Figures 56 & 57:
Figure 56: Case 22, spanmdm, resrat=5 Figure 57: Case 20, spanmdm, resrat= 7
As one would expect, of all the cases investigated, the image-quality/error metrics rank the
higher resolution ratio results last.
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Classifier 2, sclatrof, produced the following images:
Figure 58: Case 41, sclatrof, rank=l Figure 59: Case 45, sclatrof, rank=2
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Figure 60: Case 39, sclatrof, rank=3 Figure 61: Case 55, sclatrof, rank=4
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Figure 62: Case 59, sclatrof, rank=5
Figure 63: Case 56, sclatrof, rank=6
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5.1.4 Pepper noise
Pepper noise is a problem for all the permutations tested. The sclatrof classifier is
particularly vulnerable, producing significant pepper noise in the hi res thermal estimate
images. In general (for all classifiers), it appears that the system of equations relies heavdy
on setting classes to low DC values. Significantly different results are obtained merely by
adjusting the range of allowable grey levels to 1-254 (by setting the solv_bound variable to
1). This approach, as well as reducing the number of classes (max_classes) reduces pepper
noise. A comparison of the DC values less than 31 was examined whde varying the
methods used to solve the system of equations (A=all, B=before using all, try using only
center, C=center only, I=B first then A). Figure 64 is a cumulative histogram of DC
values from 0 to 30.
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Figure 64: Cumulative (Cumul) "Dark" grey-level count comparison,
methods A-1 vs Truth.
Figure 64 used a resrat=3 thermal band, one super-pixel neighborhood, 9 classes per
super-pixel and rad_err set to 10%. The variable, solv_bound was set to 0 for all cases
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except the base case where it was -1. Clearly, grey levels less than 5 are under-estimated,
whde those above 10 are significantly over-estimated. The
"I"
method actually incurs the
greatest over-estimate, whde the base case (solv_bound= -l) performs best, being closest to
truth.
A comparison of the DC values less than 31 was examined whde varying
solv_bound, which determines the range of allowable DC values. Figure 65 is a cumulative
histogram of DC values from 0 to 30.
solv bound DC range
0 0 to 255
-1 1 to 254
10 -10 to 265
-10 10 to 245
Table 7: Solv_bound and allowable DC range of solutions.
10 15 20
Grey-Level (DC Count)
bound= 0
-- bound= -1
-A- bound= 10
-H bound= -10
-*- Cumul Truth
Figure 65: "Dark" grey-level count comparison, varying solv_bound.
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Figure 65 shows the effect of changing solv_bound using method "C". In all cases
max_raderr was set to 5%. Again, one super-pixel neighborhood and 9 classes per super-
pixel and a thermal hand with resrat=3 were used. In this situation, the bound=-l and -
10 cases consistently under-estimate the number of
"dark"
pixels. Bound=0 under
estimates for values less than 8 and significantly over-estimates for values greater than 10.
Bound=10 always over-estimates.
5.1.5 Impact of matrix inversion method
In the limited cases examined, the PINV method of matrix inversion provided
"better"
error-performance than the IDL routines used. The caveat to this statement is
that using PINV will force more substitutions of the lo res thermal solution, resulting in a
more "lo thermal estimate. Using more "lo super-pixels reduces the error, however,
it is contrary to our goal. The following analysis shows how much "better" the PINV
results are. The analysis uses a simple-minded comparison: take the SVDC-SVSOL
solution and give it the same number of lo res super-pixels that occur in the corresponding
PINV case. Then compare the performance. The table shows the number of super-pixels
having "X" number of classes (where "X" is 1 to 9) 1 class would imply the lo res solution
was used, since no other solutions could be found (solutions based on 2 - 9 classes per
super-pixel faded) . 0% error indicates the percentage of the 6889 super-pixels in the image
that have 0% radiometric error (perfect fidelity). All 1-class super-pixels have 0% error,
inherently. Additionally, some of the solutions found with more than 1 class per super-
pixel also have 0% error. Ideally, we would hope to have all super-pixels with 0% error, but
this does not occur. The final row shows "real improvement" - a negative number means
decrease in performance, a positive number shows a true improvement. Sample
calculations for table 8 are included in Appendix D.
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Case: fe040805 fe040851 fe040925 fe031819 fe31330 fe021950
Classes PINV PINV PINV PINV SVDC-
SVSOL
SVDC-
SVSOL
1 (lo res) 396 223 249 194 11 11
2 306 215 334 88 39 39
3 431 237 513 144 97 98
4 509 320 606 257 202 204
5 533 327 454 368 324 327
6 389 245 270 288 328 343
7 231 201 109 222 247 255
8 96 109 57 107 248 241
9 3998 5012 4297 5221 5393 5371
Total: 6889 6889 6889 6889 6889 6889
0% error 25.78% 34.69% 38.09% 34.31% 31.21% 31.46%
additional 0%
error
occurrence due
to increase in lo
res solutions
5.59% 3.08% 3.45% 2.65% basis tor
comparison
basis ior
comparison
Real
improvement
-11.02% +0.40% +3.43% +0.45% oasis ior
comparison
basis ror
comparison
Table 8: PINV vs SVDC-SVSOL for solving the system of equations.
5.1.6 Grey-Level Thresholding
The performance metrics show that grey-level thresholding the hi res pan data yields
"improved"
results. For instance, thresholding to only 8 grey levels causes the error metrics
to indicate very good performance. These results are misleading, since the hi res thermal
estimate image conveys a low spatial resolution. The user should therefore exercise caution
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in use of the GLT feature. Furthermore, an additional problem can arise. The user
specifies that the 0-255 DC range is to be thresholded to some "GL" grey-levels. Since the
entire 0-255 region is segmented into equal sections, of width 255/GL, a class may be split
and combined with two others. For instance, consider if the intersection point falls near
the center of a symmetric distribution. Half the class will be assigned to the class to the left
and the other half to the class on the right. In the worst case imaginable, each distribution
is split such that the new classes contain all half-mix classes. In effect, when using the
GLT approach winning classes are assigned through a splitting/mixing process. Consider
instead the "span" classifiers. Here (at least) a peak is found, indicating a true class. Next,
the dominant class in the proximity of the peak is found by an elimination process. Look
at the case of a one or two super-pixel neighborhood area with only one class. Assume the
histogram is ideal (monotonically increasing/decreasing and contiguous) . The GLT
approach could transform this region into 128 distinct classes, whereas the span method
will correctly find the one class. The non-deterministic performance of the GLT method is
evident from table 3: dependent upon the other variable settings, the success of the GLT
approach varies. This type of performance is undesirable. The intent of the GLT approach
may be better served using all 256 grey-levels and the span classifiers.
5.1.7 Softcopy versus hardcopy image quality
In producing hardcopy versions of the imagery, much difficulty was encountered due
to the
"amplification"
of pepper noise. Whereas pepper noise was notable as an artefact in
softcopy, laser and bubble-jet hardcopy grossly over-emphasizes it. A variety of importing
methods to several programs on Mac/PC platforms was attempted. Hard-copy printout on
several machines (Apple/eps format and Hewlett Packard/pel format) was attempted. No
hardcopy output could duplicate the high quality softcopy output available on the monitor
screen. As such, the reader should note that the results printed throughout this hardcopy
thesis appear to be of lessor quality than in actual fact. Hardcopy results may be ranked as:
Kodak Color Ease (best), bubble-jet, laser (worst). Additionally, when judging the quality
of an image in hardcopy, note that the laser printed hardcopy image is much more "blocky"
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than the softcopy. Furthermore, the highlights are also exaggerated: softcopy images with
no "pure have such areas in hardcopy.
5.1.8 Better use of metrics and output data
Low values for RMS-Edge, RMS, RCGLT and radiometric error indicate better
performance. Low difference between truth and estimate image mean, standard deviation,
mean absolute deviation, skewness and kurtosis also implies the estimate is of high quality.
Looking at the plot of number of classes per super-pixel, a graph with more results on the
right hand side (more classes per super-pixel) would be the more "hi result. This last
metric must be analyzed in conjunction with the other performance measures. For
example, classes per super-pixel may be high, but the radiometric error may be terrible for a
certain case. Consider two images: if all other metrics are comparable, we would choose the
image with the most classes per super-pixel since this will have the highest apparent spatial
resolution. The best error metric would appear to be some weighted sum of all the factors.
The user may be able to make better use of the data if we define a new metric:
m*Xri""" ( 54 )
class-superpixel product i' * superpixels,
M
where: i is the number of classes per super-pixel, i=l,2,...max_classes
super-pixels; is the number of super-pixels having i classes therein.
It would then be possible to rank all the results according to this one number. The greatest
class-superpixel product case would be the most "hi estimate. The next ranking criteria
would be lowest error. The user can then choose the case with the most classes per super-
pixel that meets their error requirement. One aspect of a metric based on a product is that,
for instance, given an image with 10 super-pixels/two classes per super-pixel and two super-
pixels/10 classes per super-pixel, the metric would indicate that either result is of the same
quality. The users preference may not see these two cases to be equal. A final note on the
calculation of the class-superpixel product: it may also be calculated as
total(fdename.cli)/resrat , ie. the sum of the
".cli" (classes per super-pixel) output image,
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divided by the square of the resolution ratio.
The main metrics currently being used (RMS-Edge, RMS, RCGLT) are weak.
This is evident as follows. Although the results produced by classifier number 2, sclatrof,
are ranked high in Table 8, the visual result is of lower spatial resolution than a simdar case
using classifier number 0, spanmdm. In order to avoid this situation, each of the following
two tables ranks the results for only one classifier. The "lo problem which occurs when
using our error metrics is highlighted when predicting the quality of the pixel-replicated lo
res thermal data set. What if we used the pixel-replicated lo res thermal data set as our hi
res solution? If all error metrics were run on this input data, the lowest errors would be
observed - implying this is one of the best solutions possible. Clearly, this is not so.
Consider also if a case is run where only a tew super-pixels are given hi res estimates and the
remainder of the image used the pixel replicated lo res data: RMS-Edge, RMS and
RCGLT would indicate that this result is better than the pixel replicated lo res data and
should be used as the solution. The lo res spatial sense obtained from such an image is
contrary to what we would like to achieve. Use of the class-super-pixel product metric could
remedy the problem. Unfortunately, the idea for the class-superpixel product came late in
the thesis work and has only been applied to the MS cases. The final version of the code
includes the value in the .hdr file with all the other metrics.
5.1.9 Additional data sets
The following images show the hi res thermal estimate for Southern Rainbow scene
2 data, Western Rainbow and Landsat. Notes show which variable settings were used.
The second Southern Rainbow scene slightly overlaps the area of the first scene and
is extracted from the same M7 data set. The scene was chosen to verify performance of the
algorithm, ensuring that the code had not been inadvertently tadored to address only the
content of scene one. Scene two contains more of the open sand/dirt expanse at the right
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side, has forest feature only in its top left corner, but still maintains a significant amount of
the "high frequency" man-made structure-areas in the bottom left corner.
Figure 66: SR scene 2 - hi res pan
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Figure 67: SR scene 2 - lo res thermal
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Figure 68: SR scene 2 - hi res thermal estimate
The hi res estimate of the Southern Rainbow scene 2 was obtained with the following
settings (ap01l645): 3 super-pixel neighborhood, 4 classes per super-pixel, spanmdm with
span=10, solv_bound=-l, max_rad_err=0.15 and 256 grey levels.
As previously mentioned, all of the following Western Rainbow (WR) scenes are
taken from Malapai_10_21, acquired with the Daedalus sensor. In all cases examined, 3
super-pixel neighborhoods, 5 classes per super-pixel, spanmdm with span=10,
solv_bound= -l, max_rad_err=0.15 and 256 grey levels were used.
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Figure 69: WR hi res pan
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Figure 70: WR lo res thermal resolution ratio=3
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Figure 71: WR hi res thermal estimate, input resolution ratio=3 (ap07l633)
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Figure 72: WR lo res thermal resolution ratio=5
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Figure 73: WR hi res thermal estimate, resolution ratio=5 (ap071717)
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Figure 74: WR lo res thermal resolution ratio 7
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Figure 75: WR hi res thermal estimate, input resolution ratio=7 (ap072127)
TheWestern Rainbow images are of higher resolution than the Southern Rainbow cases.
This is partially due to the fact that the aircraft which acquired the Western Rainbow
imagery was flying at a lower altitude for theWestern Rainbow collection. Of all the
Western Rainbow data sets avadable, the highest altitude (lowest resolution) acquisition was
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chosen for enhancement processing. This was done so that the high quality of the results
would not be exaggerated, ie. the given structures, objects or materials located on the
ground are relatively the same physical size for both the Western Rainbow and Southern
Rainbow data collection exercises: a given tree is always the same physical size! However,
the processing task would be easier in the Western Rainbow case since the tree appears
larger and is therefore easier to separate from the surrounding classes. Each super-pixel has
fewer classes in it, so there is less chance for error, ie. higher resolution data at the input
implies that there is a greater distinction between classes. Clearly then, high spatial scale
makes the hi res thermal estimation task easier, and produces better results. Nevertheless,
the algorithm is powerful, as evident by the last case presented: the lo res thermal data with
resolution ratio=7 gives the image analyst a very poor sense of the scene. But, the spatial
resolution enhancement algorithm performs very well, producing the output estimate hi res
thermal image which is of very hi visual quality.
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The Landsat data was taken from a scene of the eastern great lakes, dated 1 1 May
92. The full scene was 6851 X 6449- From this, all seven Landsat bands at pixel
coordinates x=6l39:6650 y=2200:2711 were extracted. Several attempts at resolution
enhancement were made. A pan image was constructed as the addition of bands 1, 2 and
3, divided by 3. These 3 Landsat bands span the visible portion of the spectrum.
Additionally, enhancement was attempted using only band 3 and only band 4 as the "hi res
data. Since band 4, the NIR, was most "correlated" with the thermal band, the result
produced for this case had the highest apparent spatial resolution. All cases are shown on
the following pages and have been processed using super_pixels=3, max_classes=5,
solv_bound=-l, max_rad_err=0.15, and spanmdm with span=10. All 256 grey levels
were used for the classification.
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Figure 76: Landsat - lo res thermal (band 6)
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Figure 77: Landsat - hi res pan
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Figure 78: Hi res thermal estimate using pan (ap082149)
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Figure 79: Using band 3 as hi res pan
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Figure 80: Hi res thermal estimate using band 3 (ap082208)
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Figure 81: Using band 4 as hi res pan
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Figure 82: Hi res thermal estimate using band 4 (ap082224)
Although these cases were run with a maximum radiometric error of 15%, the nature of the
Landsat data allowed better performance: the hi res scenes have lower resolution than the
Southern Rainbow orWestern Rainbow scenes so fewer classes appear to be evident.
Furthermore, there are no artifacts due to shadow. Using the hr pan and hr band 3, 94%
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of the super-pixels in the hi res thermal estimate image had 2% radiometric error or less.
Using the hr band 4 to derive the class map, 96% of the super-pixels in the hi res thermal
estimate image had 2% radiometric error or less. An examination of the lo res thermal
band histogram reveals that the DC values only span the range from approximately 50 to
162. With a setting of bound=-30 or so, even more pepper control may be obtained than
is shown in any of the Landsat cases presented here. This situation also reveals that it
would be advantageous to have an upper_bound and lower_bound setting as opposed to only
one, which therefore relies on data sets to be symmetrically distributed. This cannot be
guaranteed. For instance, it would have been more advantageous to use: lower_bound=-30
and upper_bound=-75 to set a DC range of 30 to 180.
5.1.10 Least Squares System of Equations & Preservation of Radiometric Fidelity
In the early stages of the work, hi res estimate images were taken at face value. No
verification step was carried out to check the radiometric fidelity performance. After all,
the least-squares format of the system of equations is designed to provide perfect fidelity.
Out of curiosity, one case was examined. Much to my surprise, the radiometric integrity
was not well preserved. In most cases, about 20% of the super-pixels had perfect fidelity.
Looking at cumulative radiometric error, general statements for the data set examined can
be made if the system is solved with no constraints on the radiometric error: 80% to 85%
of the super-pixels have 10% or less radiometric error. 85% to 90% of the super-pixels
have 15% or less radiometric error. At this point, it was clear that a variable to check the
radiometric fidelity was required. If the solution for the super-pixel exceeds the quantity
specified by max_rad_err, the number of classes is reduced by one and another attempt to
find the solution for the super-pixel neighborhood is undertaken. Having the added
variable to give the user control over radiometric fidelity increases the scope of the
algorithm. The image analyst may use the program since the interpretation task is
generally concerned with obtaining the most hi res thermal estimate image possible. The
remote sensing researcher may use the program since the temperature/emissivity mapping
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operation is generally concerned with obtaining a thermal image with hi radiometric
fidelity.
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Figure 83: SR scene 2 - lo fidelity, hi res Figure 84: SR scene 2 - hi fidelity, lo res
In the apl52233 lo fidelity, hi res case (at left), only 0.52% of the 6889 super-pixel use
the input low resolution thermal super-pixel values. The apl42252 hi fidelity, lo res case
(at right) has a maximum radiometric error of 5% but 31.82% of the 6889 super-pixels
use the low resolution thermal super-pixel values. Recall that the low resolution super-pixel
would have a radiometric error of 0%.
5.1.11 Validity of assumptions
me
The results presented herein bring into question the fundamental logic of the pan
thod. In the set-up of the equations used in solving for the hi res thermal class grey-
levels, we expect constant class grey-levels across the super-pixel and even into other super-
pixels. The reasoning for this effort, is that if the same material is found to span super-
pixels in a contiguous fashion with constant illumination/simdar observation events, then
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the radiance/temperature seen from these materials should be the same. This assumption
may not perform as well in all situations. Consider the buddings and portions of the
terrain in the Southern Rainbow scene 1 truth thermal image: there is a considerable
amount of "speckle", showing temperature difference. The tree-line along the left and top
border of the image is opposite to this situation: it does produce "constant" returns within
areas on the scale of super-pixel size. Clearly, then the validity of the assumption depends
also on the nature of the material: man-made or natural, living or non-living.
5.1.12 Proposing a better pan classifier
The fundamental problem to providing an accurate pan derived class map arises due
to the
"spikes"
which arise in the grey-level histogram of the pan data. Discussion (Daly,
1997) and several sources (Daly, 1992) (Bendat and Piersol, 1971) indicate that this may
be due to the excessive use of correlated samples. Daly, 1992, showed that better signal
processing could be achieved by discarding correlated samples - using only those data values
that would have been obtained by sampling at a lower rate. Now consider this approach in
the pan class mapping context. Looking at a single neighborhood, all data values should be
retained for generating the system of equations, however, since the classes are spatially
correlated, their grey values should also be correlated. This statement holds if the
theoretical discussion, holds (despite the weaknesses I have mentioned) . Therefore, not ad
the data points are needed to generate a histogram from which classes can be derived. The
result from an approach that uses only uncorrelated data from the local histogram will
hopefully be a histogram with more monotonically increasing/decreasing distributions
(fewer spikes). The process could be implemented as follows:
a. extract the local window (one or two super-pixel neighborhoods) ;
b. calculate the discrete correlation function. Experiments would have to be
carried out to see if this calculation should be done for each super-pixel or
only for the entire neighborhood;
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c.
"sample"
the data at an interval to minimize the gathering of correlated data;
d. derive classes from the uncorrelated data histogram; and
e. repeat for the next local window.
As more background to the correlation question, consider the following from Daly, 1992,
p. 6-5 and Bendat & Piersol, p.71. The autocorrelation for bandpass, white noise, Rx(t),
is given by:
D, N n sin 7t5t ,fl (t) = a B cos 2-nft ( 55 )
where: f0 is the bandpass filter center frequency
This is a sine function, of amplitude "a B" at X =0, with its envelope decimated by the
cosine term. A zero crossing occurs at T = n/B, where n= 1,2,3,.... Given a low-pass
filter, there is no cosine term for the autocorrelation function. The zero crossings are the
same in the low-pass situation. The uncorrelated sampling interval should be 1/B for either
of the band/low-pass cases. Looking at the pan case: a simdar correlation analysis for each
local window should reveal the appropriate sampling interval for the histogram data.
Consider the following case which examines the Southern Rainbow scene 1. The
area within the box is a two super-pixel neighborhood and at a resolution ration of 3, as
compared to the lo res thermal, would include 15 X 15 pixels. An observer would be
inclined to state that based on this window, we should conclude that there are two classes.
The histogram of the window would support this: there are two distinct distributions with
one possible isolated class between the two main distributions.
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Figure 84: Two class local window
Figure 86: Window histogram
An alternate form for representation of the window data is shown in Figure 86. This has
been done merely to support the notion that there are mainly two classes in the region.
Next consider the correlation based approach. A 2-D autocorrelation of the window
produces Figure 87.
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Figure 88: Surface plot of window (DC brightness height).
Figure 88: 2-D autocorrelation of local window.
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Looking at slices of the 2-D correlation distribution along the x (at y=0) and y (at x=0)
axes, if we define "no to be the first occurrence of values in the region of 0 to
0.2, then we would sample every 6th point in the x-direction and every 12th point in the y-
direction.
Figure 88: Correlation in x for center slice.
Figure 90: Correlation in y for center slice.
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Since the window is only 15 X 15, every 6th sample in x would imply only 2 samples along
the y axis. Every 12th sample in the y would imply only 1 sample along the y axis. Placing
these samples in a symmetric fashion would place them approximately as shown in Figure
91.
Figure 91: Location of two samples in local window.
Referring back to the local window (boxed-in within Figure 86), it is obvious that we would
have sampled each class only once and eliminated the problem associated with the
"spiky"
histogram and derivative-based detection of classes. It may be argued that a correlation
based approach could eliminate isolated target pixels - which would be undesirable since we
are interested in these pixels. However, such isolated targets could just as well be
inadvertently eliminated using the
"span"
classifiers. The correlation classifier approach
appears quite promising and merits investigation.
5.2 High Resolution Class Map derived from Multi-Spectral Bands
Each case investigated for the MS method generates a variety of output data. One
complete sequence is shown below. The sequence begins with a header file which
summarizes all results. The output images include the squared difference image used in the
RMS-Edge calculation, the squared difference image used in the RMS calculation, the 8
images from the RCGLT process, the classes per super-pixel image and its plot, the
radiometric error per super-pixel image and its plot, the hi res estimate image and the
RMS-Edge/RMS images of the pixel replicated lo res thermal data. The (0,0) coordinate
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in IDL is set as the bottom left corner of the image (customary fashion is top left). All
IDL image calculations therefore occur bottom to top and left to right as opposed to the
usual top to bottom, left to right. Note that the data types and any post-processing
operations necessary to produce the images are shown in parenthesis. The resolution
ratio=3 thermal band was used in this example. Note that the following and all pan/MS
.hdr files contain an error. Pixel average radiometric error for all thesis test cases is
calculated as the super-pixel radiometric error divided by the number of pixels in the super-
pixel (resolution ratio squared). This is incorrect: knowing the super-pixel average
radiometric error tells us nothing about the pixel radiometric error. The final version of
computer code, submitted with the final thesis report, does not report any pixel radiometric
error for this reason.
5.2.1 MS sample output
Output file name root=opimgs\mrl 1 1437
Number of super-pixels= 3
Maximum number of classes for system of equations= 9
Pan(=l) or ms(=0) classification= 0
For spanmdm or spantrof, MIN distance allowed between peaks= 10
Pan classifier (0:spanmdm,l:spantrof,2:sclatrof,3:sclamdm) used= 2
Pan or ms, 0-bound and 255+bound limits, bound= 0
Maximum allowed radiometric error= 0. 1 50000
Name ofhr data file=ipimgs\mshrdata.bsq
Pan case grey level thresholding (from 256)= 256
x-size ofhr data file= 301
y-size ofhr data file= 301
Name of lrtherm data file=ipimgs\lrsres3.dat
x-size of lr data file= 1 00
y-size of lr data file= 100
Resolution ratio ofhr to lr data= 3
Name ofhrtherm (truth) data file=ipimgs\f6rl2thr.dat
Type of output file for copies of screen plots=hp
Current device type=WTN
Method used to solve system of equations=I
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You specified ALL super-pixels to be solved with 25
classes. This was not always possible. The following shows the outcome:
classes 1 super-pixels 300
classes 2 super-pixels 258
classes 3 super-pixels 695
classes 4 super-pixels 299
classes 5 super-pixels 224
classes 6 super-pixels 846
classes 7 super-pixels 402
classes 8 super-pixels 439
classes 9 super-pixels 793
classes 10 super-pixels 141
classes 11 super-pixels 184
classes 12 super-pixels 356
classes 13 super-pixels 249
classes 14 super-pixels 358
classes 15 super-pixels 641
classes 16 super-pixels 137
classes 17 super-pixels 87
classes 18 super-pixels 93
classes 19 super-pixels 124
classes 20 super-pixels 143
classes 21 super-pixels 64
classes 22 super-pixels 140
classes 23 super-pixels 631
classes 24 super-pixels 409
classes 25 super-pixels 1591
Copy of classes per super-pixel screen plot=opimgs\mrl 1 1437.cla
BYTE-ARRAY data file of classes per super-pixel=opimgs\mrl 1 1437.cli
You can hereby query the same image coordinate in the output
image and this image and see how many classes were really
used in solving that pixel!
Total pixels in the input image= 9060 1 .0
Total super-pixels operated on= 9604
Total pixels operated on= 86436
Total pixels with perfect radiometric fidelity= 43524.0
Total pixels with perfect radiometric fidelity in %= 50.3540
Super-pixel maximum radiometric error (%)= 15.0000
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Super-pixel minimum radiometric error (%= 0.000000
Pixel average radiometric error (%)= 0.285835
super-pixel average radiometric error (%)= 2.57252
0% error for 4836 superpixels, equivalent to 43524 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 50.354019
1% error for 1 179 superpixels, equivalent to 1061 1 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 62.630154
2% error for 784 superpixels, equivalent to 7056 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 70.793419
3% error for 602 superpixels, equivalent to 5418 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 77.061641
4% error for 407 superpixels, equivalent to 3663 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 8 1 .299459
5% error for 358 superpixels, equivalent to 3222 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 85.027072
6% error for 272 superpixels, equivalent to 2448 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 87.859225
7% error for 247 superpixels, equivalent to 2223 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 90.43 1070
8% error for 210 superpixels, equivalent to 1890 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 92.617659
9% error for 161 superpixels, equivalent to 1449 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 94.294044
10% error for 150 superpixels, equivalent to 1350 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 95.855893
1 1% error for 120 superpixels, equivalent to 1080 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 97.105373
12% error for 101 superpixels, equivalent to 909 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 98.157018
13% error for 92 superpixels, equivalent to 828 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 99.1 14952
14% error for 83 superpixels, equivalent to 747 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 99.979175
15% error for 2 superpixels, equivalent to 18 PIXELS. Cumulative % LE this % error= 100.00000
Copy of super-pixel % radiometric error screen plot=opimgs\mrl 1 1437.dlt
FLOAT ARRAY data file for super-pixel % radiometric error=opimgs\mrl 1 1437dli
You can hereby query the same image coordinate in the output image and
this image and see how many classes were really used in solving that pixel!
Comparing the output image and truth image:
rms error near edges of truth image= 26.944738
FLOAT ARRAY image ofrms error near edges=opimgs\mrl 1 1437.rme
rms error across entire output image= 28.723943
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error=opimgs\mrl 1 1437.rms
relative contrast, 100-grey-level thresholded
(regit), rms error= 10.969667
EIGHT FLOAT ARRAY images, numbered 0-7, of regit error=opimgs\mrl 1 1437.rd#
Estimate image statistics over entire image as follows:
Average= 118.86990
Standard Deviation= 44.884952
Mean Absolute Deviation= 34.401117
Skewness= 0.76377183
Kurtosis= 0.21407063
Truth image statistics over entire image are as follows:
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Average= 119.960
Standard Deviation= 43 .76 1 1
Mean Absolute Deviation= 31.3717
Skewness= 1.29170
Kurtosis= 1.18381
Comparing the low resolution image(pixel replicated to full size) and truth image:
rms error near edges of truth image= 20.209457
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error near edges=opimgs\mrl 1 1437.1rl
rms error across entire output image= 20.454587
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error=opimgs\mrl 1 1437.Ir2
relative contrast, 100-grey-level thresholded
(regit), rms error= 7.5576393
regit images were not saved to disk
Pixel replciated low res image statistics over entire image as follows:
Average= 119.51635
Standard Deviation= 38.691594
Mean Absolute Deviation= 29.374088
Skewness= 0.98988156
Kurtosis= 0.47914087
Time program started=mrl 1 1437
Time image completed=mrl 1 1445
Time error calculations completed=mrl 1 1447
Figure 92: Estimate image (byte) Figure 93: RMS-Edge image (float)
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Figure 94: RMS image (float) Figure 95: RCGLT 0: below-left (float)
Figure 96: RCGLT 1: left (float) Figure 97: RCGLT 2: above-left (float)
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Figure 98: RCGLT 3: below (float) Figure 99: RCGLT 4: above (float)
Figure 100: RCGLT 5: below-right (float) Figure 101: RCGLT 6: right (float)
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3Figure 102: RCGLT 7: above-right (float) Figure 103:Classes per super-pixel
(scaled, byte) dark=0,
bright=max_classes
Classes per super pixe
10 15
Number of classes
Figure 104: Classes per super-pixel
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Figure 105: Radiometric error (scaled, float) dark=0, bright=max_raderr
1200
Radiometric error (%)
20 20
Percent error
Figure 106: Radiometric error per super-pixel
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Since the low resolution thermal image used in this case was the same as that in the pan
sequence shown previously, the "lrl(lo res rms-edgeerror)"and "lr2(lo res rms
images have been omitted.
Recall that this method uses several hi res class maps that are assembled in .bsq
format. The hi res class maps used to generate the output were classified to either
25,15,9,6 or 3 classes per image. Yet, the class per super-pixel graph shows values other
than this. Consider the 25 class case: a super-pixel neighborhood is extracted from the hi
res class map. However, the neighborhood only contains class 1, 4, 8, 11, 12 and 18. In
order to be treated properly when solving the system of equations, the class map is rescaled
to classes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5: any former class 1 is now called class 0, the former class 4 is
class 1 and so on. Hence, this super-pixel was successfully resolved with 5 classes per super-
pixel, even though the original hi res class map band was classified to 25 classes.
5.2.2 MS cases examined
Table 9 shows the various permutations investigated for the MS hi res class map
method. Shaded areas in the table show those variables which differ from the base case.
Double horizontal lines indicate sub-cases, which investigate the effect a particular variable
has on the output quality. The ranked performance of each sub-case for each error metric
(RMS-Edge, RMS and RCGLT) is given at the far right. 1 indicates the best
performance. Discontinuities in the numbering, such as 1,2,4,5 indicate that the Base
case was #3. Note for your inspection of the table that when the Base case is ranked last,
this discontinuity is not so obvious.
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5.2.3 MS performance ranking
Whde Table 9 shows the relative performance of each item within a case, Table 10
shows the absolute ranking of each case for every error metric. Notice that, in general, the
rankings agree: the upper, middle and lower thirds of each column in the table contain the
same cases.
Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT RMS (in digital counts)
1 12 12 12 25.38455
2 8 8 13 25.53156
3 13 13 8 25.86746
4 9 9 9 26.13258
5 18 18 19 26.75006
6 16 16 18 26.86823
7 17 15 16 27.97371
8 15 17 20 28.04615
9 Base Base 15 28.72394
10 10 10 17 28.78685
11 4 4 Base 28.97401
12 14 14 4 29.04693
13 7 7 10 29.4394
14 11 11 14 29.78575
15 19 19 7 30.44068
16 2 2 11 33.56942
17 5 5 2 34.26176
18 20 20 5 41.45112
19 3 3 3 44.12118
20 6 6 6 45.94832
Table 10: MS case, absolute ranked performance by error metric.
As mentioned for the pan case, the error metrics used are weak in that the lowest error case
may often also be of low spatial resolution. The class-superpixel product may help here, but
it was not calculated by the program whde all the data was avadable to the computer.
Entering all the data by hand for the 66 pan cases would be difficult. However, since the
MS output data format lends itself more easdy to calculating the proposed class-superpixel
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product, an attempt to rank the cases in this order is shown in Table 1 1 . Calculations were
carried out by reading the .hdr file into excel and manually entering the formulas to find
the class-superpixel product. The first column shows the rank, the next show the error
metric values and the last show the case number. Note that the actual error metric values
are shown here for the first time: as one would assume, smaller error values indicate "better"
performance.
Rank (by class-
superpixel product)
RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT Case number Class-superpixel product
1 27.81168 29.78575 11.34222 11 most classes=ni res
2 27.13958 29.04693 11.0102 14
3 27.06342 28.97401 10.98224 4
4 26.20154 28.04615 10.75478 17
5 27.56589 29.4394 11.27475 7
6 27.00619 28.78685 10.9979 10
7 26.94474 28.72394 10.96967 Base
8 26.21177 27.97371 10.74085 15
9 25.08366 26.75006 10.31455 18
10 25.15727 26.86823 10.36787 16
11 24.62819 26.13258 9.842474 9
12 24.33281 25.86746 9.564486 13
13 24.13335 25.53156 9.578545 8
14 23.90684 25.38455 9.356621 12
15 31.57486 34.26176 11.93653 5
16 30.68201 33.56942 11.63309 2
17 28.3852 30.44068 10.20724 19
18 39.88285 45.94832 12.6553 6
19 37.12677 44.12118 12.12848 3
20 35.05088 41.45112 10.60473 20 least classes=lo res
Table 11: MS performance ranking from high to low resolution.
Using the class-superpixel product as the primary ranking criteria, the user would select the
highest ranking result from Table 11 that still met their error metric performance criteria.
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The top four results from tables 10 and 11 ("lowest
error"
and "highest resolution")
are shown in Figures 107 - 114. According to the lowest error ranking, the best results
would be, in order of precedence: 12, 13, 8 and 9 (see Table 10 ranks 1- 4). Next,
according to the highest resolution ranking, the best results would be, in order of
precedence: 11, 14, 4 and 17 (see Table 11 ranks 1-4).
Depending upon the needs of the user (image analyst versus remote sensing
researcher), the individual may choose to eliminate ad but the lowest error solutions. Then,
they could pick the highest resolution result [remote sensing researcher] from this low error
set. Or, the user may retain only the results of highest resolution and then pick the lowest
error output [image analyst] .
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Figure 107: Case 12, lowest error, rank=l. Figure 108: Case 13, lowest error, rank=2.
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Figure 109: Case 8, lowest error, rank=3. Figure 110: Case 9, lowest error, rank=4.
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Figure 111: Case 11, hi res, rank=l. Figure 112: Case 14, hi res, rank=2.
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Figure 113: Case 4, hi res, rank=3. Figure 114: Case 17, hi res, rank=4.
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To reduce the pepper noise in the MS cases, the same procedure as for the pan method is
used: pick solve_bound -1 to -10. This will limit grey counts to less than 255 and greater
than 0.
5.2.4 Impact of Radiometric Error for Pan/MS Methods
The following analysis attempts to estimate the impact of radiometric error on the
other error metrics using RMS as an example. Radiometric error (raderr) is given by:
raderr = estavg - lr ( 56 )
where: estavg= [total(hr estimate super-pixel)]/resrat ^ 2, the average of the hi res thermal
estimate super-pixel.
Ir is the given lo res thermal band value.
For cases with perfect fidelity, raderr equals zero. Rearranging the equation in terms of
estavg:
estavg = lr + raderr ( 57 )
It is also possible to express the pixels in the truth image as:
truth = lr * hr
where: hr is the hi res contribution.
In simdar fashion, the hi res estimate pixels could be represented as:
estimate = Irest + hrest
= estavg + hrest
= lr + raderr + hr*X
where: lrest is the lo res component of the estimate and corresponds to estavg
hrest is the hi res component of the estimate
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(58)
(59)
Also, hrest can be expressed as hr times a scale factor. For instance, if hrest=45 and
hr=15, then hrest=hr*3. When calculating the squared difference portion of RMS error,
comparing the truth and lo res images on a pixel by pixel basis, we obtain:
truth - lr = hr ( 60 )
Simdarly, for the comparison of the truth and hi res estimate images on a pixel by pixel
basis, we obtain:
truth - estimate = hr - hr*X - raderr ( 61 )
= hr(\ - X) - raderr
So, we are saying that we would like to have perfect fidelity (raderr=0) and compare how far
our hi res estimate component is from the truth hi res component. It is possible to say that
if: raderr=0 and 0<X<2, the hi res estimate is a better result than the given lo res
thermal band. In general, the hi res estimate is better than the lo res thermal value if:
(-raderr/hr)<X<(2-raderr/hr). Even without truth data, raderr can be calculated for the
super-pixel. However, nothing is known about the raderr on a pixel by pixel basis! So at
present, the RMS error calculation includes a radiometric error contribution. The error
contribution of the raderr could be significant. Furthermore, the raderr contribution varies
from case to case, so it adds to the difficulty in picking the best result. Consider two cases:
one extreme is that in all super-pixels there is one pixel that contains all the raderr. In this
case, the RMS contribution for the super-pixel is (raderr ', and the sum over the image is
the image RMS contribution. For the second case, let us examine the other extreme: the
raderr is equally distributed among all pixels in the super-pixel. In this case, the super-
pixel-RMS contribution is resrat *(raderr/resrat ) = raderr /resrat . Say resrat=3, so a 300
X 300 pixel image would have 6889 super-pixels (ie. 6889*9=62001 pixels). Say
raderr=34 for each super-pixel in the image. For case one, the contribution to RMS error
over the entire image is: RMS= sqrt([6889*(34 ~2)]/62001)= 11.33. In case two, the
contribution to RMS error over the entire image becomes:
RMS= sqrt(
[6889*(34 ~ 2)/9]/6200 1 )=3 . 78 . Consider also that pepper noise could very
much be likened to "all the raderr in one pixel". As shall be seen in section 5.4, the
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statistical method suffers much less from pepper noise, has near-perfect radiometric fidelity
and RMS errors that are often 4 to 12 digital counts less than the pan/MS methods. The
above argument would appear to have some support! In order to better examine how our hi
res estimate component compares to the truth hi res component, we should possibly be
sending the following image_A and image_B to the error routines:
A = truth - lr = hr
B = estimate - estavg = hrest
then, on a pixel-by-pixel basis we would effectively calculate:
squared difference = (A - B)2 = (hr - hrest)2
mean = ....
rms = etc.
(62)
(63)
ie. our metrics have not been at fault. Rather, we have been asking them to compare apples
and oranges, which has led to an ambiguity of interpretation. To judge the hi res error in
using the lo res super-pixel as a solution use:
A = truth - lr = hr C 64 ^
B = estimate - estavg = lr - lr = 0
since as an estimate, the hrest component of the lr thermal=0. We should always compare
our hi res estimate to the lo res error given in equation 64. Comparing our hi res estimate,
in the form of equation 63, and the lo res thermal, in the form of equation 64, should
correctly report how "hi our estimate image is and place the given lr thermal image in
its proper position as a poor hi res estimate.
5.3 Pan and MS optimum performance settings
Obviously, our desire is to achieve the highest possible spatial representation in the
solution. Looking at the class-superpixel product will let us choose this result. Next, the
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user must look at the error metric results to find a solution that is within their acceptable
error limits.
The highest resolution thermal estimate image is obtained by:
a. providing a hi res class map with many classes (ms case) or specifying a high
value for max_classes (pan case). This approach is most prone to
radiometric error.;
b. choosing
"I"
as the method of solving the system of equations (pan case,
hard-wired to this setting for MS case); and
c. choosing bound = 0 to 10 (allowing grey counts less than 266 and greater
than -11). This approach is most prone to radiometric noise.
To limit the amount of pepper noise and generate the lowest error (RMS-edge, RMS, regit
& radiometric) thermal estimate image, the user should:
a. provide a hi res class map with few classes (ms case) or specify a low value for
max_classes (pan case);
b. choose "A" as the method of solving the system of equations (pan case); and
c. choose bound = -1 to -10 (allowing grey counts less than 255 and greater
than 0).
Clearly, the desire for low error and high resolution are in opposition. The best approach
which can be suggested is that the user fix those settings which are non-negotiable, such as
the maximum radiometric error (rad_err) and proceed to try several combinations of the
other variable settings. A systematic approach would be for the user to:
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a. inspect the lo res histogram to determine a solv_bound setting to limit the
DC range of solutions;
b. select radiometric error limit;
c. use one super-pixel neighborhood (3X3 area);
d. choose a "span" classifier if a pan case is being investigated (with span=8-
10);
e. select 9 classes per super-pixel neighborhood if a pan case is being
investigated; and
f. provide a multi-band classified image for an MS investigation (ordered with
the most number of classes in band 0 and decreasing to the least number of
classes in band M-1, for an M classmap case).
Given unacceptable results due to the other variable settings, either the number of classes
may be decreased or a 5 X 5 area (two neighborhoods, with classes up to 25) should be
used. Of course, resolution ratio is not ready a variable - resolution ratios of 5 are less
desirable than 3. A resrat=7 is less desirable than 5 and so on. The user would not
decimate a given thermal band to a higher (ie. worse) resolution ratio, but use the best
possible (lowest resrat).
5.4 Statistical Method
Using the Southern Rainbow II data set, 15 bands (1-15 ) and a spatially degraded
band 16 (thermal) were used as the input. A variety of band subsets were tried with varying
degrees of success. Note also that in addition to using multiple bands for this algorithm,
the program has also been written to allow the user to input only a single band. As in the
grey-level fusion algorithm which relies on a single panchromatic band the user should be
cautioned: strong correlation between the high resolution band(s) and the thermal data is
most definitely required or the results will not be an accurate high resolution thermal band
estimate.
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Each case investigated for the statistical method generates a variety of output data.
One complete sequence is shown below. The sequence begins with a header file which
summarizes all results. The output images include the squared difference image used in the
RMS-Edge calculation, the squared difference image used in the RMS calculation, the 8
images from the RCGLT process, the hi res estimate image and the RMS-Edge/RMS
images of the pixel replicated lo res thermal data. The (0,0) coordinate in IDL is set as the
bottom left corner of the image (customary fashion is top left). All IDL image calculations
therefore occur bottom to top and left to right as opposed to the usual top to bottom, left to
right. Note that the data types and any post-processing operations necessary to produce the
images are shown in parenthesis. The resolution ratio=3 thermal band was used in this
example.
5.4.1 Statistical method sample output
Output file name root=opimgs\mrl31359
Number of super-pixels= 3
Maximum allowed radiometric error= 0.0500000
Name ofhr data file=SR_imgs\f6b0to14.dat
Notes=Used bands 0: 2 of input image. Recall first band is numbered as 0.
x-size ofhr data file= 301
y-size ofhr data file= 30 1
Name of lrtherm data file=ipimgs\lrsres3.dat
x-size of lr data file= 100
y-size of lr data file= 100
Resolution ratio ofhr to lr data= 3
Name ofhrtherm (truth) data file=ipimgs\f6rl2thr.dat
Method for out of range (0-255) estimates (S)cale or (I)terate=S
Number of super-pixels operated on= 9604
Number ofpixels operated on= 86436.000
Comparing the output image and truth image:
rms error near edges of truth image= 22.451993
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error near edges=opimgs\mrl31359.rme
rms error across entire output
image= 23.672780
FLOAT ARRAY image ofrms error=opimgs\mrl31359.rms
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relative contrast, 100-grey-level thresholded
(regit), rms error= 9.0595203
EIGHT FLOAT ARRAY images, numbered 0-7, of regit error=opimgs\mrl31359.rd#
Estimate image statistics over entire image as follows:
Average= 119.05457
Standard Deviation= 42.405770
Mean Absolute Deviation= 32.646603
Skewness= 0.89618429
Kurtosis= 0.32461310
Truth image statistics over entire image are as follows:
Average= 119.960
Standard Deviation= 43 .76 1 1
Mean Absolute Deviation= 3 1 .3717
Skewness= 1.29170
Kurtosis= 1.18381
Comparing the low resolution image(pixel replicated to full size) and truth image:
rms error near edges of truth image= 20.209457
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error near edges=opimgs\mrl31359.1rl
rms error across entire output image= 20.454587
FLOAT ARRAY image of rms error=opimgs\mrl31359.1r2
relative contrast, 100-grey-level thresholded
(regit), rms error= 7.5576393
regit images were not saved to disk
Pixel replicated low res image statistics over entire image as follows:
Average= 119.51635
Standard Deviation= 38.691594
Mean Absolute Deviation= 29.374088
Skewness= 0.98988156
Kurtosis= 0.47914087
Time program started=mrl31359
Time image completed=mrl31401
Time error calculations completed=mrl31404
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Figure 115: Estimate image (byte) Figure 116: RMS-Edge image (float)
Figure 117: RMS image (float) Figure 118: RCGLT 0: below-left (float)
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Figure 119: RCGLT 1: left (float) Figure 120: RCGLT 2: above-left (float)
Figure 121: RCGLT 3: below (float) Figure 122: RCGLT 4: above (float)
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Figure 123: RCGLT 5: below-right (float) Figure 124: RCGLT 6: right (float)
Figure 125: RCGLT 7: above-right (float)
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Since the low resolution thermal image used in this case was the same as that in the pan
and MS sequence previously shown, the "lrl(lo res RMS-edge and "lr2(lo res RMS
images have been omitted.
5.4.2 Statistical method cases examined
Table 12 shows the various permutations investigated for the statistical method.
Shaded areas in the table show those variables which differ from the base case. Double
horizontal lines indicate sub-cases, which investigate the effect a particular variable has on
the output quality. The ranked performance of each sub-case for each error metric (RMS-
Edge, RMS and RCGLT) is given at the far right. 1 indicates the best performance.
Discontinuities in the numbering, such as 1,2,4,5 indicate that the Base case was #3.
Note for your inspection of the table that when the Base case is ranked last, this
discontinuity is not so obvious.
The following table shows all the cases investigated for the statistical method.
Case # Superpixels Resrat bands Metkod raderr hlename RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT RMS(digital counts)
Base 3 3 0:2 s 5% mrl3159 6 6 6 23.67278
2 3 3 3:5 s 5% mrl31407 4 4 4 22.70093
3 3 3 6:8 s 5% mrl31414 2 2 2 21.73765
4 3 3 9:11 s 5% mrl31421 3 3 3 22.12294
5 3 3 12:14 s 5% mrl31442 5 5 5 23.51146
6 3 3 0:7 s 5% mrl31501 8 7 7 28.79494
7 3 3 7:14 s 5% mrl31509 9 8 9 29.19269
8 3 3 0:14 s 5% mrl31519 7 9 8 29.47604
9 3 3 PAN s 5% mrl31534 1 1 1 19.78668
10 5 3 0:2 s 5% mrl31548 6 6 5 22.4303
11 5 3 3:5 s 5% mrl31557 4 4 4 21.50195
12 5 3 6:8 s 5% mrl3l606 2 2 2 20.90157
13 5 3 9:11 s 5% mrl3l6l5 3 3 3 21.02243
14 5 3 12:14 s 5% mrl3l628 5 5 6 22.42136
15 5 3 0:7 s 5% mrl31720 7 8 7 24.2525
16 5 3 7:14 s 5% mrl3l730 8 7 8 24.2405
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Case # Superpixels Resrat bands Method raderr ilename RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT RMS (digital counts)
17 5 3 0:14 S 5% mrl31741 9 9 9 28.11469
18 5 3 PAN s 5% mrl31753 1 1 1 20.09522
19 7 3 0:2 s 5% mrl31821 6 6 6 22.46481
20 7 3 3:5 s 5% mrl31832 4 4 4 21.77215
21 7 3 6:8 s 5% mrl31905 2 2 2 21.1805
22 7 3 9:11 s 5% mrl31923 3 3 3 21.20768
23 7 3 12:14 s 5% mrl31955 5 5 5 22.2939
24 7 3 0:7 s 5% mrl32006 7 7 7 23.45864
25 7 3 7:14 s 5% mrl32019 8 8 8 23.5314
26 7 3 0:14 s 5% mrl32033 9 9 9 25.24183
27 7 3 PAN s 5% mrl32051 1 1 1 20.4575
28 3 3 0:2 I 5% mrl32103 6 6 6 25.50231
29 3 3 3:5 I 5% mrl32114 3 4 4 24.08537
30 3 3 6:8 I 5% mrl32124 2 2 2 22.39583
31 3 3 9:11 I 5% mrl32131 4 3 3 23.16933
32 3 3 12:14 I 5% mrl32141 5 5 5 24.87157
33 3 3 0:7 I 5% mrl32151 7 8 8 37.27462
34 3 3 7:14 I 5% mrl32229 8 7 7 36.9337
35 3 3 0:14 I 5% mrl32249 9 9 9 41.80234
36 3 3 PAN I 5% mrl4l648 1 1 1 19.88782
37 5 3 0:7 I 5% mrl4l657 3 3 3 26.53847
38 5 3 7:14 I 5% mrl4l752 2 2 2 25.70299
39 5 3 0:14 I 5% mrl41809 4 4 4 32.45483
40 5 3 PAN I 5% mrl41851 1 1 1 20.14968
41 7 3 0:7 I 5% mrl41924 3 3 3 24.91271
42 7 3 7:14 I 5% mrl41959 2 2 2 24.47924
43 7 3 0:14 I 5% mrl42039 4 4 4 27.44044
44 7 3 PAN I 5% mrl42129 1 1 1 20.5004
45 5 5 6:8 s 5% mrl51340 1 1 1 26.38623
46 5 5 6:14 s 5% mrl51359 2 2 2 29.29684
47 5 7 6:8 s 5% mrl514l6 1 1 1 29.69578
48 5 7 6:14 s 5% mrl51423 2 2 2 32.09859
49 5 1 5 6:8 I 5% mrl51441 1 1 1 26.89553
50 5 5 6:14 I 5% mrl51446 2 2 2 32.35083
51 5 7 6:8 I 5% mrl51429 1 1 1 30.3890S
52 5 7 6:14 I 5% mrl51434 2 2 2 36.26281
Table 12: Cases examined for the statistical method.
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5.4.3 Statistical method performance ranking
Whde Table 12 shows the relative performance of each item within a case, Table 13 shows
the absolute ranking of each case for every error metric. Notice that, in general, the
rankings agree: the upper, middle and lower thirds of each column in the table contain the
same cases.
Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT RMS (in digital counts)
1 9 9 9 19.78668
2 36 36 36 19.88782
3 18 18 18 20.09522
4 40 40 40 20.14968
5 27 27 27 20.4575
6 44 44 44 20.5004
7 12 12 12 20.90157
8 13 13 21 21.02243
9 21 21 13 21.1805
10 22 22 22 21.20768
11 11 11 11 21.50195
12 20 3 20 21.73765
13 3 20 3 21.77215
14 23 4 23 22.12294
15 14 23 4 22.2939
16 10 30 30 22.39583
17 4 14 10 22.42136
18 19 10 19 22.4303
19 30 19 14 22.46481
20 24 2 45 22.70093
21 2 31 2 23.16933
22 25 24 49 23.45864
23 31 5 47 23.51146
24 15 25 31 23.5314
25 5 Base 24 23.67278
26 Base 29 25 24.08537
27 16 16 5 24.2405
28 26 15 Base 24.2525
29 42 42 51 24.47924
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Rank RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT RMS (in digital counts)
30 29 32 29 24.87157
31 41 41 15 24.91271
32 32 26 16 25.24183
33 8 28 42 25.50231
34 38 38 41 25.70299
35 28 45 32 26.38623
36 6 37 26 26.53847
37 37 49 28 26.89553
38 7 43 38 27.44044
39 43 17 46 28.11469
40 17 6 37 28.79494
41 45 7 48 29.19269
42 49 46 43 29.29684
43 46 8 17 29.47604
44 47 47 6 29.69578
45 51 51 8 30.38908
46 48 48 7 32.09859
47 39 50 50 32.35083
48 50 39 52 32.45483
49 33 52 39 36.26281
50 34 34 34 36.9337
51 52 33 33 37.27462
52 35 35 35 41.80234
Table 13: Stats cases, absolute ranked performance by error metric.
Again, the weakness of the error metrics is revealed. Closer examination of the ranking will
show that the first 6 "best" results were all obtained using only the single pan band. Where
the pan band was correlated with the thermal, the information was extracted to produce a hi
res thermal estimate. Such a situation exists for the forest area in the top left corner of
Figure 126. However, where there is little correlation, the lo res thermal value is inserted.
This leads to a hi res thermal estimate image with many lo res areas:
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Figure 126: Statistical method hi res thermal estimate using only pan band, case 9-
In terms of image quality, based only on the error metrics, this result is actually defined as
"better"
than the best result for the pan-derived hi res class map method:
RMS-Edge RMS RCGLT
Stats case 9 19.37068 19.78668 7.404593
Pan case 8 24.09337 25.56148 9.3818438
Table 14: Comparing results using only pan band as hi res input.
In addition, the statistical method has produced this result with perfect radiometric fidelity
(error=0% for "S" method) unless a fadure in matrix inversion occurs. In such an
instance, the error in this case was fixed to be 5% or less.
Wheras in the pan method difficulty in interpreting the error metric results arose for
different classifiers, here (statistical method) we must separate the results according to the
iber of bands and also the method, "S" or "I", used in forming the hi res thermalnumr
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estimate. The following figures show the "best" outputs from 3-band and 8-band hi res
inputs for 3, 5 and 7 super-pixel areas. "S" is shown first, and followed by any cases "I".
Not all "I" permutations were examined. We begin with the 3-band cases:
, 4
r*
V^\ 1
1 H
".J*"
Figure 127: Case 3, 3 sp, "S", bands 6:8. Figure 128: Case 12, 5 sp, "S", bands 6:8.
sp= super-pixels
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Figure 129: Case 21, 7 sp, "S", bands 6:8. Figure 130: Case 30, 3 sp, "I", bands 6:8.
The 8 hi res input band results are as follows:
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Figure 131: Case 6, 3 sp, "S",
bands=0:7.
Figure 132: Case 16, 5 sp, "S",
bands=7:14.
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Figure 133: Case 24, 7 sp, "S",
hands=0:7.
Figure 134: Case 34, 3 sp, "I",
bands=7:14.
Figure 135: Case 38, 5 sp, "I",
bands=7:14.
Figure 136: Case 42, 7 sp, "I",
bands=7:14.
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For any of the 3-band cases examined, the
"best"
results for any combination were obtained
using bands 6:8 (numbered from 0, so these correspond to bands 7:9 of the Southern
Rainbow data set). Looking at the 8-band cases, the largest super-pixel areas (7 X 7), which
therefore have the most information (data points to operate on), produced the best results.
Next, the "best" 15-band results for "S" and "I" are shown.
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Figure 137: Case 26, 7 sp, "S",
bands=0:14.
Figure 138: Case 43, 7 sp, "I",
bands=0:14.
sp= super-pixels
As in the 8-band case, given a 15-band combination using 3X3, 5X5 or 7X7 super-
pixel areas, the best results are obtained using the largest area (7X7). Notably, all error
metrics indicate that the 15-band case result is of lessor quality than the 8-band case. This
is also apparent from visual inspection - the 15-band cases have more pepper noise.
Additionally, the error metrics indicate that the 3-band case using bands 6:8 is better than
the 8-band case.
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Only S" case results are shown for the resrat=5 and resrat=7 cases, since these outcomes
are better than those obtained using method "I". These images were produced using bands
6:8 (3-band input).
Figure 139: Case 45, 5 super-pixels,
resrat=5.
Figure 140: Case 47, 5 super-pixels,
resrat=7.
5.5 Statistical method optimum performance settings
is
re
The caveat to the Nishii et al. method is that if a small super-pixel area (3 X 3)
used with data having more than 3 to 5 bands, a great deal of pepper noise occurs in th
output image. A look at the band weights in this situation shows band weights much
greater than +10 and much less than -10 (+10<weight<-10). This "oscillation" seems to
be rooted in "under-damping", ie. insufficient data sampling in the local area to derive
accurate statistics. Using exactly the same hands with a larger super-pixel area (5 X 5, 7 X
7 or larger) produces different band weights having values much less than +5 and much
greater than -5 (+5>weight>-5). Kusanobu, 1997, suggests using a 7 X 7 super-pixel
for 7 band Landsat data when attempting the "global blockestimate"method or using th
area
e
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entire image to derive the band weight statistics, syx and Sxx. I assume this is due to their
observation of similar phenomena. Using the Southern Rainbow II data set, with 15 bands
(1-15 ) and a spatially degraded band 16 (thermal), super-pixel areas of 5 X 5 or greater
produced increasingly better results. However, for areas much beyond 7X7, the output
image area is greatly reduced. This is due to the fact that the perimeter of the image
cannot be operated on. The user should desire to use the smallest super-pixel area possible
since local statistics are most relevant and produce the highest, apparent spatial resolution
in the estimate image, ie. larger super-pixel areas produce less sharp output images.
Although only a single hi res band may be used to generate the hi res thermal estimate, the
user should be cautioned. As in the grey-level fusion algorithm, which relies on a single
panchromatic hand, strong correlation between the high resolution band(s) and the thermal
data is most definitely required or the resultant hi res thermal estimate will not be of greater
spatial resolution.
A new version of the statistical method code should be written where, within each
local window, a correlation check is done. Poorly correlated bands should be discarded from
the calculation since they only contribute noise. The revised list of well correlated bands
should be the only ones passed into the esmshrt routine where the variance-covariance
calculations are carried out. In this fashion, the "best" result, as determined by the RMS-
Edge, RMS and RCGLT error metrics will convey the best possible hi res spatial sense (the
class-superpixel product is not applicable since there is no hi res class-map). At present, the
user is forced to pick and choose some band combination. If the number of bands is small
and poorly correlated, the hi res thermal estimate does not have much hi res spatial detad.
This is especially evident if only one hi res band is used to derive the statistics, but can also
appear if multiple bands are used. Some visual inspection of the various result cases is
required. Obviously, the user need not compare those outputs that have an RMS error
which differs by 20 DC counts (eg. RMS=40 vice RMS=20). However, looking at Table
13, there are a significant number of results in the range of RMS=20 to RMS=23. The
result with the lowest error, smallest super-pixel area and the most number of input bands
has the highest spatial detad and should be chosen as the "best".
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Performance Summary
All three methods investigated have their applications. Given:
a. only a hi res pan image, either the pan or stats methods can be used.
Without the proposed improvements (section 6.3) the stats method will
provide higher radiometric fidelity, but the pan method will provide higher
resolution (assuming the pan data is not ideally correlated in all situations
and the lo res solution is used as the stats hi res estimate); and
b. hi res MS data, either the MS or stats methods can be used. The stats
method will provide higher radiometric fidelity, but the MS method will
provide greater accuracy in assigning values to the hi res classes.
If MS data is avadable at the same resolution as a pan band, by all means, the MS
approach is superior and should be used (MS errors are less than pan errors). Greater
accuracy in the hi res class mapping operation is obtained with the MS approach. This is
the foundation for the method. A poor class map will result in a bad hi res thermal
estimate image. So, more work is required on the pan classifiers. Additional examination
of the stats method is warranted: the rigour of identification of thermal classes and proper
assignment of hi res values to these classes, evident in the MS approach, is not evident in
the stats method. This implies that although the radiometry is perfect, the relative
temperature (eg. rank-order) of thermal classes in the same super-pixel may be
compromised.
As such, I would recommend use of the pan/MS method for the remote sensing
researcher who requires good radiometric fidelity, but also that the thermal radiance has
been properly assigned to thermal classes. The image analyst, at their discretion, could use
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either the stats or the pan/MS methods. This assumes the image analyst is merely
interested in the most hi res image possible and not whether 20 C extra has been assigned
to the rocks versus the truck, both located in the same super-pixel.
6.2 Contributions
Within the pan derived hi res class map work, the following advancements have been
maide:
a. development of 4 classifiers, proposal of an additional classifier based on
correlation;
b. abdity to re-classify the local window if a solution to the current system of
equations cannot be found, rather than leaving super-pixel as "unresolved";
c. avadabdity of 4 methods to solve the system of equations (A, B, C or I); and
d. selectabdity of 1 or 2 super-pixel neighborhoods for set-up of system of
equations.
The MS work yielded these benefits:
a. use of multi-band hi res class map so that the local window can be
"reclassified" if a solution to the current system of equations cannot be
found. This minimizes the number of unresolvable super-pixels; and
b. the option to use 1 or 2 super-pixel neighborhoods for generation of the
system of equations.
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Both the MS and pan cases allow the user to maintain control of the radiometric
fidelity of the solution.
In addition to implementing the Nishii et al. statistical method, extensions were developed:
a. abdity to scale
"S"
the solution or iterate "I" on the super-pixel area if an
invalid solution occurs;
b. derivation of statistics for a super-pixel area which is centered on the super-
pixel being processed, with suggestions for an approach that would deal with
image boundaries; and
c. the abdity to use one, several or all hi res bands to derive the hi res thermal
estimate.
Of significant note here is that the Nishii, et al. method provides a different view of
the fusion problem being faced and serves as a measuring stick for comparing quality of
results.
Considering the error metrics and performance measures presented:
a. the RCGLT metric developed for the work examines the contrast
relationship for estimate and truth images. This parameter has not
previously been used to evaluate the quality of results. The metric is a stable
indicator, with output variations that accurately represent changes in image
quality. This feature is not as robust in the other error metrics; and
b. for hi res class-map methods, the class-superpixel product metric (proposed
for pan/MS and demonstrated for MS) can overcome weaknesses
demonstrated by the other error metrics: results can be ranked from highest
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to lowest resolution. Then, the user can pick the highest resolution result
that meets their error constraints.
As stated in section 5.2.4, the weakness of the error metrics is in part due to the
radiometric error budt into the data. The error metrics could be used to improve our
results, as discussed near the end of section 6.3.
6.3 Recommendations
From the work carried out, it is evident that all three methods examined have
strengths and weaknesses. Only a limited number of cases, using one data set have been
examined here. Three additional examples were presented (Southern Rainbow scene 2,
Western Rainbow and Landsat), using only one case each. Clearly, users will be confronted
by data situations where one of the three methods may only be applicable or avadable (no
MS data, for instance). As such, development should proceed on all three methods.
Together, the methods can deliver the required performance to meet the needs of the image
analyst or the remote sensing researcher. Suggestions for improvements are as follows:
an and MS methods:
a. examine the problem of ill-conditioned matrices, populated with many zeros.
Determine the impact of recasting the system matrix, A & y vector rather
than setting rows equal to zero (methods B, C and I);
b. develop a solution method based on inequality constraints, limiting the
solution space to values 0-255;
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c. implement a least-squares solution that minimizes the error of either:
i. all super-pixels with only those classes found in the center super-
pixel;
ii. center super-pixel.
The present least squares form attempts to minimize the error over the
entire super-pixel neighborhood, which is a significant compromise. This
new approach should minimize the radiometric error more effectively.
c. investigate a fuzzy-logic approach for class grey-level assignment. The
present method of assigning a single grey-count to each class is weak -
visually the hi res thermal truth data shows this approach to be inaccurate
for some classes/image areas. Allow the class grey-count to have a
distribution;
d. analyze the post-processing problem: can contiguous classes spanning super-
pixel boundaries be resolved using some of the approaches suggested; and
e. for the pan case: investigate the development of a correlation based classifier.
The biggest gains can be obtained by eliminating radiometric error (implementing
the suggested least squares error form for the system of equations) and addressing the
problem of ill-conditioned matrices when solving the system of equations. Work on a
combination span-correlation based classifier for the pan method should also markedly
improve performance.
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Statistical method:
a. explore the reason why only a few bands produce better results than if all
bands are used. A pre-processing step, examining band-correlation of all
hands, retaining only the best may be the answer; and
an
is is
b. determine if a two step approach is viable: using the stats method, hi res p
data is used to provide an initial hi res estimate thermal band. Then, th
used with additional hi res bands to produce an even better hi res thermal
estimate. Alternatively, the pan method could be used to derive the initial hi
res estimate. Then, using either of these two pan hi res estimates, the block
estimate, as described by Kusanobu, 1997, could be used to derive a better
hi res result.
Error metrics:
a. examine if the class-superpixel product metric can be modified to discern
between images that have many pixels with a few classes per super-pixel or a
few pixels with many classes per super-pixel, since the user may have needs
that determine one case to be better than the other; and
b. examine the method of comparing the hi res error component only, so as to
reflect that the lo res image is a poor hi res estimate.
For all three methods, the metrics could be used to tune a better answer. At
present, the entire estimate image is obtained and then a check is carried out to see what
error has occurred. Improvement in results could be obtained by carrying out the error
calculation for each super-pixel, within the "estimating" portion of the program. The user
would specify an error limit at the beginning of the program. A fadure to meet the error
constraint would allow the program to change a variable (number of classes, neighborhood
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size, etc.) to improve the result. The new outcome could be compared to the previous one
to see if there has been an improvement in performance. The new method of examining
the hi res component of the error would be valuable here: if the estimate hi res component
is worse than the lo res band, use the lo res answer. This is different from the current logic.
It is entirely likely that we are degrading our performance by trying to use 9 classes in an
area that is all lo res. For instance, there are many pixels where the difference between the
thermal truth and lo res bands is zero: in these cases we would want to use the lo res
solution. A new form of the algorithm would be as follows:
a. user inspects lo res band to determine allowable range of DC solutions.
Dependent on their needs, the user will set the maximum error (RMS,
radiometric, etc.) tolerances. The user also sets all other variables; and
b. program proceeds, checking error and varying settings to iterate to a better
answer. For instance, try 3, 5, 7 and 9 classes per super-pixel neighborhood
(3X3 super-pixel case) and pick the lowest RMS error result.
An iterative approach is feasible since most variable combinations result in run
times of about 30 minutes (Pan/MS, stats "I" methods) or 10 minutes (stats "S" method)
for a 300 X 300 pixel image
As a general recommendation, both of the two main programs, vtfuse and fustats,
should be modified to an IDL-widget based, GUI format.
6.4 Conclusions
Resolution enhancement of thermal infrared imagery can be a complex problem
when the radiometric fidelity of the input data is to be maintained. The task is highly
dependent upon the approach taken. Generation of an inaccurate class-mapped image shad
have devastating consequence if an emissivity-class based solution is followed. Statistical
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methods offer some interesting potential, however the reliabdity of such an approach may
be affected by limitations of the data set, including SNR, underlying assumptions of
gaussian behaviour and the number of bands of both low and high resolution. Work carried
out has advanced the state of the art as determined byWarnick et al., 1991.
Improvements and expansion of the Warnick methods have resulted in the abdity to
generate fewer unresolvable pixels and produce imagery with a greater sense of high spatial
resolution. Significant opportunities exist for continued work in this field, particularly in
the area of classification. This is the root of the entire problem and determines the level of
success which shall be obtained.
Much experience has been gained in the application of the Nishii et al. statistical
method. The approach has been demonstrated to be a serious contender in the pursuit of
spatial resolution enhancement. Again, there are numerous areas which, given some
consideration, would further improve the results presented here.
The ultimate aim of this research was to provide a thermal image spatial resolution
enhancement technique which is highly consistent and maintains radiometric fidelity of the
original data. This has been achieved. Additional improvements suggested herein indicate
that these methods can meet the needs of both the image analyst and the remote sensing
researcher. The problems related to arriving at this destination required an understanding
of the data set, its limitations and the effects of/constraints to the image processing
operations avadable (registration, atmospheric correction, color representation,
segmentation and fusion) . A final product is now avadable, which allows the input of
corrected/registered data sets and output the enhanced imagery, albeit not in a GUI format.
A documented process exists such that future users have the necessary information at their
disposal, such that they may be lead through the steps required to replicate the effect on
their data sets.
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These methods shall continue to play an important role in the future since gains in
thermal detector technology have not been rapid enough to meet our desire for hi res
imagery. Landsat 7 shall have a resolution ratio of 4, with thermal data at 60 meters.
Fusing its thermal band with SPOT hi res data, the resolution ratio is 6. Data fusion with
planned commercial satellites, having 3 meter hi resolution bands, require processing cases
with a resolution ratio of 20. Hopefully, this work shall serve to make fusion methods
more accessible, benefiting those who need to produce high resolution images of high
fidelity and reduce the "fusion confusion".
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7.0 APPENDICES
Appendix A: CD ROM data information - Southern Rainbow II Exercise
The following information has been captured directly from selected README files
on the CD ROM. The content has been re-formatted to better fit these pages.
REFLECTANCE BANDS
The reflectance channels in the M7 data have been calibrated by processing M7 data obtained by
viewing calibration panels laid out on the ground. There are six panels ranging from 2% to 60% reflectance
and have been measured in the laboratory.
Based on the most current information and analysis as of this date the calibration for the reflective
channels as described below should be used:
For each band of the M7 instrument ( see files: flight.txt and spectral.txt ), coefficients are provided
in the directory "calib"
Files for each of the six (6) runs provided on this CDROM are present with names referencing the
flight and run ( e.g., f6r7.cal, etc ). The sixth run is a combination of two runs, Flight 6, Run 10 and Flight
6, Run 13 and is named f6rl013.cal. The sixth run contains the 15 reflectance bands from Flight 6, Run 10
and the 6 thermal bands from Flight 6, Run 13, a total of 21 bands.
The coefficients in these files are applied as described below to the digital counts contained in the
data images.
The reflectance band coefficient files provide two values ( aMultiplier and an Addition Factor )
which are used to change the digital counts (DV) provided in the imagery into reflectance values. A value
of 0.1 is then applied to the result.
For example, in the file f6rl0.cal, for channel 1 the values (Multiplier, Addition Factor):
0.001621 -0.072864
have been provided
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As an example, if the provided values for the offset and multiplication are -0.072864 and 0.001621,
then the resultant reflectance is:
R = DV * 0.001621 - 0.072864 + 0.1.
These reflectance values ( with values between 0 and 1 ) are the inherent value referenced to the
ground, without the intervening atmosphere.
Because of the calibration procedure it is possible to have negative reflectances in areas of the
forest. These values arise due to the limitations of the calibration procedures. Negative values should be
clipped and/or ignored.
THERMAL BANDS
The thermal channels have been calibrated by analyzing data obtained during the flights
themselves. During each measurement of a scan line the M7 instrument also views a hot, cold, and ambient
source. From these observations, a calibration is derived which provides a temperature value for each
digital count of the thermal channel. The calibration tables provided consist of tables relating a pixel digital
value (DV) with a corresponding temperature in degrees C.
**********************************************************************
M7 GEO-LOCATION DATA
The M7 data has been georectified by ERIM using a process ofbilinear interpolation based on recorded
data from the M7 aircraft platform's differential GPS location and the aircraft attitude at the time of the data
recording. The accuracy of this georectification is nominally within one pixel.
The rectification is propagated to an absolute latitude-longitude coordinate system based on WGS 84.
Each scene has a reference location specified, along with a row and column offset from the upper left pixel
in the image.
This location is
- the NorthWest corner forNorth/South flight lines
- the Southwest corner for East/West flight lines
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A pixel location in the image is defined starting from the upper left corner of the image with columns
running from left to right and rows running from top to bottom. Columns and rows are numbered from 1.
M7 SPECTRAL CONFIGURATIONS - SOUTHERN RAINBOW
A-Reflective
ID Channel Band (um) Center(um)
Rl 1 0.45 - 0.47 0.460
R2 2 0.48 - 0.50 0.490
R3 3 0.51 - 0.55 0.525
R4 4 0.55 - 0.60 0.570
R5 5 0.60 - 0.64 0.620
R6 6 0.63 - 0.68 0.650
R7 7 0.68 - 0.75 0.715
R8 8 0.73 - 0.81 0.760
R9 9 0.81 - 0.92 0.875
RIO 10 1.02 - 1.11 1.080
Rll 11 1.21 - 1.30 1.245
R12 12 1.53 - 1.64 1.565
R13 13 1.54 - 1.75 1.670
R14 14 2.08 - 2.20 2.160
R15 15 2.08 - 2.37 2.310
T6 16 10.40 - 12.50 10.950
B - Thermal
ID Channel Band (um) Center(um)
Rl 1 0.45 - 0.47 0.460
R2 2 0.48 - 0.50 0.490
R3 3 0.51 - 0.55 0.525
R4 4 0.55 - 0.60 0.570
R5 5 0.60 - 0.64 0.620
R6 6 0.63 - 0.68 0.650
R7 7 0.68 - 0.75 0.715
R8 8 0.73 - 0.81 0.760
R9 9 0.81 - 0.92 0.875
R13 10 1.54 - 1.75 1.080
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Tl 11 3.38 - 4.02 3.940
T2 12 4.65 - 5.27 4.770
T3 13 8.19 - 8.64 8.460
T4 14 8.66 - 9.23 9.020
T5 15 10.40 - 11.40 10.860
T6 16 10.40 - 12.50 10.950
D - Night Thermal
ID Channel Band (um) Center(um)
Tl 1 3.38 - 4.02 3.940 Low Sensitivity
T2 2 4.65 - 5.27 4.770 Low Sensitivity
T3 3 8.19 - 8.64 8.460 Low Sensitivity
T4 4 8.66 - 9.23 9.020 Low Sensitivity
T5 5 10.40 - 11.40 10.860 Low Sensitivity
T6 6 10.4 - 12.50 10.950 Low Sensitivity
7 NIL - No image
8 NIL - No image
9 NIL - No image
10 NIL -No image
Tl 11 3.38 - 4.02 H 3.940 High Sensitivity
T2 12 4.65 - 5.27 H 4.770 High Sensitivity
T3 13 8.19 - 8.64 H 8.460 High Sensitivity
T4 14 8.66 - 9.23 H 9.020 High Sensitivity
T5 15 10.40 - 11.40 H 10.860 High Sensitivity
T6 16 10.40 - 12.50 H 10.950 High Sensitivity
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Appendix B: CD ROM data information - Western Rainbow Exercise
Sensor: DAEDALUS
Date: 10/21/95
Lines: 2000
Columns: 716
Bands: 12
Altitude: 1000 ft
Time: 1118
All files .bsq, headerless, 8 bit binary. Reflected and thermal channels are uncalibrated.
Disk: WRB0235
DOE Remote Sensing Laboratory
managed by Bechtel Nevada
Las Vegas NV
Data Fusion & Analysis Section
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Appendix C: CD ROM data information - Landsat scene 11 May 1992
NDF_REVISION=0.00;
PRODUCT_NUMBER=0 1 1970225005 10002;
DATA_FILE_INTERLEAVING=BSQ;
TAPE_SPANNING_FLAG= 1 / 1 ;
START_LINE_NUMBER=1 ;
START_DATA_FILE=1 ;
BLOCKING_FACTOR= 1 ;
MAP_PROJECTION_NAME=SPACE_OBLIQUE_MERC;
USGS_PROJECTION_NUMBER=22 ;
USGS_MAP_ZONE=62;
USGS_PROJECTION_PARAMETERS=6378206.400000000400000,6356583.799999999800000,5.000000
000000000, 17.000000000000000,0.000000000000000,0.000000000000000, 1 .000000000000000,0.0000000
00000000,0.000000000000000,0.000000000000000,0.000000000000000,0.000000000000000,1.000000000
000000,0.000000000000000,0.000000000000000;
HORIZONTAL_DATUM=WGS84;
EARTH_ELLIPSOID_SEMI-MAJOR_AXIS=6378137.000;
EARTH_ELLIPSOID_SEMI-MINOR_AXIS=6356752.314;
EARTH_ELLIPSOID_ORIGIN_OFFSET=0.000,0.000,0.000;
EARTH_ELLIPSOID_ROTATION_OFFSET=0.000000,0.000000,0.000000;
PRODUCT_SIZE=FULL_SCENE;
RESAMPLING=NN;
PROCESSING_DATE/TIME=022797/06080000;
PROCESSING_SOFTWARE=NLAPS_3_0_2;
DATA_SET_TYPE=EDC_TM;
PIXEL_FORMAT=BYTE;
PLXEL_ORDER=NOT_INVERTED;
BITS_PER_PIXEL=8;
PIXELS_PER_LINE=685 1 ;
LINES_PER_DATA_FILE=6449;
DATA_ORIENTATION=UPPER_LEFT/RIGHT;
NUMBER_OF_DATA_FILES=7;
LINES_PER_VOLUME=45 1 43 ;
RECORD_SIZE=6851;
UPPER_LEFT_CORNER=0793836.0595W,0440950.1152N,15169382.513,507552.946;
UPPER RIGHT CORNER=077 1 526.2020W,0434906.0398N, 1 5 1 79 1 16.740,702535 . 1 1 2;
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LOWER_RIGHT_CORNER=0774332.7751W,042 1201.6 144N, 15362656. 158,693372. 149;
LOWER_LEFT_CORNER=0800306.7920W,0423213.5974N,15352921.931,498389.983;
REFERENCE_POiNT=SCENE_CENTER;
REFERENCE_POSITION=0784009.1035W,0431110.5694N,15266019.335,600462.549,3426.00,3225.00;
REFERENCE_OFFSET=149.21,-17.90;
ORIENTATION=272.858043;
WRS=017/030.0;
ACQUISITION_DATE/TIME=05 1 192/15212092;
SATELLITE=LANDSAT5 ;
SATELLITE_INSTRUMENT=TM;
PIXEL_SPACING=28.5000,28.5000;
PLXEL_SPACING_UNITS=METERS;
PROCESSING_LEVEL=08;
SUN_ELEVATION=56.3 1 ;
SUN_AZIMUTH=130.17;
NUMBER_OF_BANDS_IN_VOLUME=7;
BAND1_NAME=TM_BAND_1 ;
BAND1_WAVELENGTHS=0.45,0.52;
BAND1_RADIOMETRIC_GAINS/BIAS=0.60243 14,-1 .5200000;
BAND2_NAME=TM_BAND_2;
BAND2_WAVELENGTHS=0.52,0.60;
BAND2_RADIOMETRIC_GAINS/BIAS=l. 1750981,-2.8399999;
BAND3_NAME=TM_BAND_3 ;
BAND3_WAVELENGTHS=0.63,0.69;
BAND3_RADIOMETRIC_GAINS/BIAS=0.8057647,- 1 . 1700000;
BAND4_NAME=TM_BAND_4;
BAND4_WAVELENGTHS=0.76,0.90;
BAND4_RADIOMETRIC_GAINS/BIAS=0.8145490,-1.5100000;
BAND5_NAME=TM_BAND_5 ;
BAND5_WAVELENGTHS=1.55,1.75;
BAND5_RADIOMETRIC_GAINS/BIAS=0. 1080784,-0.3700000;
BAND6_NAME=TM_BAND_6;
BAND6_WAVELENGTHS=10.40,12.50;
BAND6_RADIOMETRIC_GAINS/BIAS=0.055 1 582, 1 .2377996;
BAND7_NAME=TM_BAND_7;
BAND7_WAVELENGTHS=2.08,2.35;
BAND7_RADIOMETRIC_GAINS/BIAS=0.0569804,-0.1500000;
END_OF_HDR;
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as:
Appendix D: Sample calculations for performance of PINV
1 . additional 0% error occurrence due to increase in lo res solutions is calculated
(class 1 data) - 11
6889
sample calculation for fe31330 : fe040925 = 249
"
= 3.45%
6889
2. real improvement is calculated as:
(test case 0% err) - (test case 0% improvement) - (0% err base case)
sample calculation for fe31330 : fe040925 = 38.09% - 3.45% - 31.21% = 3.43%
This calculation is simple-minded in that if the number of lo res solutions for the SVDC-
SVSOL were increased, the error contribution of these super-pixels would also disappear.
That is, at present these super-pixels have 2-9 classes therein and possibly some error.
Using the lo res solution instead, there would be no error. Therefore, if the SVDC-
SVSOL case were forced to have the same number of lo res super-pixels as in the PINV
case, the SVDC-SVSOL method would have still lower error. The PINV approach is not
as good as the SVDC-SVSOL method of solving the system of equations.
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